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Résumé
Chaque année, les inondations ont de graves conséquences en termes de pertes
humaines ainsi que de dégâts sur les infrastructures. Le projet ANR i-nondations
s’intéresse à ce problème et étudie des moyens d’amélioration des phases de
réponse et de récupération de la gestion de crise. Ce projet se concentre plus
précisément sur les crues éclairs, un type d’inondation caractérisé par une aug-
mentation très rapide du niveau de l’eau. Cela ne laisse que très peu de délai
aux équipes de secours pour des mesures préventives. Le travail présenté dans
cette thèse se concentre sur la phase de réponse aux crues éclairs.

En collaboration avec les équipes de secours du SDIS 31 (Service Départemental
d’Intervention et de Secours), les opérations de secours aux victimes, afin de les
conduire en lieu sûr sont étudiées.

Le problème étudié est l’optimisation des trajets des véhicules de secours
entre des lieux où des victimes sont en péril. Une fois une victime secourue, le
véhicule doit l’amener en sûreté. Ce type de problème appartient à la catégorie
des Problèmes de Tournées de Véhicules. Un enjeu majeur du problème est la
limite de capacité des véhicules. Cela doit être pris en compte lors de la plani-
fication des trajets des véhicules. Certaines demandes peuvent nécessiter d’être
secourus par plusieurs véhicules car il y a trop de victimes à prendre en charge
pour qu’un véhicule puisse le faire seul. De plus, les interventions sont priorisées.
En fonction des victimes à secourir, l’intervention peut avoir un caractère plus
ou moins urgent. Cela dépend de l’âge, de l’état de santé ou encore du lieu où se
trouve une victime ainsi que de nombreux autres facteurs. En effet une personne
âgée ne peut pas attendre d’être secourue aussi longtemps que le peut un jeune
adulte par exemple. À ce critère de priorité est également associée une deadline
: la date la plus tardive à laquelle une intervention doit avoir lieu. De plus, les
équipes de secours du SDIS 31 utilisent différentes catégories de véhicules pour
leurs interventions. Ces véhicules ont des capacités différentes et peuvent gérer
différents types d’interventions. Ces contraintes ajoutent de la complexité par
rapport au problème général de Tournées de Véhicules. Cependant, les équipes
de secours opèrent souvent dans un contexte dégradé, ce qui signifie qu’elles ne
possèdent pas suffisamment de ressources pour secourir toutes les victimes en
un seul trajet. Leurs trajets sont donc planifiés sur plusieurs tours. Un tour
étant comptabilisé à chaque fois qu’un véhicule doit rentrer au centre de secours
pour mettre les victimes en sécurité. Ainsi, il recommence un tour avec sa ca-
pacité totale. En connaissance de cause, diviser les interventions entre plusieurs
véhicules est autorisé dans le problème étudié dans cette thèse. Cela veut dire
que les trajets des véhicules peuvent être planifiés pour secourir des victimes à
un lieu donné avec plusieurs interventions, ce qui donne plus de flexibilité aux
équipes de secours par rapport au problème général de Tournées de Véhicules.

Premièrement, le travail de cette thèse est de trouver des solutions au Problème
de Tournées de Véhicules rencontré par les équipes de secours et le mettre en
relation avec des travaux similaires de la littérature de gestion de crise et de
la littérature des Problèmes de Tournées de Véhicules. La première contribu-
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tion est d’étudier la version statique du problème. Des approches diverses sont
développées et comparées. Une approche de résolution par méthode exacte est
testée et ses performances sont mesurées en fonction de l’évolution de la taille
du problème (nombre de lieux d’intervention). Des algorithmes heuristiques
sont développés afin de pouvoir traiter les problèmes de grande échelle. Enfin,
le problème de répartition des ressources que rencontrent les équipes de sec-
ours est étudié. Quand une inondation impacte plusieurs zones géographiques
à la fois, les équipes de secours peuvent avoir besoin de répartir leurs véhicules
sur les différents secteurs impactés pour assurer les opérations en tous lieux.
Le problème d’optimisation en question est étudié. Des solutions diverses sont
ainsi développées et comparées dans cette thèse.

Pendant une inondation, les équipes de secours n’ont pas toutes les infor-
mations sur les lieux d’interventions dès le début de la crise. Des évènements
dynamiques de natures variées se révèlent au cours de la crise pendant que les
équipes de secours sont déjà en route. Les lieux où les victimes doivent être
secourues, ainsi que le nombre de victimes à prendre en compte, peuvent être
révélés à la volée grâce au repérage de la zone sinistrée par exemple. De plus,
les équipes de secours opèrent dans un contexte dégradé, ce qui peut induire des
détours par rapport aux trajets prévus et des délais par rapport au planning.
Par conséquent une autre classe de problème est étudiée quand des informations
sont dynamiques. Ce problème est appelé Problème de Tournées de Véhicules
Dynamique. Des solutions adaptées pour répondre à cette version dynamique
du Problème de Tournées de Véhicules sont développées et évaluées dans cette
thèse.

Dans le but d’évaluer les solutions à une crise, des outils logiciels ont été
développés. Un générateur de graphes est proposé afin de générer des instances
de territoires inondés et leurs enjeux. Ce générateur a été développé dans le but
de permettre de paramétrer les instances créées. De ce fait, après analyse des
données contenues dans les Retours d’Expérience de la crue éclair de Luchon,
dans le sud de la France en 2013, qui est le cas d’étude de cette thèse, des
instances de test avec des caractéristiques similaires ont été générées afin de
réaliser l’évaluation. Un simulateur qui permet d’imiter les interactions entre
les différents acteurs de la gestion de crise a également été développé. Il permet
de jouer des scénarios de crise dynamiques en temps simulé. Cela aide à accélérer
le processus d’évaluation mené sur un grand nombre de scénarios. Ces scénarios
ont été générés en utilisant des données du cas d’étude de la même façon que les
instances de territoires. Le processus de génération des scénarios dynamiques
permet de créer des scénarios aux caractéristiques contrôlées par deux métriques:
la métrique du Dynamisme issue de la littérature et une métrique développée
dans cette thèse afin de mesurer la répartition du nombre total de victimes
entre les lieux d’intervention. Le processus d’évaluation permet d’observer quelle
solution développée dans ce travail affiche les meilleures performances en termes
de qualité de solutions et de temps de calcul, et dans quelle conditions. Les
heuristiques proposées dans les contributions montrent également de meilleures
performances que des solutions adaptées de la littérature.
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Abstract

Every year, floods have huge consequences both in terms of human casualties
and damage to infrastructures. The ANR i-Nondations (e-Flooding) project
tackles such crises and studies means to improve both the response and recov-
ery phases of disaster management. This project more specifically focuses on
flash floods, a type of flood characterized by a fast rise in the water level. It
leaves very limited time to rescue teams for anticipation measures. The work
presented in this thesis focuses on the response phase to flash floods. In collab-
oration with rescue teams from SDIS 31 (Service Départemental d’Intervention
et de Secours), victim relief operations are studied. More specifically, the inter-
ventions to rescue flood victims and evacuate them to safety.

The problem is one of optimizing routes for vehicles between locations where
victims need to be rescued. Once a victim is saved, the vehicle needs to drive
them back to safety. This problem is called a Vehicle Routing Problem. A
major challenge is that rescue vehicles have limited capacities. It has to be
considered when planning vehicles’ routes. Some locations may require to be
visited by several vehicles because too many victims are involved for one single
vehicle. Furthermore, interventions can be prioritized. Depending on the victim
to rescue, the intervention can be of various degrees of urgency. It depends on
its age, form, and location as well as various other factors. An elderly person
cannot wait as long as a young adult before its rescue for instance. A deadline
is also associated with this priority: the latest date for the intervention to be
conducted. In addition, rescue teams from SDIS 31 use different categories
of vehicles to conduct interventions after floods. These vehicles have different
capacities and can handle different types of interventions. These constraints
add complexity to the general Vehicle Routing Problem. However, rescue teams
often operate in a degraded state, which means they do not possess enough
vehicles to rescue all victims in one tour. Routes for rescue vehicles are then
planned on several tours. A tour is counted every time a vehicle has to drive
back victims to safety. By doing so, it recovers its full rescuing capacity. In that
knowledge, splitting service is allowed in the studied problem in this thesis. It
means routes can be planned to rescue victims at a single location with several
interventions, which gives more flexibility than the classical Vehicle Routing
Problem.

First, the work of this thesis is to develop solutions to tackle the Vehicle
Routing Problem encountered by rescue teams and put it into perspective with
related work from the disaster management literature and the Vehicle Routing
Problem literature. The first contribution is to tackle the static version of the
problem. Different approaches are developed and compared. An exact approach
is tested and its performance are measured with the evolution of the problem size
(number of intervention locations). Heuristic algorithms are also developed to
cope with large problem sizes. Finally, the resource distribution problem faced
by rescue teams is studied. When a flood impacts several sectors separated
by a too large distance, rescue teams may need to dispatch vehicles in sectors
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to ensure rescue operations in all locations. The optimization problem of such
a resource distribution is presented. Different solutions are introduced in this
thesis and compared.

During a crisis such as floods, all information is not known at the beginning
of the rescue operations. Dynamic events of various nature are released during
the crisis, while rescue vehicles are already on the road. Locations where victims
need to be rescued, as well as the number of victims to rescue, may be revealed
on-the-fly thanks to rescue teams scouting the impacted area for instance. In
addition, rescue teams operate in a degraded context, which can imply detours
on the planned route and delays in timing. Therefore, another class of problem is
studied when dynamic information is considered, called Dynamic Vehicle Rout-
ing Problem. Solutions adapted to answer the dynamic version of the Vehicle
Routing Problem are developed and evaluated in this thesis.

To evaluate solutions to a dynamic crisis, tools have been developed. A graph
generator is presented in the thesis to generate instances of a flooded territory
and its issues. This generator has been developed to be able to parameterize the
characteristics of the created instances. Hence, after data analysis of Experience
Feedback from the Luchon flash flood in the South of France in 2013, the case
study of this thesis, instances with similar characteristics have been generated
to conduct an evaluation. A simulator to run interactions between the different
rescue team’s entities (vehicles, decision center, and call center) has also been
developed. It allows us to run dynamic crisis scenarios in simulated time. It
helps to speed the evaluation process conducted on a large number of scenar-
ios. These scenarios have been generated using data from the case study for
instance creation. The dynamic scenario generation process enables to create
scenarios with controlled characteristics based on two metrics. The Dynamism
metric from the literature and a metric developed in this work to measure the
distribution of the total quantity of victims among the nodes to serve. The
evaluation process allows observation of which solutions developed in this thesis
gives the best performances in terms of solutions quality and computation time,
and in which conditions. The contribution heuristics have also shown better
performances than solutions adapted from the literature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Every year, catastrophic events such as floods cause enormous damages to im-
pacted areas and therefore have a huge impact on people and infrastructures.
Authors of [99] offer a summary of human casualties and damages to infras-
tructures caused by flooding events in France from 1983 to 2010. It estimates
at least 252 human casualties and 8,3 billion euros worth of damages. The fre-
quency of such events is likely to increase in future decades. Recent research
has been conducted on the relations between climate change and the increase in
disasters. The article [96] studies the relations between climate change and the
frequency of extreme precipitations in the Mediterranean basin. In this article,
the strongest studied model shows a 20% increase in such events by the end of
the twenty-first century.

1.1 Context
Crisis management around floods is a complex problem. Various actors are
involved in different steps of the crisis management process. Each actor uses
different databases where information used for their operations is collected. The
communication and synergy between these actors are very limited and each one
uses its technological tools to improve its operations. Hence there is a real
need in the crisis management domain for a unified technology that allows these
actors to communicate between the different phases of disaster management and
improve the global response to flood crises.

ANR i-Nondations project [94] in which this thesis is conducted, gathers var-
ious specialists from the different fields involved in floods. This project tackles
the problem of flash floods characterized by a very quick rise in the water level
often resulting in a lack of time to put in place anticipation actions.

i-Nondations purpose is to model flash floods in terms of disaster manage-
ment and impact on the infrastructure, using data collected by technological or
human sensors. In addition to human casualties, floods damage infrastructures
like the electrical network for instance. It leads to power cuts for the impacted

9
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areas. The project also aims at tackling such issues and includes an energy
provider as an industrial partner (Enedis). It has been funded by the French
Research Agency (ANR).

Among them, SDIS 31 (Service Départemental d’Intervention et de Sec-
ours), the firefighters entity of the Haute-Garonne department (south of France)
and rescue teams in charge of the victim relief operations. During a flood cri-
sis, people are trapped by the water and need to be rescued and conducted to
safety. This role is operated by firefighters in France. To improve the response
to floods, knowing the processes of the rescue teams, and adapting solutions
that can be of use to their operations is very important to reduce the impact of
a flood in terms of human casualties. Optimization of routes of rescue vehicles
between locations where victims need relief, studied in this thesis, can help to
improve their operations and it must be in collaboration with rescue teams to
develop solutions relevant to their real processes.

The problem studied in this thesis consists in rescuing flash floods victims.
At the beginning of rescue operations, the self-evacuation of inhabitants is con-
sidered to be terminated. Operations considered by rescue teams in the problem
are the evacuations of issues where victims need to be rescued. The studied
problem can be modeled as a Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). In this problem,
the objective is to plan optimal routes for a vehicle fleet to visit locations. Res-
cue teams need to relieve victims at issues locations and drive them to safety.
According to the domain where a notion is applied, it is named differently, that
is why in the rest of the manuscript, several denominations are used for these
locations. Therefore in the VRP literature, they are called requests or demands
but to avoid confusion we will use the term demand in the manuscript since
the term request will be used to describe another concept. They may also be
named nodes to fit with the model of the territory as a graph usually used in
the literature. When a relief operation is conducted, it is called a service in the
VRP literature. Hence, ”serve a demand” means that victims are rescued at a
location.

In the studied problem, requirements must be considered to fit with the
operation process of rescue teams:

• Priorities and Deadlines: Demands are characterized by a priority.
Rescue teams use this metric to help them to order their interventions. In
their processes 4 priority levels are defined:

1. Must be rescued in an emergency
2. Must be rescued within 6 hours
3. Must be rescued within 12 hours
4. Victims can remain on the spot

These priority levels are associated with deadlines, the latest dates at
which operations must be conducted at the demand points. Values for the
priority coefficients and deadlines have been determined in collaboration
with SDIS 31 and will be detailed in further chapters.
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Priorities and deadlines are estimated by rescue teams according to the
victim’s situation, location, state of health, age, and other factors.

• Categories: Rescue teams must conduct various types of rescue opera-
tions and therefore use different categories of vehicles. These vehicles can
handle different types of demands and also have different capacities. The
problem considers victim relief operations where victims are rescued and
driven to safety. So, the capacity limitations of vehicles are considered.
The following vehicle categories are considered:

1. Big size vehicles such as buses. This vehicle category conducts large-
scale relief evacuations on low water levels. Vehicles of this category
are often requisitioned by rescue teams from other services. These
vehicles are not adapted to conduct operations when the water level
rises. Other types of vehicles must be used in such cases.

2. Specialized rescue teams vehicles. The vehicles of this category can
conduct relief operations up to 60 centimeters of water maximum.
Above these water levels, interventions are dangerous for the rescue
team staff. When the water level is too high, a firefighter must walk
in front of vehicles to make sure of the road path. But when the
water is high this personnel can be endangered by sewer drains. The
rescue capacity of these vehicles is limited compared to vehicles from
the first category.

3. When the water level is above 60 centimeters, boats are required
for some operations. Boats also have limited capacity and are very
slow. In practice, they are used to drive victims to a dry area and
another vehicle is used to drive them to a safe place but in this work, a
simplification is applied considering that victims are dropped directly
at the rescue center.

4. For emergency interventions or when a demand point cannot be ac-
cessed otherwise, helicopters can be used. They rescue one victim
at a time but help to gain a lot of time, or can access very isolated
locations.

5. Finally, the last category has been defined for interventions need-
ing specific vehicles for example for animals. For instance, during a
flood in the Camargue region in the south of France in 2003, rescue
teams had to rescue cattle. For such interventions, specific trucks are
used. The specific interventions have been regrouped under this last
category of resources.

• No re-routing: Rescue teams do not want to re-route their vehicles.
Once a vehicle has started a route to serve a demand, its trajectory before
completion of the service is not modified. This is for two main reasons.
First, in a crisis management context, communication might be compro-
mised so rescue teams prefer to avoid basing operations on communica-
tions. Then, rescue teams insist on the stability of the vehicles’ routes.
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For logistic reasons, they do not want to change route while a rescue op-
eration is started. For instance, for locations that need to be relieved by
boats, a truck drives the boats to the area where boats need to be put in
water. If the vehicle is re-routed, the vehicle might already have reached
the water, and firefighters are readying for intervention. Re-routing might
then mean canceling the operation and its preparation.

• Split service: Rescue teams are often understaffed. It means that they do
not have enough available rescue vehicles, or human power to drive them,
to rescue all demands in one tour. As mentioned above, the capacity
limitation of vehicles is considered. If the total number of victims to
rescue is higher than the sum of vehicles’ capacities, rescue teams need to
practice restocking. This term is used to design the action of driving back
to the rescue center (called depot in the VRP literature), to put victims
to safety. Once a vehicle has done its restocking, it can start a new tour
with its full rescuing capacity. Then, with that knowledge, it is permitted
to serve demand with several vehicles. Some demands may have too many
victims (quantity) to be served by one single vehicle.

• Single depot: For rescue teams, the routes are planned to start from the
rescue center and also end there. Even when the place where victims are
driven to safety is different from the location of the rescue center, rescue
teams always go through the rescue center before starting a new tour.
For this thesis, a single location is considered as the rescue center, vehicle
depot, and safe place for victims.

Other characteristics of the problem have been defined in collaboration with
rescue teams. These characteristics are necessary to build a VRP model:

• Travel time: To plan interventions in time, an estimation of the travel
time is needed. It allows computation of dates of arrival at demand points
knowing the date of departure from the previous intervention. The travel
time is an estimation, computed according to the distance between consec-
utive demand points in a route and an approximation of the travel speed,
common to all vehicles of a given category. Note that for the thesis, it
has been considered that no demand point is isolated which means every
location can be accessed from any other point of the territory, at least by
a helicopter if there is no available road.

• Service time: For each rescue operations to conduct, rescue teams es-
timate a time to complete the action at the demand point. This time is
called service time. The estimation is given by rescue teams according to
the demand characteristics. It allows estimation of the end of service date
at a node knowing the arrival date at this node.
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1.2 Contributions
This thesis studies different solutions for the victim relief operations for flash
floods and tries to answer the question: How to apply optimization techniques
to improve decision making during flash floods victims relief operations?

The work of this thesis does not constitute a contribution to the operation
research field but an application of optimization methods to the domain of
crisis management where it has not been applied as in this thesis. To the best
of our knowledge the crisis management problem of victim relief operations with
demands priorities has not been studied under the model of a Vehicle Routing
Problem.

1.2.1 Static contributions
A static version of the problem is studied first. This simplified variation of the
real-life problem considers that all information is known at the beginning of
rescue operations. A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation
is proposed to represent the static decision problem.

Solutions are developed and compared to solve the static formulation of the
problem:

• An exact method: This type of method search for the optimal solution to
an optimization problem and is able to prove optimality, but can be slow
to compute feasible solutions for the VRP.

• Greedy heuristics: Heuristics that insert demands in the routes step by
step. Past decisions are not questioned.

• Insertion heuristics based on the objective function and that question past
decisions.

• Adaptation of a heuristic from the literature: Solomon’s heuristic.

The solutions developed for the static variation of the problem are useful to
tackle the dynamic version. Furthermore, the static formulation of the problem
can be appropriate for training purposes for instance.

Floods often impact several places at the same time. Rescue teams are then
confronted with the problem of resource dispatchment. Solutions are studied to
optimally distribute vehicles between the different impacted sectors that rescue
teams have to handle simultaneously.

1.2.2 Dynamic contributions
In a real-life VRP, especially in a crisis context, information is dynamic. During
flood relief operations, all demands are not known at the beginning of interven-
tions. Information about the state of the flooded territory and issues are revealed
while rescue teams conduct rescues. This information may be revealed through:
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• Scouting of rescue teams. As soon as rescue teams arrive in the impacted
area, vehicles dedicated to scouting are sent to the territory to gather
information. These vehicles send back reports of the flooded area and
potential issues.

• Calls from victims to emergency numbers. During a crisis, a special call
center is established at the rescue center to regroup calls concerning the
flood. It gathers data about new demands that need to be served.

• Sensors deployed on the territory. In the i-Nondations project, for in-
stance, the energy provider partner (Enedis) offers access to data from
sensors placed on electric distribution infrastructures.

• Data collected from various sources. Research projects are presented in
chapter 2 where data is collected with different approaches. For instance,
data can be collected from satellite images or social networks.

Information may reveal new demands and updated data. Updates may be
about demands or the road network. This dynamic information may also be
encountered by the rescue vehicles while conducting operations. A road can
be blocked for instance. All this dynamic information must be integrated into
the problem and the solutions must take it into account when planning routes.
Solutions are developed in this thesis with two main approaches:

• A re-optimization approach adapting solutions from the static context.

• A dynamic insertion heuristic.

Routes computation strategies have been developed to determine when the
solution is updated with new information. Three strategies are presented and
evaluated in the thesis.

Furthermore, metrics to measure the characteristics of evaluation scenarios
are studied. Two metrics are observed:

• Dynamism: A metric from the literature that measures the distribution
of dynamic demands on the time horizon of the crisis.

• Quantity distribution: A metric proposed in this thesis to evaluate the
distribution of the total number of victims rescued during the crisis over
the different demand points.

The influence of these metrics on solutions performances is observed.

1.2.3 Evaluation tools contributions
For evaluation purposes, different softwares have been developed in this thesis.
First, a graph generator has been developed. Graphs are used to represent a
flooded territory through its issues (vertices) and road network (edges). The
software can create graphs for all types of flooded territory, from a countryside
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area to a dense city. It has been used to create graphs with similar characteristics
to the Luchon flood from 2013. This flash flood happened in the south of France
and is one of the cases studied in the i-Nondations project.

For evaluation of real-life dynamic crisis scenarios, a simulator is presented.
This software runs crisis scenarios in simulated time and represents each rescue
team entity with a different process. Then, crisis scenarios similar to the case
study can be run to validate the performances of the solutions proposed in the
thesis.

1.3 Plan of the manuscript
Chapter 2 reviews the related work in both research fields of crisis management
and VRP.

Chapter 3 presents the tools developed for evaluation purposes, the graph
generator and the simulator.

Chapter 4 presents the static problem along with solutions and their evalu-
ation.

Chapter 5 presents the dynamic version of the problem, developed solutions
to answer it and their comparison.

Finally a conclusion of the work is presented in Chapter 6.

1.4 Ethical discussion
In this thesis, victim relief operations are studied. As mentioned earlier in the
introduction, priorities are applied to demands and therefore to victims. This
subject is ethically sensible and therefore it felt important to discuss it.

The priority is the strict application of a metric used by rescue teams from
SDSI 31 during their operations. It translates through different factors the
ability of a victim to wait before being rescued. The priority aims at reducing
the discomfort of victims and not at selecting victims to be rescued or not.
Even with the degraded state, victims who are put in lower priority categories
are considered to be in good enough conditions to wait for rescue. The objective
of rescue teams is to reduce the chances of a situation getting worse for victims.

In addition, the work presented in this thesis aims at being a support de-
cision tool. Routes for rescue vehicles need to be validated by experimented
crisis managers and the developed solutions are meant to accelerate the deci-
sion process or to give keys to improvement in the response to flash floods but
they should not be used without proper supervision nor should they replace the
expertise of trained personnel.

To conclude on the ethical aspect of my research, the carbon footprint of
my thesis has been evaluated. It has been calculated using green-algorithms.org
v2.0 [59]. The calculation considers the large-scale experimentation conducted
on the platform Grid5000 located in France. Experimentation took a total of
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576 hours of computations on 16 CPUs Xeon E5-2660 v3 and has drawn 207.47
kWh. It represents a carbon footprint of 8.08kg CO2e.



Chapter 2

State of the Art

The work in this thesis is to optimize the rescue teams’ response to flash floods.
The problem of this thesis is a VRP where the objective is to optimize the
routes of rescue vehicles. A large literature exists on this subject and its different
variations. The thesis is also concerned with the disaster management literature.
Different crisis management problems are regrouped under that field of research
and various types of solutions are proposed. The purpose of this chapter is to
position the studied problem regarding both scientific domains. The analysis of
both fields is done separately.

2.1 Disaster management
Disastrous events result in a lot of damage and casualties in the world every
year. There are different types of disastrous events. A disastrous event is either
from natural or human causes. Natural disasters are hurricanes, fires, floods,
earthquakes, typhoons, storms, . . . Disasters might also be caused by human
interventions such as nuclear incidents, toxic leaks, . . . The crisis management
literature studies solutions to reduce the impact of such events. Each type of
disastrous event is very different in the response. Furthermore, the action to
tackle the problem can be made at different levels. In crisis management, 4
phases are considered, as mentioned in [88]:

• Mitigation: It consists in trying to avoid the crisis or reduce its impact if
the crisis cannot be stopped. This phase includes engineering solutions,
preventing development (of households for instance) in hazardous areas,
infrastructures protection, natural environment protection to serve as a
buffer, education of the people about the risk, and adapted insurance
development.

• Preparedness: It regroups all the activities that help improve response
immediately after an incident. It includes the development of response
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procedures, warning systems, evacuation planning, exercises to test emer-
gency operations, and training of emergency teams.

• Response: Gathers activities during the crisis or immediately after a dis-
aster to meet the urgent needs of victims. It includes all emergency oper-
ations.

• Recovery: Actions conducted after the crisis end and when the urgent
needs have been met. It includes infrastructures repair and restoration
as well as all operations designed to put the impacted community back
together.

These stages are considered cyclic in the literature as illustrated in fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Crisis management cycle

The work presented in this thesis is focused on a case study in France. Dif-
ferent institutional databases are available for the disaster management actors
in France:

• BD TOPO: Three-dimensional vectors database covering France. This
database is updated every year by the National Institute of Geographic
and Forest Information. This database contains:

– The road network
– The railway network
– Energy transportation network
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– Buildings

– Points of activity or interest

– Named locations (localities, orography, protected natural areas . . . )

• MAJIC: National database on land data. It is used for taxation purposes
and managed by the CEREMA (partner in the i-Nondations project). It
is updated every year and lists information on the typology of buildings
such as their age, size, state, and occupation status. It also covers housing
infrastructures.

• GeoSirene: Database based on Sirene database which adds it geoloca-
tion data. Sirene describes all companies and establishments in France.
It is updated daily and managed by the National Institute of Statistics
and Economic Studies (INSEE). This database completes the previous
ones with the following information:

– Company addresses

– Number of employees of companies

• RPG: Geographical database used by the French Ministry of Agricul-
ture. Data is aggregated at the scale of an agricultural parcel. It gives
information about the culture of each parcel declared by its farmer.

• DDT Maps of Potential Flooded Area: The Departmental Direction
of Territories (DDT) for each department maintains maps of the poten-
tially flooded areas. It contains:

– A table summering the main issues detected (affected population
estimation, inhabited buildings, Buildings Hosting Public, . . . )

– The materialization of these issues on ZIP maps and Google Earth
(issues and estimated water high)

These databases are an important part of the information system. It is very
useful for operations of the response phase. Data is also used in the preparedness
phase with the example of VIGInond we will detail below. They are used in the
response phase to collect data about the situation on the field to plan rescue
operations. For instance, knowing which enterprise is in business and how many
people it hosts helps rescue teams to scale the response if the crisis happens
during the day. The same example can be transferred to households for crises
happening outside of working hours. Works based on big data use some of these
databases.

In the following literature review, the different presented approaches are
regrouped by phase.
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2.1.1 Mitigation
Very various works in the literature study the Mitigation phase of crisis man-
agement. For instance, [77] studies the resilience of water distribution systems
to different types of hazards. Water distribution is vital, however, it can be
disturbed by different hazards. This Franco-German project studies ways to
detect abnormal events impacting the distributed water quality and integrity
through monitoring and vulnerability analysis methods. The goal is to avoid
distributing contaminated water and therefore escape a poisoning crisis on a
large scale.

The paper [27] reviews the risk management in France with a focus on the
Mediterranean area. It also offers policies in collaboration with companies and
public institutions to mitigate the impact of floods. It evaluates these preventive
policies and the impact of prevention to test if it helps improve the response.

In [20] 752 households prone to flood are studied. It allows showing the
influence of coping appraisal on flood mitigation. A coping appraisal is an indi-
vidual adaptation to face a hazard, flood in this case. By evaluating individual
measures put in place in households vulnerable to floods, one can get insight
into which measure is the most efficient to reduce floods’ impact.

The same type of study is conducted in [79]. In this article, 885 french
households are studied with a protection motivation theory approach. These
articles conclude that coping appraisals are more effective than threat appraisals
to mitigate the impact on households. It also gives recommendations to improve
flood preparedness.

The article [26] presents two methods to assess the exposure of daily com-
muters to flood risk. This work allows determining critical road intersections
that need to be adapted to reduce the impact of a flood on the road infrastruc-
ture. The evaluation of the geometry helps to limit victims among commuters
by avoiding damages to the infrastructure they use. It also helps rescue teams
during rescue operations since the road network helps to speed up the evacuation
process if it is not damaged.

2.1.2 Preparedness
This phase can regroup various types of approaches to tackle a crisis. For
instance, [21] studies a warning system for floods. In this article, a method is
developed to monitor the activity of a river. The studied river is the Tagliamento
in Italy. A neural network is developed to predict the water level at different
points of the river in the knowledge of distributed raining information upstream
of the river. The purpose is to detect dangerous water level predictions and
forecast them.

A review of the different measures that can be put in place is given in [58].
It is focused on flood risk, more specifically on land-use planning and private
precautionary adaptations. It details measures proven the most effective in
several case studies.

During the preparation phase, rescue teams have data to prepare plans for
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interventions and also to detect a potential crisis as early as possible. For floods,
in France, diverse monitoring systems exist. Vigicrues is a national information
service on flood risk that gathers various data to affect a vigilance index over
areas close to the main rivers on the territory. Authors of [35] study data
collection and interpretation to enrich data from Vigicrues with another system
VIGInond. The purpose of this work is to develop a new version of Vigicrues
coupled with VIGInond which was only available for interior affairs ministry
use.

The work from [30] also studies flash floods. The goal of this work is to
detect flash flood hazards in selected agricultural regions using satellite data.
This data is coupled with models that allow prediction of the level of hazard to
the region is submitted. Then, authorities can adapt the alert system according
to the measured index as it is specified in the article. It may also be used to
test the system in place in a given area with the help of simulations.

2.1.3 Response

The article [50] is at the limit between preparedness and response phases. A
variable selection technique is offered to help the decision and prediction of
firefighters’ interventions.

The article [36] conducted in the GéNéPi project works on big data to im-
prove the number of usable data sources. This process allows getting more
information so that better decisions are made in the response phase. The goal
is to get a better understanding of the on-field situation thanks to big data. It
helps to feed rescue teams with more knowledge in the decision-making process.

The work from [14] follows the same type of approach to improve response.
In this article, tools based on big data are presented and tested in real-case
scenarios.

In [87] radar detection is used to compute a 3D model of the flood. It allows
for measuring the impact of the flood and therefore the water level in all the
impacted areas. This type of detection system could be of great use for rescue
teams to adapt the resources to the local severity of the flood.

A different approach is offered in [72] and [73]. Both articles develop an ap-
proach with meta-models to tackle the decision support issue for crisis manage-
ment. This approach creates a diagram for each type of crisis. These diagrams
are created with a modeling language similar to UML (Unified Modeling Lan-
guage) for instance. However, in this case, it models the events that can occur
during the crisis and the appropriate associated decision. These meta-models
help rescue teams to gain time in the decision-making process. It helps to follow
clear procedures to improve response to different types of crises.

The study [23] presents a multistage stochastic program for urban search
and rescue operations. Search and rescue is an important part of the response
phase and can be applied to many types of disasters such as earthquakes for
instance. In such a crisis, the impacted area is devastated and the objective of
the developed solutions is to optimally deploy the rescue teams to find victims.
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As mentioned in the introduction, the problem studied in this thesis can
be categorized as a VRP. The victim relief operations are part of the response
phase. Different works have been led on VRPs for crisis management problems.
For instance, [18] studies the use of a Genetic Algorithm to support the decision
for transportation in disaster relief operations. Contrary to our problem, this
article focuses on the delivery of humanitarian goods and equipment to defined
locations.

The work from [102] studies a Pick-up and Delivery Problem (PDP) for sup-
ply distribution in disaster relief operations. A PDP is a VRP where there are
pick-ups as well as deliveries. In this problem, due to the crisis management con-
text, travel times may vary. Therefore, to solve the less-than-truckload freight
problem, stochastic programming is used.

In the article [56], the work focuses on the dispatching of emergency vehicles
and applies its study to earthquakes. In this article, data fusion is used. Here,
precise locations are not considered. The objective is to re-locate and route
vehicles where they are most likely to be in use to rescue victims according to
the data fusion process. Then when emergency vehicles have rescued victims,
they are routed to the appropriate hospital. In the data fusion process, different
values are available such as the priorities of victims. The goal is to generate
routes in the knowledge of the field situation (road network state, congestion
. . . ). The paper [91] proposes a fuzzy-clustering optimization approach for relief
supplies distribution operations. The objective of this study is to aggregate
demands in clusters and route distribution vehicles to these clusters.

The distribution of goods for disaster victims is also studied in [80]. In this
paper, local distribution facilities are created and the studied problem is a last-
mile distribution problem. Authors of [74] also study a last-mile distribution
VRP for relief operations after an earthquake.

In [85], the studied problems are a road network accessibility problem and a
work-troops scheduling problem. The first one studies how to find usable paths
for rescue vehicles in the aftermath of an earthquake. After such a crisis, road
segments are often blocked by rubble, and finding a practicable path to a rescue
point might be a real challenge. The second problem studies how to generate
a schedule to access these areas. The article evaluates the developed solution
to Haiti’s earthquake in 2010. The evaluation graph contains more than 10.000
vertices and edges.

Finally, the paper [2] also studies evacuations applied to floods. However,
it considers evacuations with the assumption that people use their vehicles and
are not evacuated by rescue teams’ vehicles. In this context, the objective is
to plan evacuation routes to forecast the victims to ease the evacuation process
and avoid congestion. This type of approach is more adapted to general floods
but less effective in flash floods context since the preparation period is reduced
strongly.

As it has been developed in this section, several works have been conducted
in the response phase of a crisis. Various problems are studied in the literature
and different approaches are tested to solve these problems. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no study has been conducted on the victim relief operations
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of a flood considering the problem of scheduling routes for rescue vehicles as a
VRP. Furthermore, the problem we study in this thesis has specific constraints
due to flood crises and the rescue teams’ operations process from Firefighters.

2.1.4 Recovery
The article [90] gives insights to evaluate the post-crisis benefit of flood-proof
improvements on the economic impact of a flood crisis. This study helps pri-
oritize the arrangements to apply in the build-back process during the recovery
phase.

In [93], an emergency response service is presented. It aims at giving re-
liable updated information for the post-crisis phase. This service uses sensors
data coupled with satellite images analysis to give reliable information on the
evolution of the situation in the field.

Authors of [83] develop indicators to evaluate the social vulnerability post-
crisis. 67 case studies are analyzed to develop indicators that reflect the context
in which social vulnerability develops.

On another aspect, [57] focuses on the “build back better” question. The
study of this article is led on building back the infrastructure on an impacted
territory to improve its resilience to a potential future flood.

In this section different problems in the crisis management literature have
been presented. These problems have been put in the perspective of the phase of
the disaster management they intervene in. The problem studied in this thesis
is part of the response phase. Various types of problems studying this phase
have been reviewed and it reveals that the problem we study here does not find
its equivalent in the crisis management literature. However, as mentioned in
chapter 1, the studied problem is also a VRP. Various literature exists on that
problem and the next section focuses on related work on VRP.

2.2 Vehicle Routing Problem
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a NP-hard problem of optimization
where a salesman has to visit a list of customers exactly once. The objective
is to optimize the order of visits to all the customers in terms of route cost,
given that every road between two customers is associated with a route cost.
This problem was introduced by Hassler Whitney in 1934 [39]. The NP-hard
complexity of the problem induces that there is not algorithm to solve this class
of problem optimally in polynomial time – unless P = NP .
The Bin-packing problem is also a class of NP-hard problems where the objective
is to optimally arrange elements of various sizes inside a container of limited
capacity [32].
The VRP is a combination of these problems introduced by [25] in 1959. In a
VRP, the objective is to optimize route cost, like in a TSP, as well as optimizing
the load of the vehicles like in a bin packing problem. In a VRP, the purpose is
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to serve several locations usually called customers with one or several vehicles
from a single depot. Every customer must be visited at least once during the
time horizon of the problem and the routes might be constituted of several tours
between customers and the depot.

This problem is also NP-hard as confirmed by [65]. On top of the general
VRP, various other constraints might be added leading to variations in order to
fit every problem’s constraints. In the following of this chapter, the literature
of the VRP is overviewed through its most widespread variations.

2.2.1 VRP variations
Different variations of the VRP have been introduced through researches in the
field. In this section, a non-exhaustive presentation is made of the major VRP
variations. In the thesis [12], a similar state of the art organization is offered.

Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem

This is the most common variation for a VRP. In a taxonomic review, [33] where
30 articles have been studied, only two of them do not consider capacity. In the
Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) the capacity limitations of the
vehicles are considered. Vehicles cannot handle more than their capacity.

A model for the CVRP is presented. This model has been offered by [38]
and [37] as a MILP. A MILP is a formulation in which the problem is described
by an objective function, linear constraints, and integer variables. It is based on
a graph G = (V, E) where V = {v0, . . . , vn−1} is the vertex set of size n where
vertices (nodes of the graph) represent the customers to be served except for v0,
the node of the depot. E = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V, i ̸= j} is the edge set.

Let us consider:

• Z = {0, . . . , n − 1} is the set of indexes of vertices in the graph and
Z⋆ = Z \ {0}

• M = {1, . . . , m} the set of available vehicles

• Q the maximum capacity, constant and common to all vehicles

• qi the capacity (number of items or victims) to collect at node of index i

• di,j the distance between nodes of indexes i and j

And the decision variables:

• yk
i a binary variable equal to 1 if node of index i is visited by vehicle k

and equal to 0 otherwise

• xk
i,j a binary variable equal to 1 if edge (vi,vj) in the route of vehicle k

and equal to 0 otherwise
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The CVRP is then modeled as follows:

min

∑
i∈Z

∑
j∈Z

∑
k∈M

xk
i,j · di,j

 (2.1)

∀k ∈M,
∑
i∈Z⋆

qi · yk
i ≤ Q (2.2)

∀i ∈ Z⋆,
∑
k∈M

yk
i = 1 (2.3)

∑
k∈M

yk
0 = m (2.4)

∀j ∈ Z, ∀k ∈M,
∑
i∈Z

xk
i,j = yk

j (2.5)

∀i ∈ Z, ∀k ∈M,
∑
j∈Z

xk
i,j = yk

i (2.6)

∀k ∈M, ∀X ⊂ Z s.t. 2 ≤ |X| ≤ n− 2,
∑

(i,j)∈X2

xk
i,j ≤ |X| − 1 (2.7)

This mathematical model begins with the objective function in eq. (2.1) that
determines that we want to minimize the total distance traveled by vehicles.
Constraints in eq. (2.2) express the maximum capacity of vehicles. They ensure
that the sum of served quantities at each node by a vehicle does not exceed its
capacity. These constraints could be removed if the problem is not a CVRP
but a general VRP. In constraints of eq. (2.3), the visit limitation for each
node is expressed. It ensures that a node is visited only by a single-vehicle. In
this formulation, exactly one vehicle goes through each demand and can serve
it only once, therefore any problem in which a quantity would be bigger than
the maximum capacity would be infeasible. Equation (2.4) rejects solutions
where each vehicle does not visit the depot. Constraints eq. (2.5) and eq. (2.6)
force solutions to travel to a node with a vehicle if the node is served by this
vehicle and to depart from it after service. Finally, constraints eq. (2.7) allow
the elimination of solutions that do not visit all customers because of sub-tours.
It states, for each vehicle, that for every sub-set of nodes of Z, the number of
visited nodes is lower or equal to the number of nodes in the sub-set. Therefore
this constraint eliminates a solution where a vehicle would visit a node twice
and consequently leave a node not served.

This model is general and can be applied to most CVRP. Constraints would
need to be added for other variations in order to complete the model though.
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Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows

The Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW) has been intro-
duced in [46] and developed in [92]. In this problem, a time window is associated
with the demands. The time windows are described by a lower bound and an
upper bound [li, ui]. In this problem, the demands have to be served within
their time window, i.e. after the beginning of their time window and before its
end. In the literature, the time window problems consider the constraint from
eq. (2.8) in various ways. In commercial problems mostly, the time window can
be violated under a penalty. It can also be a strong constraint where a solution
that violates a time window is not valid.

The following constraints could be added to a VRP model to turn it into a
VRPTW. These constraints reflect the case of a strong time window. A decision
variable is added to the model. hk

i is the date of arrival of vehicle k at node i.
If the node is not visited by the vehicle, the date is equal to 0.

li ≤
∑
k∈M

hk
i ≤ ui ∀i ∈ Z (2.8)

The constraints in eq. (2.8) make sure that the date of arrival at a node is
within the time window of the demand. The decision variable can be computed
using an approximated mean travel speed for the vehicles. Knowing the distance
that has to be traveled, the estimated date of arrival can be computed.

Heterogeneous Fleet Vehicle Routing Problem

The Heterogeneous Fleet VRP considers vehicles with different vehicle capac-
ities. It has been introduced in [47]. Contrary to the model presented above,
the capacity is not common to all vehicles and is not constant. Therefore, in
this problem, the maximum capacity of vehicle k is noted Qk. Furthermore, the
maximum capacity constraints eq. (2.2) is also modified for such problems:

∀k ∈M,

n∑
i=1

qi · yk
i ≤ Qk (2.9)

The difference is that constraints ensure that each vehicle does not exceed
its own capacity.

Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem

Split Delivery VRP has been presented first in [31]. In this variation, it is
considered that the customer can be served by several vehicles instead of only
one in the CVRP presented model. It might be necessary in cases of big demands
that cannot be served by only one vehicle because of capacity limitations. For
the Split Delivery VRP, the constraints in eq. (2.3) are removed from the model
since they ensure a customer is served only once. The variable qi is not used
and qk

i is used instead which is the quantity served at a node i by a vehicle k.
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Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem

The Periodic VRP has been introduced with [13]. It has been later formally
defined and put into equations in [84]. In this variation, the service to the
customer has to be performed over several periods. This is similar to the
VRPTW but instead of having one time Window, several time windows (pe-
riods) are considered. The set of periods for the customer i can be noted
Pi = {[l1

i , u1
i ], . . . , [lni

i , uni

i ]} with ni the number of periods of service for node i.
We consider the model of the general VRP (without the constraints in

eq. (2.2)), and the decision variable hk
i that becomes hk,r

i with r ∈ J1, niK the
date of service of node i by vehicle k on period r (this value is null if the node
is not served by vehicle k on period r). Then the model needs to be enriched
with:

∀i ∈ Z⋆, ∀k ∈M, ∀r ∈ J1, niK, lr
i ≤

∑
k∈M

hk,r
i ≤ ur

i (2.10)

The constraints eq. (2.10) adapted from eq. (2.8) state that if the node i is
not visited by vehicle k, all members of the equation are null and the constraint
is true. Else, the constraint is similar to those from eq. (2.8). In addition to
these constraints, the constraints defined by eq. (2.3) should be removed from
the model. In fact, each node can be visited more than once if it has several
visit periods.

Pick-up and Delivery Problem

The PDP as defined in [86] is a VRP where people and goods can be picked up
as well as delivered to customers’ locations. The main challenge in this problem
is to be able to deal with the load of the vehicle and deliver it before a pick-up
for which there is not enough space in the vehicle.

Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem

In the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP) information is considered
dynamic in opposition to the general VRP where it is static. In a dynamic
problem, part of the information about the crisis is released dynamically. [81]
lists three majors sources of dynamism in DVRPs.

• Dynamic customers: It describes problems where the points of demands
(location and characteristics) are revealed dynamically. For example, [43]
studies the relocation and deployment of ambulances with interventions
that are unknown in advance.

• Dynamic requests: In opposition to dynamic customers, information about
the demand is known but the quantity of goods or persons to pick up or
deliver at the location is revealed during the problem. For instance, [44]
studies the PDP with dynamic requests and updates solutions dynamically
with the use of a neighborhood search heuristic.
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• Dynamic travel times: In these dynamic problems, the travel times of the
vehicles are considered to be variable over time like in ([100]). This article
studies the TSP where the travel time can vary with the date of departure.

Articles such as [17] or [76] offer reviews on the literature of DVRPs. In
order to measure how dynamic a problem is, metrics have been defined and
commonly used in the literature. The most widespread is the Effective Degree
of Dynamism developed in [63] and [64]. Another metric called Dynamism offers
a different approach [98]. This metric will be discussed in chapter 5. In terms of
model adaptation, a release date must be added, ri, which is the date dynamic
information about a node i is revealed. Then the model may re-use the VRPTW
model with the beginning of the time window being the release date. Such a
model would be adapted to a dynamic customer VRP.

Stochastic Vehicle Routing Problem

This variation is very similar to the DVRP but probabilistic information is
available about the dynamic factors. The difference is highlighted because it
opens a different range of solutions using these probabilities about future de-
mands. For example, [97] studies a stochastic problem where information about
the customer are only revealed upon arrival at the node. However probabilistic
information is known in advance about the size of the demand to pick up.

The major variations of the VRP have been presented and all that is related
to our problem, however there exists a lot of other variations in the literature
of VRPs such as the Dial a Ride problem [24] for instance.

The following state of the art focuses on the approaches from the literature
to solve such problems.

Note that for the rest of the manuscript, the following terms are used to be
more adapted to a crisis management vocabulary:

• Customers is replaced by Demands. The term to describe customer
locations are diverse:

– Node
– Demand point
– Issue

• The word request is used only to describe the characteristics of a De-
mand.

2.2.2 Resolution methods for the Vehicle Routing Prob-
lem

Depending on the characteristics of a VRP, different resolution methods can be
used. In this section, we present the main approaches that are studied in the
literature.
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Exact methods

When one wants to optimize vehicle routes for a VRP, exact methods can be
used. An exact method ensures to find an optimal solution. Solutions that
are not evaluated are proven not to be optimal solutions. VRPs models are
often defined as MILP. A MILP describes a problem with a cost function, linear
constraints and integer variables. An example of a MILP model is given above
in section 2.2.1.

MILP problems are generally solved with a linear-programming-based Branch-
and-Bound algorithm. This algorithm was first developed by Ailsa Land and
Alison Doig in 1960. The name “Branch-and-Bound” first appeared in [66]. It
refers to the structure of the algorithm as a research tree. In this tree, nodes
represent a sub-space of the search area, and branches are created to divide the
search space. When the optimal solution of sub-space has been found, there is
no need to divide the search space and branch. This solution is a leaf from the
search tree. Let us consider a problem where we want to find a value of an x,
that takes its values in a search space S, such that their image under an ob-
jective function f . In other words, we look for an element of: arg minx∈S f(x).
The basic principle of a Branch-and-Bound algorithm can be summarized in two
main steps:

• Branch: Recursively splitting the search space into smaller spaces. Then
trying to minimize f (x) in these sub-spaces.

• Bound: Using only branching would be equivalent to a brute force al-
gorithm where every solution is tested. To improve the search for the
optimal solution, the algorithm records bounds for the minimum. These
bounds are used to prune the search space and eliminate branches that
are guaranteed not to contain an optimal solution.

At each step and for each sub-problem, integrality restrictions are removed.
The resulting Linear-Programming relaxation can then be solved. If the result
of the Linear-Programming relaxation satisfies all the integrality restrictions, it
is recorded as a feasible solution. Else, a branching is executed on the branching
variable. For instance, with the example of x and f (x) mentioned above, if the
result of the LP relaxation gave the value x = 2.3, and this solution does not
respect the integrality restrictions, branching creates two new nodes: x ≤ 2 and
x ≥ 3.

As illustrated in fig. 2.2, two sub-problems P1 and P2 are created from P .
If an optimal solution is found to P1 and P2, the best of both solutions can be

taken as the optimal solution of P . Then, a search tree is created by branching
recursively. The objective is to find the optimal solution to the main problem
by resolving sub-problems optimally. During the search in the tree, when a
feasible solution is found at a node, it is registered and moved up in the tree. If
the objective value for this solution is better than the upper bound, it replaces
it. These solutions are called incumbents. Then during the execution of the
algorithm, we will not accept an integer solution with an objective value higher
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x ≤ 2 x ≥ 3

P

P1 P2

x = 2.3

Figure 2.2: Example of the branching for a LP relaxation’s solution x = 2.3

than this incumbent. The algorithm also uses a lower bound often called the
best bound. This bound is computed as the minimum of all optimal objective
values of all leaves in the search tree. The difference between the Upper and
Lower bounds is called the gap. When the gap reaches 0, the optimality of the
solution is proven. The value of the gap can be adjusted in most solvers to
define the desired accuracy of the result.

The branch-and-bound algorithm can be coupled with cutting planes meth-
ods. The combination of cutting planes and branch-and-bound is called Branch-
and-Cut. Cutting planes tighten the formulation by removing undesirable frac-
tional solutions. The cutting plane algorithm intervenes when an optimal so-
lution is found to a sub-problem of the relaxed problem. If this solution has
a non-integer value, the algorithm allows adding constraints that do not ex-
clude any integer solution but exclude some of the non-integer solutions. The
principle is illustrated in fig. 2.3. In this figure, the search space is illustrated
by the grey area, whose bounds are determined by the constraints of both the
main problem and the constraints that have been added during the search in
the current part of the search tree. Feasible solutions to the problem are rep-
resented by the black dots. As we can see, since this example takes place in a
sub-problem of the main problem we are trying to solve, the objective direction
goes out of the search space (orange arrow). The global optimum of the problem
is outside the search space of the sub-problem. In this example we are trying
to find values of variables x and y that minimize f (x, y). One can imagine a
three-dimensional plot, where the third z-axis is added, and represent a surface
defined by z = f(x, y). The objective is to find the lowest point of the surface
(along the z-axis). The red dot is a solution found for the LP relaxation. This
optimum of the sub-problem contains a non-integer value. It can be verified in
the figure, where x = 3 and y = 2.5 for the red dot. The cutting plane algo-
rithm adds constraints to the problem to eliminate the optimal solution with
non-integer values. Here are displayed the constraints x+y = 5 and y−x = −1.
They allow to eliminate the solution with non-integer values and select the LP
optimum (green dot).

The main drawback is that the exact methods’ computation time increases
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0 x

y

1

1 x + y = 5

y - x = -1

cutting planes

optimum of LP
relaxation

LP optimum

Feasible
solution

objective

Figure 2.3: Example of step of the cutting plane algorithm

exponentially with the scale of the problem. When solving an NP-hard prob-
lem, the number of iterations of the algorithm is exponential with the number
of nodes in the problem. Hence it cannot be an appropriate approach when
computation time must be kept low.

Literature reviews such as [60] offer a survey of exact methods to solve VRPs.
The work presented in [82] offers to solve a Periodic VRP using exact meth-

ods for instance. In addition to the classic Periodic VRP, customers must be
served by the same driver in this problem. The resolution method is a branch-
and-cut algorithm. In this article, the planning horizon is of several days, and
it is acceptable that solving runs for several hours.

The article [7] also studies the Periodic VRP however the problem is relaxed
with flexibility hypotheses: the quantity to deliver at each period is not fixed. In
this work, a total quantity has to be delivered to each customer and a maximal
quantity is fixed for each periodic delivery. The paper shows that relaxing the
general Periodic VRP allows to improve routing costs. It is also solved using an
exact method and valid inequalities are presented for the problem.

Exact methods can also be used to solve stochastic problems. For instance,
[95] solves it with CPLEX ([53]) (one of the most widespread commercial solvers)
considering uncertainty over the worst-case scenario. When it is possible, this
method allows transposing a Stochastic VRP into a general VRP and to solve
it with exact methods.

Other approaches allow using exact methods for stochastic problems. The
paper [41] deals with a problem where customers are uncertain as well as the
quantity of the demands. In this pick-up problem, an exact method is used
and coupled with policies that state that a customer is skipped if it is revealed
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absent. A penalty is applied if the vehicle is full and restocking is forced.
However exact methods are limited by their computation time performances

and when real-time problems are studied, for instance, the use of heuristics may
be more appropriate so that we can find a solution where all constraints are
fulfilled, even if it may not be optimal in regard of the objective function.

Heuristics

A Heuristic algorithm solves an optimization problem without an optimality
guarantee but within a reasonable computation time. They have been used
very early to cope with the computation time drawbacks of exact methods. The
best heuristic example is greedy algorithms. This type of algorithm is meant to
be very simple and fast. It builds the solution by trying at each step to achieve
a locally optimal choice without questioning past decisions.

Early on, [47] used a heuristic solution to help to improve the performance of
an exact method for a problem of Heterogeneous VRP. In this problem, finding
the optimal fleet size is also studied.

In [92], the author has developed insertion heuristics and tested them on
benchmarks that are still used as a reference. Benchmarks are sets of graphs on
which the evaluation is conducted. The optimal value of the objective function
is often given as well. They are generated depending on various parameters (like
the number of nodes in the problem or the total quantity to serve for instance)
and allow comparison of results on the same set of graphs as other studies. The
heuristics are references in the literature. The principle of insertion heuristics
is to build routes by inserting demands iteratively into the existing routes. The
objective is to optimally decide on the vehicle and the position of insertion.
Contrary to greedy algorithms, by inserting demands at different positions and
not only at the end of the route, previous insertions, and therefore previous
decisions are questioned.

Studies such as [69] or [8] offer a double horizon heuristic. The principle of
the rolling horizon is to consider different time periods, in these cases too. In
the short-term period, a feasible solution must be found quickly for the first
demands to be served. This solution needs to be computed quickly to start
serving customers, at the expense of solution quality. In the long-term horizon,
while customers of the beginning of the road are being served, another heuristic
tries to improve the solution. In the work [101], the same heuristic is applied in
three phases. These heuristics are adapted for problems where the dynamism is
low and demands that are being served or about to be served are not questioned
by more urgent dynamic demands.

Heuristics can also be used to solve stochastic problems. In [104], a heuristic
is developed to generate several routes. A route is computed for every possible
value of an uncertain variable and the most probable route is followed until un-
certain information is realized, i.e. becomes certain. Heuristics are of great use
with such approaches because they allow the computation of feasible solutions
very quickly and to adapt to new releases. The same approach is followed by [51]
with a problem where the capacity limitations of vehicles are not considered.
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The multiple scenarios approach is also studied by [15] and [16] on stochastic
problems. Strategies are presented to determine when to delete routes in the
pool of computed routes.

Finally, [23] also uses a two-stage approach with stochastic requests. In
this article, two related stochastic programs compute routes on different time
horizons, short and long term.

Meta-heuristics

A Meta-heuristic is a heuristic that tries to cope with the main default of heuris-
tic that can get stuck in a local optimum during the research of solutions. In
a meta-heuristic, a mechanism that tries to find the local optimum is coupled
with a diversification method that variates the initial space for the search for
solutions. The objective is to explore the solution space the most effectively
possible to avoid being stuck in local minima and to focus quickly on promising
regions of the search space.

One of the most widespread meta-heuristic is called Tabu Search and was
introduced by [45]. It operates on a list of Tabu that records the last visited
solutions to avoid coming back on solutions that have already been tested. The
algorithm then avoids solutions from the Tabu list when searching for a better
solution in its neighborhood.

In [43] this meta-heuristic is used to pre-compute redeployment scenarios for
an ambulance dispatchment problem. In this article, every time an intervention
is needed, the closest ambulance is sent. Therefore the rest of the fleet, on
standby, might need to be re-dispatched to optimally cover the area.

The work from [102] solves the initial instance (at the beginning of the
problem, a first instance with the static demands is available) using a Branch-
and-Cut algorithm with time-dependent travel times. Stochastic modeling is
used to handle uncertainty. Then to deal with the dynamic customers in the
problem, a tabu search heuristic is applied to find a new solution with the added
dynamic customer. The same principle is applied in [44] to find feasible solutions
dynamically. The presented solution offers computation times of several seconds
for the insertion of a single demand and the improvement of the solution. The
overall computation time is counted in minutes to hours.

Tabu Search has been used in [42] in a parallel system to increase com-
putational performances. This solution can be parallelized and the different
processes can look in different search spaces, hence avoiding duplicated work.
The Tabu list may be shared by the parallel processes to avoid converging on
the same local optimum. The problem studied in this work is a courier distri-
bution problem where capacity limitations are not considered. [54] also applied
parallelism to a Tabu search heuristic. In this article, the dynamic customers
are integrated into the solution as above with a threshold-based waiting process
to leave time to compute updated solutions.

Authors in [61] and later [62] present a Variable Mixed Integer Programming
Neighborhood Descent algorithm (VMND). In this algorithm, a branch-and-
bound algorithm is used and the VMND is embedded inside it. It is a local search
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algorithm that tries to improve the solution by searching for better solutions in a
neighborhood of the new incumbent when such an incumbent pops. The general
Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) heuristics and its variation VMND avoid
being stuck in a local minimum. A new family of inequalities is presented to
improve the performance of the branch-and-bound algorithm. The problems
studied in these articles are still over several days’ horizons. The computation
time is around an hour or more for instances of the scale we want to study in
[62] for instance.

Another type of meta-heuristic commonly used is Genetic Algorithms (GA).
A genetic algorithm relies on biologically inspired operators to find better solu-
tions to an optimization problem. Each solution has properties that can mutate
like chromosomes. A population of solutions is generally randomly generated
at the beginning and random mutations are applied. Every time mutations are
applied, a new generation of solutions is created. Then the best solutions in
the generation are selected to constitute the basis for the next generation. The
objective is to mutate and select solutions to improve the solution set at each
generation. The article [18] used a GA to compute deployment plans but in this
work, capacity limitations are not considered. [4] also used GA in a parallel sys-
tem to improve computation performances. This approach is often appropriate
for large problem instances where it is very difficult to improve a solution but
the method is often slow to compute. In [4] the computation time is of several
minutes.

In [22], an Evolutionary Algorithm Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
(MOEA) and a Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGAII) are offered
to solve a bi-objective Robust VRP.

The sub-problem optimization is studied in [34] that divides the problem
into sub-problems by affecting demands to tours and then solving the problem
in each tour. Hence the problem size is reduced and the computation time as
well.

A Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is developed by [70] to
solve a VRP with dynamic demands. The PSO starts from feasible solutions
which are the particles. Each particle decides the direction to move in the
search space at each iteration in regards to its best-known solution but also the
best-known solution of the entire swarm.

Finally, [19] uses node-exchange and arc-exchange neighborhoods’ local search
to improve solutions.

Meta-heuristics reviewed in this section show good performances in terms of
solution quality in a short amount of time compared to exact methods. However,
it has been noticed, for Tabu search and GA for instance, that the computation
time is still over a minute which is still too high for the crisis management
context where decisions might need to be taken on the scale of seconds. For our
problem, the use of heuristics seems more appropriate.
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Online strategies

Online strategies are used to solve Dynamic and Stochastic VRPs. This type of
approach is often offering lower solution qualities than other approaches but the
computation is almost null. It is based on a set of rules called policies. They
state how to route a vehicle according to its situation when it ends service at a
node. For instance “The closest un-served customer” is a routing policy where
the next customer is selected as the closest in the list of customers. It avoids
building routes that would be modified by dynamic requests. For instance, in
[78], this approach is used for a truck dispatching problem. In this problem, the
requests and travel times are dynamic. Hence using routing strategies avoids
the problem of pre-computed routes that would be affected by changing travel
times. The next customer is computed on the fly depending on the current
travel times and known customers.

The same approach is used in [3] on a Periodic VRP. This problem is stochas-
tic since probabilistic data is available on uncertain information. The developed
policies are compared to two basic policies in this paper.

This approach is very consistent with un-capacitated problems. Restocking
does not have to be planned, and there are fewer reasons to prepare routes in
advance as in [5].

The work in [97] also used online routing strategies to solve a Stochastic
VRP with uncertainty on demands.

Re-Optimization approach

The Re-optimization approach is used to handle dynamic and Stochastic prob-
lems. The principle is to designate a heuristic that gives a solution to the static
problem and compute it at different times of the time horizon to get an updated
solution to the dynamic problem.

The term is used even when the solution used for re-optimization does not
compute an optimal solution (heuristics for instance). The authors of [103]
use the classical combination of an exact method coupled with re-optimization
strategies for a PDP. A re-optimization strategy defines the conditions that lead
to starting a re-optimization. It can be a temporal condition such as re-optimize
at a fixed time interval for instance. But strategies may be defined on other
criteria. Re-optimization may be started by:

• A given number of new demands.

• A total sum of quantity of new demands.

• The end of the service at a node.

• A new customer with certain characteristics.

The work [100] also uses a MILP formulation on a problem where travel times
are time-dependent.
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But the re-optimization approach may also be used to solve Stochastic prob-
lems. In [105], [89] and [9] solutions using Markov Decision Process coupled
with re-optimization strategies are offered. A Markov Decision Process (MDP)
is a formalization of some sequential decision-making problems under uncer-
tainty. The definition of MDP has been inspired from [49]. At each time period
t ∈ {1, . . . , T − 1} during the finite time horizon, the decision-maker has to
choose an action at from a set of actions At. The system is represented through
states st ∈ S. Each action is associated with a reward rt which depends on
the state and the action chosen. An additional reward is granted according to
the final state. This reward is noted rT . A probabilistic transition function is
defined. pt(s′|s, a) gives the probability of entering state s′ knowing the current
state s and the chosen action a. A policy π = {π1, . . . , πN−1} gives the action to
choose at each time period. The accumulated expected reward at a time period
t given a policy π and a state s is V π

t so that:

V π
t (s) = rt(s, πt(s)) +

∑
s′∈S

pt(s′|s, πt(s)) · V π
t+1(s′) (2.11)

V π
N (s) = rT (s) (2.12)

A MDP optimization problem consists in minimizing or maximizing the total
reward V1(s) given a starting state s.

[52] presents a branch-and-regret heuristic that computes updated solutions
by time intervals. At the beginning of each time interval, a solution is computed
to complete routes for demands in the current interval.

In the following tables, a summary of the related work discussed in this
section is given. Table 2.1 offers a summary by VRP characteristic and table 2.2
by solution approach.

The problem studied in this thesis regroups the following presented varia-
tions:

• Capacitated

• Time windows

• Heterogeneous fleet

• Split delivery

• Dynamic customers, requests, and travel times

The approaches developed in the thesis are:

• Heuristics for the static version of the problem

• Re-optimization and online strategies for the dynamic formulation

These choices are motivated by the computation time performances of the
solutions presented in related works.
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2.3 Simulation tools
In the literature, different articles have run simulations to validate their re-
sults on crisis management problems. This is the case in [68] on a large-scale
earthquake.

Other works evaluate their results on cases study like [56]. The approach is
different from simulation because here, the scenario of the case study is re-played
identically. This evaluation approach is possible when several cases study are
available.

Finally works like [92] evaluate their solution on benchmarks. In this exam-
ple, the benchmark has been re-used by other works in the literature to validate
their results and to compare the performances with the original solution.

In this thesis, since the studied problem has specific characteristics, bench-
marks from the literature would not be used as such and would need to be mod-
ified. Therefore the comparison with other solutions from the literature would
be biased. A case study is available for this thesis but we want to validate the
solutions presented in several scenarios of various characteristics. It motivates
the choice of the development of a graph generator that will enable the creation
of instances of flooded territories and their issues with similar characteristics to
the case study.

Finally, for the simulation of dynamic scenarios, tools from the literature are
often not available and it would be difficult to integrate into the simulation pro-
cess. The middleware from the Datazero project [75] answered the requirements
of a simulation tool for this thesis and needed a few adjustments to be adapted
into a simulator for DVRP. The details about this simulator are presented in
chapter 3.

2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, related works from the fields of crisis management and Vehicle
Routing Problems have been presented. The crisis management literature offers
various approaches to tackle problems from the response phase. Different arti-
cles studying the response phase of floods have been reviewed. However, none
of the presented approaches fit the requirements for the victim relief operations
after flash flood events. There are works on the evacuation of victims but not
considering relief operations by rescue teams.

In the Vehicle Routing Problem literature, different problems with various
characteristics have been reviewed. In table 2.1 the characteristics are summa-
rized. From the presented works, none of them accumulates all the characteris-
tics of the VRP studied in this thesis. The VRP for flash floods victims relief
operations gathers the following variations:

• Capacitated

• Time windows
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• Heterogeneous fleet

• Split delivery

• Dynamic customer, request and travel times

Different solution approaches have been presented in this chapter to solve the
VRP. The following approaches are developed in this thesis and are discussed
in the following chapters:

• Heuristics

• Re-optimization approach

• Online strategies

Note that for the rest of the manuscript, the following terms are used to be
more adapted to a crisis management vocabulary:

• Customers is replaced by Demands. The term to describe customer
locations are diverse:

– Node
– Demand point
– Issue

• The word request is used only to describe the characteristics of a De-
mand.



Chapter 3

Experimentation tools and
integration

The objective of this thesis is to develop solutions for the Dynamic Capacitated
Vehicle Routing Problem under Deadlines (DCVRPD) and evaluate them. First,
to model the territory for VRPs, a graph structure is often used in the literature.
In this data structure, the vertices are the demand points where victims need to
be rescued and the edges are road segments where vehicles are allowed to drive.
To evaluate the different solutions tested in this work, graphs are generated to
represent territories to experiment on. A graph generator able to create graphs
with control characteristics is needed. This generator must be able to create
graphs that represent a large spectrum of impacted territory. Furthermore, it
needs to be coupled with a routine to select nodes inside a flooded area. This
procedure is used with a shape of the flood and a graph of the impacted territory.
Then it selects the nodes of the graphs that are inside the shape and returns
the graph modified with nodes marked as demand points. The tool to cover
that need has been developed for this work. There are not enough monitored
flooding crises to test the solutions exhaustively. An evaluation of a few crisis
scenarios would have little value since we could not confirm the resilience of the
solution facing various types of problems. In addition, data is often incomplete
after a flooding crisis – the emergency of the situation implies that logging the
events for further study has a low priority – and scenarios of the flood cannot be
replayed with fidelity. For this reason, a graph generator is necessary to model
several types of territories. This tool is presented in section 3.1.

As stated above, the evaluation process in this work is made through several
graphs and scenarios which own characteristics of real-life cases. A dynamic
scenario is like a script that describes the evolution of the crisis over the first
hours. A crisis scenario is composed of the different events that can happen
during the crisis. In a dynamic environment, events happen during the crisis.
For example, a vehicle might be delayed because the road it was supposed to
drive through is blocked and it has to take another route. In such cases, events

41
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have to be treated to adapt to the new situation. To assess the solutions that
will be developed for this work on crisis scenarios, a simulator is needed. This
tool should simulate the unfolding of the plan-making for vehicles while they
evolve on their routes through time, and synchronize with the release of dynamic
events in the scenario. It also needs to simulate the communication between the
different rescue teams entities (decision center, vehicles, and call center) during
a crisis. Finally, this software must play scenarios in simulated time to speed
up the experimentation process. In section 2.3 softwares used in the literature
are presented but none of them fit the requirements for simulation in this work.
The software developed to play this role is presented in section 3.2.

3.1 Graph generator
The territory is represented as a graph G = (V, E) where V is the vertex set
V = J0, V K of size V + 1, V ∈ N, where every vertex is a point of demand where
people need to be rescued. This model is the most widespread in the literature
(in [38] for instance). Let E = {(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ V2, i ̸= j} be the set of the direct
edges representing existing roads that link nodes together. As mentioned above,
a generator is developed to generate graphs that model a territory. However, the
objective here is not to reproduce a territory identically but to produce graphs
similar to a type of modeled territory. Then the first question to answer is: how
to create a parameterized model that could include most types of territories
that could be impacted by a flood.

3.1.1 Territory model
A flood can impact various types of territories. Cities, as well as countryside
areas, may suffer from floods. In both cases rescue operations are necessary.
Hence, a model is needed that can represent a countryside territory as well as
a big and highly populated city. Also, whatever the studied area, a territory
is never uniform. For example, a city is often constituted of a center denser
than its sub-urban areas. This is reflected in the model. From this observation,
the choice has been made to model zones inside which density characteristics
are constant. These zones are represented with concentric circles. This model
is simplified compared to the actual shapes of territories. It could easily be
modified to handle zones with different shapes. The model using circles seems
satisfying for the evaluation process of this thesis and to produce graphs similar
to the case study of Luchon.

Figure 3.1 shows how this model is applied to the city of Toulouse on a
satellite image. In this image, one observes different zones corresponding to
different population densities.

Along with population density, connectivity between two points also varies
from one zone to another. In fact, in a big city center, several paths may be taken
to go from point A to point B. Many streets might be used and this offers more
options in case of a flood. If a path is flooded, if there are several route options,
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Figure 3.1: Satellite image of Toulouse from Copernicus program of ESA with
density zones

another route may be still practicable. On the contrary, in a countryside area,
there are more often situations where only one road can lead to a location. If
this road is not practicable, different resources might be necessary.

The model of zones represented by circles is developed. In this model, if a
circle overlays another it means that the bigger zone is represented by the bigger
circle from which we remove the smaller circle. For 2 circles C1 of radius r1 and
C2 of radius r2 with areas A1 and A2 respectively, so that C2 overlays C1, the
zone areas A1 and A2 are defined as:{

A1 = π · r2
1

A2 = π · r2
2 −AC1∩C2

(3.1)

The model using these density zones answers to different types of territories.
It can model an urban area as illustrated above, but also a countryside territory.
If an area with no village is studied, one can model it as only one zone with low
density. If the modeled territory is a big area of campaign with several small
villages, it may be represented as several zones apart.

3.1.2 Territory topology
Coordinates of points of the territory are expressed in a Cartesian system with
its origin at the rescue center. The unit of this system is the meter. As explained
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above, the territory is represented through zones. These zones have different
characteristics:

• Center: The center of a zone is a point in the Cartesian system. It is the
coordinates of the circle’s center that represents the zone area.

• Size: Radius in meters of the circle.

• Density: Density of population inside the area. However, instead of giv-
ing a population density, a density of potential issues per square kilometer
is directly given to the generator. This value is considered to be propor-
tional to the population density. The more an area is populated, the more
it has housing infrastructures and public buildings.

• Degree: Represents the number of nodes from the graph that each node
is directly connected to. It is used to build the edges of the graph. The
degree of a node in the graph (number of edges that connect these nodes)
equals the degree of its zone.

With these parameters, the graph generator works as described in the pseudo-
code algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1
Pseudo-code for the graph generator process

function Create graph(zones)
nodes← [ ]
edges← [ ]
for z ∈ zones do

nbNodes← compute nb nodes(z.size, z.center, z.density, zones)
for i ∈ J1, . . . , nbNodesK do

nodes← create node(z.center, z.size, zones)
end for

end for
for z ∈ zones do

for i ∈ J1, . . . , nbNodesK do
nbe ← z.degree− nb edges(edges, i)
edges← create edge(nbe, nodes, edges, i)

end for
end for
edges← check isolation(edges, nodes, zones)
return nodes, edges

end function

Algorithm 1 uses:

• zones: List of zones the graph is parameterized with. A zone is a tuple:
(center, size, density, degree)
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• compute nb nodes: Computes the number of nodes to create in a zone.
Parameters are the size and center of the zone. These parameters are
coupled with the list of zones to compute the actual area of the zone. The
list of zones is necessary to compute intersection with other zones. Then
the area of the zone is combined with its density to compute the number
of nodes to generate.

• create node: Creates a node and returns it. A node is a tuple of its
coordinates in the Cartesian system. The center and size of the zone the
node is created in are given as parameters. A list of zones is also required.
All 3 are needed to compute the interval of coordinates values in the
zone. In practice, the coordinates are first generated in a polar coordinate
system, easier when working with circles. Then these coordinates are
converted into the coordinates of the Cartesian system.

• nb edges: Computes the number of edges already existing for a given
node. The parameters are the list of edges and the node id. This function
searches in the list how many edges connect the node and returns this
number. An edge in the list of edges is a tuple with the id of both nodes
it connects.

• create edge: Creates a number of edges indicated by the first parameter.
Edges are created with the closest nodes. The second parameter is the list
of nodes. It allows computation of the closest nodes. The third parameter
is the list of edges. It allows checking edges that already exist connecting
the input node. In this case, the number of edges that need to be created
for this node is reduced. The last parameter is the node id. Edges created
are returned to add them to the list of edges. If one of the closest nodes
already has enough edges, the next closest node is selected instead.

• check isolation: Checks if the creation of edges created isolated sub-
graphs. This would mean that the nodes of these sub-graphs would not
be reachable from the rescue center. This function checks if this problem
exists using the lists of nodes and edges. If a sub-graph is found, it is
solved by adding an edge from the closest node of the sub-graph to any
node of the main graph.

In this algorithm, the creation of nodes and the creation of edges are in 2
separate loops since all nodes need to be created before starting to add edges.
If we create an edge and then a closer node is added, the structure of the graph
would not be as expected.

The graph is represented by a list of nodes and a list of edges. As mentioned
above, a node is represented by its coordinates. Its id is its index in the list.
Edges are also a list. When the graph is generated an edge is a tuple containing
ids of the nodes it is connected to. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a graph that
has been generated with the following parameters:
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Zone 1 2 3
Center 0,0 0,0 0,0

Size (in meters) 1000 2000 4000
Density (nodes per km2) 10 5 1

Degree 3 2 1

Table 3.1: Graph generation parameters
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Figure 3.2: Graph generated example

In this graph example, the different zones are represented with different
colors. The central zone is denser in nodes in this figure (nodes in red). On the
opposite, the nodes from the external zone are sparser (in green).

The choice has been made to simplify the road segment as straight lines. In
fact, in real-life, especially in cities, the path between two issues is not straight
and turns have to be made, which changes the value of the distance associated
with the edge. However, this simplifies the computation of distance associated
with edges and is not problematic for evaluation since we generate territories
and do not reproduce an existing one. For the final use, in i-Nondations project,
these distances will be computed using the real road network. In this work, the
simplification allows us to compute the distances associated with each edge using
the coordinates of nodes only. Then the graph is transformed into a clique. A
clique is a graph where any two nodes are connected with an edge. The valuation
and the comparison of paths during graph traversal occur frequently in the
algorithms that we develop, hence moving to a clique saves a lot of computation
time. An exact method must avoid making the model too complex by visiting
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nodes that are not served. This process is very usual in the literature. The
route costs are computed using the shortest path between each node. Dijkstra’s
algorithm [29] is used to compute this shortest path. This algorithm computes
the shortest paths in a graph and is a reference in the literature. From these
shortest distances and with the travel speed of each category of vehicle, a route
cost is computed for each edge of the graph’s clique. These values are then
stored in the route costs table.

3.1.3 Nodes selection
First, the graph of the territory is generated. Then a shape of the impacted
area and a scale of the problem (number of nodes) are required. The generator
applies the shape on the graph and randomly selects nodes inside the shape. The
graph that the generator returns contain all nodes from the initial graph and
a list of the index of nodes that are demand points. This section explains how
the shape representing the flooded area is defined and how nodes are selected
inside this area.

The shape defines the flooded area on the territory. The demand points of
the problem are selected among the nodes from the graph that is inside the
flooded area. In fact, the graph models the entire territory concerned with
the flood, like a city and its surroundings for instance. But some potential
issues may not be impacted by the flood due to their geographical situation for
instance.

The impacted area is represented through a list of tuples. Each tuple is a
portion of the segmented line that represents the flooded area. Coupled with the
width of each segment, this segmented line creates a shape of the impacted area.
Lets note xi

r and yi
r the coordinates of the point of index i of the segmented

line, and wi
r its width. A tuple at index i in the list contains the coordinates

of a point xi
r and yi

r and the width of the portion in meters wi
r. A line is

drawn between the point of coordinates [xi
r, yi

r] and the point of coordinates
[xi+1

r , yi+1
r ]. Then the width wi

r is applied on both sides of this line to draw
the shape of the impacted area between point i and i + 1. The last element of
the list has a width of 0 because no shape is to be drawn after this point. An
example of shape is presented in fig. 3.3. The figure shows a simple graph with
the impacted area. Nodes in green are selected to be points of demand. In this
example, the scale of the problem is 4. Only 4 nodes are selected. The other
nodes in the shape (in orange) and nodes outside the shape (in red) remain in
the graph but are not characterized as demand points.

3.2 Simulator
During a crisis, events are released dynamically. Different types of events occur
during the crisis and need to be included in the problem. Details about these
events and their characteristics will be presented in chapter 5. According to
these events, their nature, and characteristics, different decisions have to be
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Figure 3.3: Example of a shape for nodes selection

taken. In this chapter, the discussion is on dynamic events in general. Events
considered are released at a precise date in a continuous-time environment.
Different simulators have been discussed in section 2.3, but none seems to fit
the required characteristics listed below. Routes of interventions are prone to
changes over time. To tackle this dynamic problem, reactive algorithms are
developed in chapter 5. These algorithms need to be evaluated. A simulator has
been developed for this purpose. This tool needs to fulfill several requirements:

• Multi-Process: The simulator should simulate the independent behav-
ior of the different elements involved in flood relief operations. Several
vehicles are in motion at the same time and they communicate with the
Decision Center (DC) that gives them missions to execute. Since these
actors are autonomous, each vehicle – as well as the decision center –
is represented by a process. The last process that represents a call cen-
ter that communicates dynamic events to the DC is also added to this
multi-process environment.

• Communication: The different processes of the simulator need to com-
municate by messages. A bus of communication and a typology of mes-
sages need to be defined to that end.

• Synchronisation: Since several processes evolve on their own inside the
simulator, a solution needs to be settled to make sure their operations
are synchronized on the same clock. Furthermore, relief operations can
last from several hours to several days. Then, a simulator that would
run a scenario in real-time would lead to very high computation time
for experiments. Furthermore, most of the time during relief operations,
vehicles are evolving and no action is required. Hence dynamic scenarios
of crisis may be run on simulated time.

The software developed to meet these specifications is presented in the sec-
tions below. The middleware that allows communication between processes and
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their temporal synchronization (with a metronome) in a simulated time envi-
ronment was originally built for the Datazero project [75]. This project works
on a data center powered only by renewable energies. The software initially
simulates the scheduling of tasks in the data center to evaluate strategies to
reduce energy consumption. It has been adapted to fit the simulation needs of
DVRP.

3.2.1 Multi-process
Different types of processes are defined to simulate the rescue teams entities of
the relief operations. Each type of process has its own behavior and own code.
The following types of process are defined:

• Decision center

• Vehicle

• Event generator

Decision center

This process gathers information about the different events to compute the
routes dynamically. It receives different events from the event generator and
vehicle processes and computes updated routes. These new routes are sent to
vehicles in the form of missions to be served. This process’s routine is presented
in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2
Decision center process algorithm

Input : Size of the problem: n
events← [ ]
logfile← [ ]
graph← generate graph(n)
create processes()
while !victim all rescued() do

events ← wait for event()
logfile ← log(events)
graph ← update graph(events)
routes ← update routes(events)
send missions(routes)

end while
terminate processes()
return logfile

The call to generate graph(n) generates a graph as described earlier in this
chapter, passing the scale of the problem (number of nodes) as an argument.
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More details about the operations in update graph(events) and update routes(events)
are given in chapter 5.

Vehicle

This process simulates the behavior of a rescue vehicle during a crisis. Created
by the decision center process, a vehicle receives missions, performs them, and
waits for the next missions. Missions are objects that contain different fields.
The different fields of a mission are:

• arrivalDate: the date when the vehicle is planned to arrive at the node
(noted as mission.arrivalDate).

• endService: the date when the vehicle is expected to terminate fulfilling
a service at the node (noted as mission.endService).

Other fields are included in mission objects and are specified below in sec-
tion 3.2.2. When there is no mission to be served, it waits for missions at the
depot. It is then considered in pending status. The behavior of any vehicle
process is described in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3
Pseudo-code used for vehicles processes

mission, vehicle← receive mission()
while mission ̸= none do

if mission ̸= none & vehicle ̸= pending then
sleep until(mission.arrivalDate)
send arrival event()
sleep until(mission.endService)
send end service event()

end if
mission, vehicle← receive mission()

end while

Algorithm 3 uses:

• sleep until: This function in the pseudo-code symbolizes the role played
by the metronome that synchronizes the processes. Its behavior is de-
scribed in section 3.2.3.

• send arrival event and send end service event: These functions are
used to send an event to the DC. These events signal arrival to the node
and the end of a service at a node respectively. The way messages are
exchanged and their typology is described below.
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Event Generator

This process represents all entities in real life that communicate data to the
DC. It can be scouting vehicles or victims that call for rescue for instance.
This process generates the dynamic events and sends them to the DC. Dynamic
events are released over the time horizon of the crisis. The time period that
defines the crisis is called the time horizon and is noted T . Events are not
described exhaustively and in detail in this chapter and will be specified in
chapter 5. However, their common characteristic is their release date (the date
the event is known). This information about event object e is accessed through
e.release date. The code of this process is simplified in algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4
Event generator process algorithm

Input: time horizon: T
events← generate events(T )
while events ̸= [ ] do

e← events[0]
sleep until(e.release date)
send(e)
events← delete(events, e)

end while

In this section, communication between processes has been abstracted for
the sake of simplicity. The following section presents the underlying architecture
that drives communication between processes.

3.2.2 Communication
The communication between processes is operated through 2 components: Ac-
tiveMQ which plays the role of the communication bus and Protobuf which is
used to format the exchanged messages on this bus.

ActiveMQ bus

Apache ActiveMQ [6] is an open-source message broker. It is based on Java
and coupled in the software with stomp.py as a protocol. Once ActiveMQ is
configured, it plays the role of relay between processes. Every process has a
message sender and a message Listener. These sender and listener subscribe
to topics. A topic is a type of message with a certain format. The format
of the messages is defined using Protobuf, presented in section 3.2.2 below.
When a process subscribes to a topic, its listener receives the messages of the
topic that are sent on the bus. Then the process deals with it according to its
characteristics. Figure 3.4 shows the architecture of communication using the
ActiveMQ bus.
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Figure 3.4: ActiveMQ bus architecture

Protobuf messages

Protobuf for Protocol Buffer [28] is a serialization format of messages developed
by Google Developers. Serializing messages allows communication with generic
messages through a socket. To illustrate how Protobuf messages are defined,
mission topic is used. Various types of events are also defined and detailed in
chapter 5. These topics are:

• Mission

• Update

• New demand

• Delay

• Resource modification

The field of a message is a primitive type. Complex types can be defined by
the repetition of a primitive type or a defined message.

A mission is defined as follow:

• int32: vehicle: The vehicle that executes the mission.

• int32: nodeId: Id of the node to serve

• int32: quantities: The number of victims to rescue at the node during
this mission
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• fixed64: arrivalDate: The planned arrival date of the vehicle at the node
according to the routes

• fixed64: serviceTime: Estimated time to rescue victims at the node

• int32: previousNode: Last visited node before this mission

• int32: nextNode: Next node to visit after this mission

• int32: turn: The tour of the mission in the routes. It allows identification
of the mission in the routes if the node is served twice by the vehicle in
different turns.

• fixed64: timeStamp: instant when the message has been sent. This field
is common in all types of messages.

The timestamp is an important field that allows synchronizing messages re-
ception with their sending in a multi-process environment. The synchronization
process is operated by the metronome. It is presented in the section below.

3.2.3 Synchronization
In a parallel system such as this simulator, processes need to be synchronized.
To do so, a metronome is integrated into the simulator. This metronome allows
processes to give a date it wants to synchronize to and waits to be wakened up.
The metronome records this date and keeps it in a table with dates from all
processes. Once every process gave its date, the metronome selects the process
with the closest date and wakes him up. This process executes its actions and
synchronizes on its next date.

This routine runs while all processes are not terminated. This also allows for
running dynamic scenarios in simulated time. When the metronome chooses the
next date, a jump forward in time is operated on the common clock. Thanks to
that, a scenario can be run quicker than the actual duration of the crisis. Since
a lot of scenarios will be simulated in this work it is necessary to gain time on
experiments.

Figure 3.5 offers a sequence diagram that displays interactions between pro-
cesses. This diagram is an example with only one represented vehicle. The
sequence begins with the update of new routes. In this figure, it can be ob-
served that there is concurrent access to the current routes. Vehicles execute
missions while DC tries to compute new routes. The missions are computed
from the routes. Concurrent access in this context might mean that the ve-
hicle serves a mission that has been re-computed and therefore does not exist
anymore for the DC. To avoid such issues, locks are put on the variables that
describe the current routes. Another mechanism allows for avoiding questioning
missions that are being served. It is defined in chapter 5.

In this figure, the example starts with a routes update. This update might
have been triggered by any type of event. Routes are updated and the DC lis-
tener is signaled that new missions are available. Then it sends a mission from
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Figure 3.5: Simplified sequence diagram of the simulator

the new routes to the vehicle. The vehicle receives it and gives its synchroniza-
tion date to the metronome and goes asleep. Then the metronome picks the
next date and wakes up the event generator. This process sends its event, selects
the next event, and synchronizes with its date of release. The metronome then
synchronizes on the next date which is the arrival of the vehicle at the node.
The vehicle wakes up and synchronizes on the date when the service ends. It
then wakes back up at the date of the end of service. The vehicle signals the end
of service to the DC which selects the next mission for the vehicle and sends it.
This process is repeated until all events are flushed and all missions are served.

3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, different tools that are used in this thesis are presented. These
tools are developed to help the evaluation process of the solutions developed for
the problem. These softwares have been developed because the different tools
from the literature do not satisfy all the requirements.

The first developed software is a graph generator. It creates graphs that
model flooded territories of various characteristics. Then it enables the selection
of nodes inside a flood shape. These nodes are turned into demands.

The second software is the simulator. It is used to simulate dynamic crisis
scenarios. It models communications by a message between processes that rep-
resent the different actors of the crisis. It also helps assess solutions to scenarios
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in simulated time to speed up the evaluation process.
The tools presented in this chapter have been introduced with general no-

tions. More details about some aspects such as dynamic events or characteristics
of the studied territories will be detailed in further chapters.
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Chapter 4

Static problem

In chapter 1, it has been developed that the problem studied in this thesis
is a VRP. In this chapter, the studied problem is the response phase of the
crisis management of a flood. Victims’ relief operations during a flood are
studied. The type of flood this work focuses on is flash floods. A flash flood
is characterized by a very fast increase in the water level. Hence, there is very
little time for preparation. The studied problem is a static VRP. This problem
relies on the hypothesis that all information about the problem is known in
advance. It matches the limit between the Preparedness and Response phases of
the relief operations in the disaster management literature. Routes are defined
for the relief operations and these routes are executed without modifications.

In a VRP, the objective is to optimize the routes of rescue vehicles to serve
demand points. At these demand points, rescue teams save victims and take
them in the rescue vehicles. However, vehicles have limited capacities. The
number of victims that can be relieved by a vehicle has to be considered. VRPs
where capacity limitations of vehicles are considered are called Capacitated
VRP. When a vehicle has reached its capacity limit, it has to go back to the
rescue center called depot to put the victim to safety. This operation is called
restocking. After restocking, the vehicle can start a new route with its full
capacity. The part of routes of a vehicle between two drives through depot is
called a tour. Due to the disaster management context, rescue teams operate
in a degraded state. A lot of victims have to be relieved and rescue teams are
understaffed. This means they do not possess enough resources to solve the
problem in one tour. In this problem, the depot is both the place where victims
are taken once rescued and the rescue center where operations are decided.

In this VRP, victims’ relief operations are studied. The relief of a victim may
be more or less urgent according to the situation. A deadline is associated with
demands. It is the date when victims must be rescued the latest. After this date,
the health integrity of victims is not guaranteed. Therefore, the studied problem
is also a Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW). A priority is
also associated with each demand to help rescue teams order their interventions.
The priority coefficients and deadlines values have been defined by rescue teams

57
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from SDIS 31 (firefighter entity in charge of the relief operations during floods).
They have been presented in chapter 1. In the conducted experiment, priority
and deadlines values are associated but in real-life situations, these variables
can evolve separately.

Rescue teams need to save victims using a fleet of vehicles. These vehicles are
the resources of the problem. During a flood, various types of vehicles are used.
In this work, 5 categories of vehicles are defined and presented in chapter 1.

Each category of resource is associated with a mean travel speed which
determines the travel times for each category. This category of vehicles defines
the various type of resources to access the different areas where victims need to
be rescued during a flood. According to the situation of locations where victims
need to be rescued, a specific type of resources is necessary. The type of VRP
that studies problems with several categories of vehicles is Heterogeneous Fleet
VRP.

During a flood crisis, several areas are often impacted. For instance, different
cities on the same river can be flooded at the same time. Rescue teams need to
dispatch their resources among the different impacted sectors. Resources may
also need to be dispatched to a single sector. For example, the flood can separate
the impacted area into two or more sub-areas. In this case, a depot has to be
created on both sides of the water and resources must be dispatched to each
depot. This problem can be generalized to more than two depots. The different
sub-problems created in these cases are called clusters. The distribution of
resources (firefighters and vehicles) between clusters can be optimized in order
to give the best response to both sectors.

The hypotheses of the static problem are:

• Travel times are inputs of the problem and are static. They do not evolve
during the crisis.

• Demands can be split. A given demand can be served by several vehicles.

• All points of demand are connected. There is no demand point that cannot
be accessed by rescue teams.

• A vehicle route must start and end at the depot. Rescue teams’ operation
base is the depot, hence vehicles start from there and need to get back to
drop rescued victims to safety at the end of their tour.

To solve this problem, different approaches are studied in the literature. Ex-
act methods can be used but are not adapted to every context. If the problem
is too complex and the solution needs to be computed in a short time, an ex-
act method might not be appropriate because it would take too long to find a
solution. For example, in [10], solutions for a VRPTW and a CVRP are com-
puted on the scale of hours and not a few seconds for test instances of 20 nodes.
A Mixed Integer Linear Programming formulation is presented. This method
is tested on different problem sizes to evaluate if it answers the computation
time requirements implied by the crisis management context. The complexity
of the problem is also studied. It is known from the literature that NP-complete
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problems are difficult to solve with exact methods in real-time, especially when
they are NP-complete in the strong sense. For this reason, heuristics have been
developed. They aim at finding the best possible solution to the problem while
keeping a short computation time. These solutions are evaluated to determine
which fits the most the problem requirements, in terms of solution quality, com-
putation time, and reliability.

In this chapter, the static problem is studied. In section 4.1, the problem
is described in details. The mathematical model is presented. In section 4.2,
developed solutions to answer the static VRP are presented. Then the clustering
problem, faced by rescue teams when dealing with several sectors in parallel, is
presented in section 4.3 and solutions are developed. Finally section 4.4, presents
the experiments conducted. The generation processes for experimentation are
detailed and the experimental results are analyzed.

4.1 Problem description
In this chapter, we study the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem under Dead-
lines (CVRPD) for flash floods relief operations. The objective is to optimize
routing of rescue vehicles. Rescue vehicles must save victims at demand points.
The problem is modeled as a graph G = (V, E) where V is the vertex set
V = J0, V K of size V + 1, V ∈ N. Every vertex is a point of demand. The
depot (rescue center) for this VRP, is the vertex 0 of the graph. V⋆ is defined
as the set of all vertices without the depot. In this graph, the roads that link
demand points are represented through E = {(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ V2, i ̸= j} the set
of the direct edges.

The following inputs are defined to describe the problem:
• Each vehicle has a category. The category is noted:

c ∈ C = J1, 5K (4.1)

• The graph is weighted: a cost is associated with each edge. This cost is
the route cost (travel time). The graph is a multi-layer graph, each layer
matches with a category because route costs depend on the category of
vehicle used. Furthermore, some road segments are not practicable for
some categories of vehicles so the route cost for these edges is infinite in
the corresponding layer. The travel time is noted:

tti,j,c ∀(i, j) ∈ V2, c ∈ C (4.2)

• Every demand has a size (quantity or demand), the number of victims to
rescue at a node i:

di, di ∈ N ∀i ∈ V⋆ (4.3)

• When rescue teams serve a node, a time is dedicated to the operation.
This time is called service time. It may also represent the time necessary
to drop victims at the depot. The service time for a node i is noted:

ai, ∀i ∈ V (4.4)
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• The date at which information is revealed about demand is the release
date. In the VRPTW literature, this date is the beginning of the time
window and information may be revealed before the release date but the
demand cannot be served before the release date. In this problem, once
the information (victims need to be rescued) is known, relief operations
can start. Therefore the release dates are reveal dates. They are noted:

ri, ∀i ∈ V⋆ (4.5)

Note that for the static problem, since all information is known at the
beginning of the problem, release dates are null.

• Demands are served with vehicles. The fleet of available vehicles is com-
posed of vehicles of different categories. The category of a vehicle k is:

catk, ∀k ∈M (4.6)

With M the set of vehicles.

• As mentioned above, each demand is also associated with a category.

ci, ∀i ∈ V⋆ (4.7)

A node of a given category can only be served by a vehicle of the same
category. The category of each node is an input of the problem. It is
determined by rescue teams according to information about demands.

• Vehicles have a limited capacity which may lead them to restock. The
term restocking is used in the literature to describe a vehicle that drives
back to the depot to empty its load or to refill its reserve before starting
a new tour. The capacity of a vehicle k is:

Qk, ∀k ∈M (4.8)

• The crisis management context implies that the studied VRP is under
a degraded state: there are not enough available resources to serve all
demands in a single tour. Vehicles probably have to serve demands, drive
back to the depot to drop victims to safety, and start another tour. Tours
are indexed by z ∈ Z.

• The priority of a node i is:

pi, ∀i ∈ V⋆ (4.9)

This is an input of the problem, estimated by rescue teams according to
their knowledge about the demand. The priority relies on several factors:

– Is the demand for a building that hosts public, for instance, hospitals,
schools, or retirement homes? These types of building host fragile
people that need to be evacuated quickly to avoid complications.
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– The time of the day also plays a role in prioritization. If the crisis
happens during the night, a school is not an issue to worry about
whereas, during the day on weekdays, these locations are filled with
potential victims.

– The state of health of the victims is considered. Most of the time,
it can only be estimated with information by distance. If a victim is
seriously injured though, its priority is higher than thus of a healthy
person.

– The age of victims is taken into account. Children and seniors are
considered to be more vulnerable. An old person cannot sustain the
discomfort of water in their house as younger adults can.

– The architecture of the location is a major criterion. If the demand
point is a house with several floors, victims can find refuge in the
higher levels. On the opposite, if it is a ground floor house, the
priority of the demand is higher.

– Water height at the demand is also a major factor. If the water is very
low and does not get into the household that requires intervention,
the discomfort for victims is reduced and they may wait longer before
being rescued. On the opposite, if the water is 80 centimeters high
in a house and victims cannot take refuge on higher grounds, the
priority of the demand is higher.

– The season of the flood is an important parameter to consider. Being
flooded with 40 centimeters of water during the summer seasons will
not require fast intervention whereas the same situation during winter
is harder to sustain long for victims.

These factors are not exhaustive, though it gives an idea on how priorities
are affected to demands. To each of the 4 priority values, a deadline is
associated. Deadline values are computed according to the priority and
the release date and noted:

fi, ∀i ∈ V⋆ (4.10)

The values for deadlines according to the priority are:

1. 12 hours: Lower priority category where the victim could remain on
the spot. However, since the time horizon of a crisis is often lower
than 12 hours, this value has been set to avoid making victims wait
too long and avoid them too much discomfort.

2. 12 hours: Corresponds to the priority factor of SDIS 31.
3. 6 hours: Value of the priority coefficient as well.
4. 3 hours: This high priority factor is not associated with a deadline

value in rescue teams’ processes. It corresponds to ”Must be rescued
in emergency”. This value has been set to avoid infeasible problems
by setting a value too low.
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This value is added to the release date value to obtain the date of the
deadline.

Finally, variables need to be defined to describe routes. Routes are composed
of tours for all vehicles. For each vehicle, on each tour, they describe:

• Which nodes it serves and in which order.

• The expected date of arrival at nodes.

• The number of victims to rescue at the node.

Before setting the variables, it must be specified that to simplify the model, the
graph is transformed into a clique. A clique is a type of graph where every node
is connected to any other node. To transform a graph into a clique, an edge is
built between every two nodes that are not already connected initially. To do so
the route cost is calculated by computing the shortest path. Once the shortest
path is found, it is translated into a travel time and recorded in a tti,j,c. Three
decision variables are set:

• xz
i,j,k is a binary variable equal to 1 if vehicle k travels from node i to node

j on tour z.

• hz
i,k is an integer variable equal to the expected date of arrival of vehicle

k at the node i on tour z. This variable is null if the node i is not visited
by vehicle k on tour z.

• qz
i,k is an integer variable equal to the number of victims that are rescued

by vehicle k at node i on tour z.

The crisis is finite in time. The duration of the operations is called the time
horizon and is denoted T .

4.1.1 Mixed Integer Linear Programming
The objective of this problem has been determined through discussion with the
rescue teams from SDIS 31. Rescue teams aim at reducing the time victims wait
before being rescued. This time is called Flowtime. Furthermore, the higher
the demand priority, the earlier one wants to serve it. Hence, the flowtime is
weighted by priority. In addition, victims are considered individuals. Even if
they are regrouped on points of demand, the flowtime is individual and it is not
equal to the latest flowtime for the node. However, to keep the model linear and
avoid quadratic terms for resolution, we do not want to add the quantity to the
objective. Therefore, for the moment the objective is simplified and does not
contain the quantity. It will be individualized later in the manuscript when the
exact method is not considered. This simplification discourages split demands:

min
∑
i∈V

∑
k∈M

∑
z∈Z

(hz
i,k − ri) · pi (4.11)
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subject to:

∀i ∈ V,
∑

k∈M

∑
z∈Z

qz
i,k = di (4.12)

∀i ∈ V⋆; k ∈M; z ∈ Z, hz
i,k − ri −R · (1−

∑
j∈V

xz
j,i,k) ≤ fi (4.13)

∀j ∈ V; k ∈M; z ∈ Z,
∑
i∈V

xz
i,j,k −

∑
i∈V

xz
j,i,k = 0 (4.14)

∀k ∈M; z ∈ Z,
∑
i∈V

qz
i,k ≤ Qk (4.15)

∀i ∈ V; j ∈ V; k ∈M; z ∈ Z,

h
ϕ(i,z)
i,k + ai + tti,j,catk

−R · (1− xz
i,j,k) ≤ hz

j,k (4.16)

∀j ∈ V⋆; k ∈M; z ∈ Z,
qz

j,k

Qk
≤

∑
i∈V

xz
i,j,k (4.17)

∀k ∈M; z ∈ Z,
∑

j∈V⋆

xz
0,j,k ≤ 1 (4.18)

∀z ∈ Z⋆; k ∈M,
∑
i∈V⋆

xz−1
0,i,k ≥

∑
i∈V⋆

xz
0,i,k (4.19)

∀j ∈ V⋆; k ∈M; z ∈ Z,
∑
i∈V

xz
i,j,k × cj = catk (4.20)

Where

• ϕ(i, z) =
{

z − 1 if i = 0
z otherwise

• R is an integer of big size compared to all other variables. We will use
R = 1012.

A reminder of the inputs and variables of the model is presented below:
The objective function and the role of each constraint are detailed below:

• The objective function is stated in eq. (4.11). It is the sum of the flowtimes
for all interventions, weighted by the number of victims rescued and the
priority of the demand.
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pi Priority: A constant coefficient used in objective function for demand i
fi Deadline: latest time for any vehicle to pick the last demand at node i
ri Release time: time when the demand i appears
di Demand: The number of victims to rescue at node i
Qk Maximum capacity of vehicle k
catk Category of vehicle k
ci Category for node i

tti,j,c Travel time from node i to node j for category c
ai Service time for a demand at node i
R High size constant
M Set of available vehicles
V Set of vertices in the graph
C Set of integers for the categories
V⋆ Set of demand points in the graph (without rescue center)
T Time horizon of the crisis

Table 4.1: Inputs

xz
i,j,k Binary variable equal to 1 if and only if vehicle k use the edge

from i to j during tour z
hz

i,k Absolute arrival time of vehicle k at node i on tour z

qz
i,k Number of victims taken by vehicle k at node i on tour z

Table 4.2: Variables

• Equation (4.12) covers the service constraints. It ensures that all demands
are served entirely. It states that the sum of the rescued victims is equal
to the demand, for each node.

• Deadline constraints are described in eq. (4.13). These constraints state
that the service of a demand must be done before its deadline. These
constraints are applied to all nodes, all tours, and all vehicles. If the node
i is served by vehicle k on tour z, the term where R is included is equal to 0
and the constraint forces the flowtime not to be greater than the deadline.
Else if the demand is not served, the constraint is ignored because the
flowtime is negligible compared to the term with R and the constraint is
always true.

• Constraints in eq. (4.14) make sure that a vehicle that arrives at a node
also leaves it.

• The capacity limitation constraints in eq. (4.15) state that for every vehicle
and each turn, the sum of the rescued victim is lower than the vehicle
capacity.

• Constraints in eq. (4.16) are the planning consistency constraints. It states
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that all consecutive missions in the routes respect the timeline. The arrival
date to the second node is greater than the arrival at the first node plus
the service time.

• Equation (4.17) states that if victims are relieved at a node (indicated by
variable q), the vehicle must go through the node (indicated by variable
x).

• Constraint eq. (4.18) ensures that every vehicle leaves the depot only once
a tour. It avoids planning several tours for a single tour index.

• The planning continuity is described by eq. (4.19). It makes sure that the
planning does not have empty tours.

• A demand of a given category can only be served by a vehicle of the same
category. It is stated in eq. (4.20).

4.1.2 Complexity
We state that the CVRPD is NP-complete in the strong sense.

Proof. We prove CVRPD is NP-complete by using a reduction from 3-Partition
problem, known to be NP-complete in the strong sense [40]. A 3-Partition
problem consists in deciding whether a set Γ = {b1, ..., bN} of N = 3n pos-
itive integers can be partitioned into n triplets Γ1, ..., Γn (where for any k ∈
{1, . . . , n}, Γk = {gk,1, gk,2, gk,3}) such that

∑3
i=1 gk,i = B. We will denote

σ : {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , 3} → {1, . . . , N} the permutation such that for all
(k, i) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , 3}, gk,i = bσ(k,i).

First, CVRPD is NP since one can check in a polynomial time whether given
routes is feasible or not. From any 3-Partition problem instance that we call
I1, we build up an instance of CVRPD called I2 as follows. In I2, we dispose
of n vehicles, i.e. |M| = n, and the maximum capacity of the vehicles is set
to 3. We consider a single category for this instance. We also consider a set
V⋆ = {1, . . . , N} of N demands, whose service time is set to bi: for all i ∈ V⋆,
ai = bi. Each node carries a single victim: ∀i ∈ V⋆, di = 1. All the demands are
from the same category numbered 1 and the priority for all demands equals 1.
The travel time for every edge of the graph tti,j,1 for all i, j ∈ V⋆ is set to the
same value of 2 · B. Finally the deadlines for every node are defined as follows
∀i ∈ V⋆, fi = 9 · B. All the release dates are null: ∀i ∈ V⋆, ri = 0. We ask
whether there exists a solution with a flowtime that is less than N × 9B
(⇒) First we show that if there exists a solution to I1 then there exists a
solution to I2. We assume that I1 has a solution, i.e. there exist n triplets
Γk = {gk,1, gk,2, gk,3}, such that for any k ∈ {1, ..., n},

∑3
i=1 gk,i = B, and we

build a solution to I2. For every vehicle k ∈ {1, . . . , n} we use the sets Γk to
provide a plan of the demands to be served. We have that gk,i = bσ(k,i) and
bj = aj (by construction) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, hence the node σ(k, 1) (resp.
σ(k, 2), σ(k, 3)) needs an service time of gk,1 (resp. gk,2, gk,3). We decide that
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vehicle k goes through node σ(k, 1) then σ(k, 2) then σ(k, 3), dealing with the full
demands. We remark that the capacity is not exceeded. Since all travel times are
equal to 2·B by construction, the arrival date back at the rescue center for vehicle
k is therefore: 2·B+gk,1+2·B+gk,2+2·B+gk,3+2·B = 4·2·B+

∑3
i=1 gk,i = 9·B.

All demands are satisfied and the deadline for every demand is fulfilled: we have
exhibited a solution to I2. In other terms, a solution of CVRPD is given by
taking q1

i,k = 1 for all i ∈ V⋆ and k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We also need x1
0,σ(k,1),k = 1,

x1
σ(k,1),σ(k,2),k = 1, x1

σ(k,2),σ(k,3),k = 0 and x1
σ(k,3),0,k = 1. For all k ∈ {1, ..., n},

xz
i,j,k = 0 otherwise. The variable hz

i,k as to be affected according to the order
of the routes determined by the xz

i,j,k.
(⇐) Now we show that if there exists a solution to I2 then there exists a solution
to I1. We assume that I2 has a solution. A vehicle can plan intervention to at
most 3 nodes due to deadlines set to 9 · B and the sum of travel times for 3
interventions equals 4×(2·B) = 8·B. For the same reasons, the problem needs to
be treated in only one tour. Otherwise for 3 interventions in 2 tours, the sum of
travel times would equal 10·B (6·B for the first tour and 4·B for the second one)
and it would imply deadline violation. Since every node has to be rescued, and
the total number of nodes is equal to 3·n, a vehicle plans exactly 3 interventions.
We define a permutation σ such that for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n} as an intervention
on nodes σ(k, j) for j ∈ {1, . . . , 3}. With the deadlines ∀i ∈ V⋆fi = 9 · B, by
removing the travel times we have ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},

∑3
j=1 aσ(k,j) ≤ B. We have,

for all i ∈ V⋆bi = ai consequently
∑3

j=1 bσ(k,j) ≤ B. In addition, knowing that∑N
i=1 bi = n · B we have that ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n},

∑3
i=1 bσ(k,i) = B. Therefore, I2

has a solution if and only if I1 has a solution.
Altogether, CVRPD is NP-complete in the strong sense.

4.2 Heuristics

Due to the crisis management context, solutions to the problem must be com-
puted within a limited time. Rescue teams cannot afford to wait hours be-
fore getting a feasible solution. The problem has just been proved to be NP-
complete. Finding the optimal solution with an exact method can take a lot of
computation time. The use of a MILP solver is assessed in section 4.4. In the
meantime, when one wants to compute solutions to a VRP in a short amount
of time, heuristics can be used. This category of algorithms does not guarantee
finding the optimal solution. On the contrary, the objective is to find a feasible
solution, the best possible, in the shortest computation time. For the rest of the
manuscript, in cases when a heuristic does not achieve to find a feasible solution
to an instance of the problem, we will call this event an error. This term will
also be used for the exact method if a feasible solutions is not found in the
allocated computation time. Different types of heuristics are presented in
this section and will be evaluated later.
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4.2.1 Greedy algorithms
The first type of proposed heuristics is greedy algorithms. A greedy algorithm
creates routes step by step under locally optimal choices according to a defined
criterion. At each step, however, past decisions are not questioned while insert-
ing new demands in the route of a vehicle. These algorithms have been adapted
from first fit algorithms used to solve the bin packing problem [48].

Four greedy heuristics are presented, each one uses a different criterion:

• Shortest Distance Insertion (SDI): Demands are inserted by order of
distance. Once a demand is inserted, the next demand to insert is the
closest demand to any available vehicle. This criterion and heuristic are
considered the most appropriate way to model rescue teams’ behavior.

• GreedySize Increase: Demands are inserted by increasing size order.
At each step, the smallest remaining demand is selected to be inserted
next.

• GreedySize Decrease: Demands are inserted by decreasing size order.
The biggest left demand is selected to be served next.

• GreedyAlea: Demands are inserted randomly into the routes. This
heuristic has been developed as a baseline to compare the other greedy
heuristics.

This criterion is used to choose between demands of the same priority, but
demands are still inserted in the priority order first. Once a demand has been
selected, it is served entirely according to vehicles’ capacity limitations. Only
then the next demand is selected. While the criteria of the 4 greedy algorithms
are different, the rest of the algorithm follows the same structure. The greedy
algorithms structure is presented in algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5
Greedy algorithm behavior routine

Input: d: list of demands
l← sortDemands(criterion, d)
while l ̸= [ ] do

while l[0] > 0 do
vehicle← firstAvailableVehicle(l[0 ], criterion)
insertDemand(vehicle, l[0 ])

end while
l← sortDemands(criterion, d)

end while

Algorithm 5 uses:

• sortDemands: This function sorts demands according to a given crite-
rion. It returns a sorted list of demands.
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• firstAvailableVehicle: Returns the first available vehicle in M for a
given demand. First, the vehicle is selected according to the criterion.
For example, if the criterion is the distance, the selected vehicle is the
closest to the demand. In the other cases, the vehicle is the first available
in the planning. Then, the function verifies if the insertion of the demand
in the route of this vehicle would violate a deadline. If it would, the
next available vehicle is selected and the checking routine is applied to
it, and so on until a valid vehicle is found. If no vehicle is found, the
algorithm returns an error indicating that the heuristic did not find a
feasible solution.

• insertDemand: Inserts a demand in the vehicle. The demand is inserted
at the end of the route. If the demand to insert exceeds the left capacity
inside the vehicle for the currently planned route, only the quantity to fill
the vehicle is inserted. Otherwise, the demand is inserted entirely. If the
vehicle is full after insertion, the route is updated to drive the vehicle back
to the depot and empty it. Then, after insertion, the vehicle needs to be
re-selected if the demand is not served entirely. Since the vehicle is back
at the depot it might not be the closest or the first available anymore.

The graph in fig. 4.1 displays an example of the behavior of Greedysize
decrease.
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Figure 4.1: Example of Greedysize decrease for a vehicle of capacity of 10

In this example, we can observe how Greedysize decrease works on a simple
case. Here, 3 demands need to be served using a single vehicle. In the second
step, demands are sorted by decreasing size. Note that for the other greedy
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heuristics, only the criterion for sorting demands is different. Then in the third
step, demands are inserted in the route of the vehicle. The white spaces in the
route represent the travel time between nodes. In this example, the considered
vehicle has a capacity of 10. The rescue vehicle then has to go back to the depot
after serving the first demand for restocking which means emptying the vehicle
from the victims that are put to safety at the depot. Restocking is planned
when a vehicle is full. Then it can continue its next route. This example only
displays one vehicle. If several vehicles were used, the demand at nodes 1 and
3 would have been inserted in the route of another vehicle after the restocking
was planned.

4.2.2 Solomon’s heuristic
This heuristic has been mentioned in chapter 2. It is a reference in the literature
introduced in [92]. The presented heuristic belongs to the category of insertion
heuristics. In this thesis, the best performing heuristic from [92] has been se-
lected. This heuristic starts by initializing every route according to a criterion.
This criterion is selected among several proposed criteria presented in [92]:

• The farthest unrouted demand.

• The unrouted demand with the earliest deadline.

In this algorithm, the vehicles are considered one after the other. Therefore,
the routine initializes the route for a vehicle and then inserts demands in this
route until the vehicle capacity is reached. Then it handles the next vehicle.
When the route for the first tour is planned for all vehicles, the routine continues
with the second tour for the first vehicle (the vehicle for which we arbitrarily
plan the route first). Tours are incremented until all demands are served. We
denote h

′z
j,k,u the date of vehicle k at node j on tour z knowing insertion of

demand u. The algorithm depends on parameters λ, α1 and α2 that can be
adjusted to adapt the performances of the algorithm by changing the weights
of different factors. Further details about the values used for parameters λ, α1
and α2 are given in section section 4.4.

Once a route has been initialized for a vehicle, the heuristics tries to insert
demands at the best position in the route. At every insertion, 2 criteria are
used:

• The first criterion c1(i, u, j) is used to determine for each node u the best
feasible insertion spot. c1(i, u, j) is computed for insertion of demand u
between nodes i and j.

c1(i, u, j) = α1 · c11(i, u, j) + α2 · c12(i, u, j) ∀(i, j) ∈ V2, u ∈ V⋆ (4.21)

With:

c11(i, u, j) = tti,u,c + ttu,j,c − tti,j,c ∀(i, j) ∈ V2, u ∈ V⋆, c ∈ C (4.22)
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c11(i, u, j) is the deviation induced by insertion of u in the route. The new
values of travel times to go to u from i (tti,u,c) and from u to j (ttu,j,c) are
summed. The former travel time from i directly to j is subtracted from
this deviation (tti,j,c)
And:

c12(i, u, j) = h
′z
j,k,u − hz

j,k ∀(i, j) ∈ V2, u ∈ V⋆, k ∈M, z ∈ Z (4.23)

c12(i, u, j) is the delay in the planning induced by this insertion. The
new date of arrival to node j is subtracted by the old value to get the
deviation. Contrary to c11 this criterion also takes into account the service
time. Furthermore, in this adaptation of Solomon’s heuristic, the factor
µ usually put in factor of tti,j,c in c11 formula has not been used. It is
specified in [92]. In fact the value chosen for evaluation for µ is 1. That
is why both c11 and c12 are used.

• With the first criterion c1, the best insertion spot for each demand has
been selected. The second criterion allows determining which demand
is inserted knowing the results of best position selection with c1. The
demand selected is the one minimizing c2(i, u, j) with:

c2(i, u, j) = λ · tt0,u,c − c1(i, u, j) ∀(i, j) ∈ V2, u ∈ V⋆, c ∈ C (4.24)

Solomon insertion heuristic pseudo-code is presented in algorithm 6.

4.2.3 Best Flow-time Insertion algorithms
Best Flow-time Insertion (BFI) is an insertion heuristic similar to the best fit
allocation scheme from the bin packing problem literature. This algorithm has
a performance ratio of 1.7 ([55]). It means that solutions computed by this
algorithm are 1.7 times higher than the optimum in the worst case. This ratio
is valid for the bin packing problem. In BFI the demands are sorted and inserted
at the best position in the tours with the same principle of the Solomon heuristic.
BFI sorts demands by priority and then by decreasing size, for demands with the
same priority. The demands inserted first are the most likely to have the most
impact on the objective. Then demands are inserted one by one into the routes.
For each demand to insert, the algorithm tries each possible insertion position in
the last route, for every vehicle. For each tested insertion, a score that presents
the cost on the objective function (4.11) of the insertion is computed. Flow-time
Insertion Score (FIS) is computed for the insertion in the route of vehicle k of
node u after node i and before node j as so:

FIS(i, u, k) =
pu × (tti,u,c + au + hz

i,k)
qz

u,k

+
∑

j∈Ω(i)

(h
′z
j,k − hz

j,k), ∀z ∈ Z, c ∈ C

(4.25)
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Algorithm 6
Solomon heuristic simplified algorithm

Input: d: list of demands
k ← 1
z ← 1
while d ̸= [ ] do

initializeRoute(k, d)
while

∑
i∈V⋆ qz

i,k < Qk do
positions← computeBestPositions(c1, d)
bestNode, position← computeBestNode(c2, d, positions)
insertDemand(bestNode, position, d)

end while
if k = length(M) then ▷ All vehicles are full for the current tour

z ← z + 1 ▷ Switch to next tour
k ← 1 ▷ Select first vehicle

else
k ← k + 1 ▷ Switch to next vehicle

end if
l← sortDemands(criterion, d)

end while

With:

Ω(i) = {j ∈ V | hz
j,k ≥ hz

i,k, ∀k ∈M, z ∈ Z} (4.26)

If the insertion leads to a deadline violation, the function returns +∞. The
simplified algorithm can be presented as in algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 uses functions:

• routeNodes: This function computes the set of nodes in the route of a
given vehicle. This is used to compute the predecessors to give to the FIS
function.

• insertDemand: This procedure inserts the demand in the routes once the
best vehicle and position to insert, have been defined. Once it has done
the insertion routine, it also updates the current tour if needed.

• deadlineViolation: This procedure is used when, during the execution of
BFI or Best Flow-time Insertion with Order Questioning (BFIOQ), no
vehicle is a valid candidate for insertion without violating the deadline for
the current demand. Then an error is logged to signal that no feasible
solution has been found.

In fig. 4.2, the graph illustrates the principle of BFI on a simple case.
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Algorithm 7
Best Flow-time Insertion algorithm

queue of demands ← sortDemands(d)
for cat ∈ categories do

for dem ∈ queue of demands do
bestScore ←∞
bestVehicle ←∞
for vehicle ∈M do

for predNode ∈ routeNodes(vehicle) do
score← FIS(predNode, dem, vehicle)
if score < bestScore then

bestScore ← score
bestVehicle ← vehicle
bestPredecessor ← predNode

end if
if bestVehicle ̸=∞ then

insertDemand(bestScore, bestVehicle, bestPredecessor)
else

deadlineViolation(dem) ▷ Handles deadline violations
end if

end for
end for

end for
end for
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Figure 4.2: Example of insertion of demand at node 2 with BFI on a single
vehicle

In this example, the main steps of the algorithm are displayed. To clarify
the explanation, the figure only shows one vehicle, but the principle can be
generalized to several vehicles as explained above. The first step is to test all
possible insertion positions for the demand one wants to insert, for each available
vehicle (here only 1). Then the score of each test is computed. The lowest score
is kept as the best solution and the insertion of the demand is realized. If there
are still demands to serve, the process is repeated until all demands are served
entirely. In this example, we observe that the position of the insertion might
also impact the Flowtime score of the demands that are already in the route,
which has to be taken into account. It is the case in the tested insertion at the
bottom where the impact of the first demand is increased but the benefit above
all still makes this configuration the minimal in terms of objective score.

In fig. 4.3 another example is displayed with a single vehicle on a route that
contains 2 served nodes.
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Figure 4.3: Example of insertion of demand at node 3 of quantity 4 with BFI
on a single vehicle

In this example, the route already built for the vehicle is displayed as a
graph. The FIS are computed for each insertion, and as the lowest FIS is for
insertion between node 1 and 2, demand at node 3 is inserted at this position
in the route.

Order Questioning

BFIOQ is only different from BFI from a routine launched after each insertion
through a call to insertDemand. If the current route of the vehicle already
contains at least two other interventions, the order in which the demands are
served is questioned using a brute force algorithm. Then the computation of
the solution continues as described in BFI.

The simple order questioning example in fig. 4.4 explains the principle with
the insertion of demand in the route of a vehicle already containing 2 demands.
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Figure 4.4: Example of Order Questioning with a single vehicle after insertion
of a new demand on a route containing 2 nodes

Note that in this case, only 2 positions are tested, the current one and the
one where the first and second demands are inverted. The configurations with
the third demand at the first or last position have already been tried when doing
the insertion process already described for BFI. The Order Questioning in this
example did not manage to improve the solution.

4.3 Resources distribution problem
During a flood crisis, several separated areas are often impacted. In fact, for
floods due to rivers, for example, different cities located near the bed are often
impacted. When these cities are too far apart, several rescue centers are created
and they might be handled as two separate problems. This problem is also raised
when the flood cut a city in two for instance. Rescue teams often deal with such
situations by creating a depot on both sides of the flooded area. However, even
if there are two depot locations, it is often the same rescue team entity that
needs to dispatch its resources among the depots. The problem of this section
is to optimize the distribution of resources between sectors. Each sector is a
connected graph with its own depot.

Three categories of resources dispatch algorithms are developed. The objec-
tive of these algorithms is to minimize the objective score sum over sectors one
wants to dispatch resources on.

The first approach is to try all the possible configurations. For every possible
resources distribution, a heuristic is executed on each sector and the obtained
objective scores are summed. Then the best resources distribution is the one
with the lowest sum of Flowtime objective score. It matches the lowest sum
of objective scores obtained by the heuristic on the both graphs (fusion of the
connected graphs). This algorithm is called Brute Force Resources Distribution
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(BFRD). However, it is expected that a solution using brute force might be
expensive in terms of computation time. Furthermore, since it uses a heuristic
at every iteration, it is dependent on the computation time performance of the
selected heuristic.

The second type of algorithm is a Greedy approach, Greedy Resources Dis-
tribution (GRD). This category of algorithms dispatches resources based on the
ratio of a metric over the different sectors. Three GRDs are presented based on
three different metrics:

• GRD1 dispatches to each sector the total number of vehicles multiplied
by the ratio of nodes in the sector.

• GRD2 dispatches to each sector the total number of vehicles multiplied
by the ratio of victims in the sector.

• GRD3 dispatches to each sector the total number of vehicles multiplied
by the ratio of the sum of distances from the rescue center to each node
on the sector.

GRD algorithms are faster to compute a resources distribution compared to
BFRD. However, these algorithms have a higher risk of computing resources
distributions which would lead to an infeasible problem.

The last category of algorithms is developed as a mix of the advantages
of both previous types of algorithms. The goal is to try different configura-
tions and evaluate them to give a good distribution. However, all possibilities
will not be tested in order to try to improve computation time compared to
BFRD. Constant Objective Detection Resources Distribution (CODRD) tries
all configurations as well as BFRD. The global objective score on both sectors
is computed for each distribution and resources are gradually reduced in the first
sector while increased equally in the second one. The global objective decreases
in the process until the minimum value is reached. Then, when we continue
to transfer resources from the first sector to the other, the global objective in-
creases. However, CODRD stops computation as soon as the global objective
stops decreasing. If the global objective stagnates or increases, it is assumed
that the local optimum distribution has been reached and there is no need to
continue to transfer resources since the global objective of further distributions
will be higher than the current value. For the experiments, we will apply these
algorithms to 2 sectors but they can be generalized to more. To do so, we can
consider two main graphs by merging sectors, and once the distribution is com-
puted, we can zoom in on the sub-sectors recursively until a connected graph
level is reached.

4.4 Evaluation
We study problems similar to the case study of Luchon. Therefore an analysis
of Luchon Experience Feedback (EF) is conducted to extract values for the
graph generation process. The algorithms of this chapter are evaluated on these
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graphs generated with similar characteristics to the Luchon flood. The graph
generator presented in chapter 3 is used to generate the graphs from extracted
data.

4.4.1 Data analysis
To reproduce a real-life crisis to validate the model and heuristics, data has
been extracted from EF of rescue teams of SDIS 31. The values of the priority
coefficients are fixed to:

1. Can remain on the spot: 1

2. Have to be rescued within 12 hours: 2

3. Have to be rescued within 6 hours: 4

4. Need to be rescued in emergency: 10
These values have been arbitrarily picked to represent the relative importance
of each priority category. They can be adapted subsequently to discussions with
the rescue teams to fit different situations.

In 2013 a flash flood has occurred in the valley of Luchon in the South
Haute-Garonne department, France. The information that is contained in the
EF documents is not sufficient to play the crisis identically. Nevertheless, data
has been extracted to base experiments on. The objective is to build numerous
graphs, similar to the Luchon crisis. These experimental graphs will be referred
to as Luchon-like.

Data from EF concerns mostly interventions that have been logged. Infor-
mation about these interventions is regrouped by category:

• Category 1: This category of intervention represents the mass evacua-
tions. These operations can be made by common vehicles such as buses.
It can be, for example, the evacuation of a school or camping that will be
impacted by the flood. The vehicles of this category generally have a high
capacity, we set it to 30. During the crisis, this category represented 66%
of victims rescued through 7 interventions.

• Category 2: Interventions gathered in this category need more specific
vehicles than the first one. When water already reaches inhabited areas,
evacuation is more difficult, and specialized vehicles are needed. These
vehicles can go up to 60 centimeters in water level in case of emergency.
They have a limited capacity that we set to 10, for 4 vehicles in the
experimental fleet. There were 32 demand points of this category during
the Luchon crisis for 19% of the victims.

• Category 3: When the water level is too high, road vehicles cannot access
the area of the intervention. Relief operations are then operated by teams
equipped with boats. These boats have limited capacity – set to 5 – for
the experiments with 3 vehicles of this category covering the crisis. This
category affected fewer victims: 8% of them dispatched on 15 nodes.
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• Category 4: When none of the resources listed above can rescue a victim,
the only way may be to use a helicopter. This kind of resource is very
scarce but is available in cases of extreme danger situations. We consider
only one helicopter available full time for our experiments and its capacity
is 1. This category only represents 1% of the victims of the flood with 5
interventions via helicopter for the case of study.

• Category 5: This category is specific since it does not consider only
human victims but also animals. Cattle can also be affected by a flood
and it needs saving as well. Usually, rescue teams act as reinforcement
for the cattle’s owner and the transportation is operated thanks to the
breeder’s resources. That is why we only consider one vehicle with a
capacity of 10 to relieve this category of victims that represented about
6% of the victims in Luchon on only one node.

The considered proportions are recapitulated below in table 4.3:

Category Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of
nodes nodes victims victims

1 7 12% 330 66%
2 32 53% 95 19%
3 15 23% 40 8%
4 5 10% 5 1%
5 1 2% 30 6%

Table 4.3: Category dispatching summary

The average speeds for each vehicle category are referenced in table 4.4:

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5
20 km/h 5 km/h 3 km/h 200 km/h 10 km/h

Table 4.4: Vehicle Speeds

Also the following values have been used for the graph generator in table 4.5:
Luchon-like graphs are completed using generated data. Values are then

associated with these demands for the following variables:

• Priority: Uniform distribution among the different priority values. Note
that the deadlines is associated with the priority.
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Zone 1 2 3
Center 0,0 0,0 0,0

Size (in meters) 1000 2000 4000
Density (nodes per km2) 10 5 1

Degree 3 2 1

Table 4.5: Graph generation parameters

• Service time: Uniform distribution on the interval J5, 35K. This interval
was given by the rescue teams from SDIS 31, the unit of time is the minute.

• Demand size: The law of distribution for these parameters depends on
the category as stated in table 4.6.

In this table, the distribution normal law are truncated so that the support of
the law is Ja, bK, i.e. the probability is null for a random variable to lie in an
interval whose intersection with Ja, bK is empty. The mean of the distribution
is equal to µ and the standard deviation is equal to σ as illustrated in fig. 4.5.
Using truncated normal law has been decided to avoid demands with too few
or too many victims.
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Figure 4.5: Truncated normal distribution with µ = 45, a = 10, b = 120 and
σ = 35

4.4.2 Small instances experiments
The evaluation process contains different experiments designed to compare the
different forms of solutions presented for the static problem. The first experi-
ment is conducted to evaluate the MILP. This evaluation aims at observing the
scale of the problem upon which the computation time becomes too important
to consider using this approach in an Emergency context. This evaluation can-
not be conducted on Luchon’s scale graphs since it is too big to obtain solutions
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Category 1 2 3 4 5
Distribution Law Normal Normal Normal Single A single

µ = 45 µ = 3 µ = 3 victim at each node of 30
a = 10 a = 1 a = 1 node
b = 120 b = 8 b = 6
σ = 35 σ = 2 σ = 2

Table 4.6: Demand size distribution laws by category

in a satisfying time. Smaller graphs are used for this experiment. Using the
same set of graphs, an experiment is conducted to compare the greedy algo-
rithm with BFI. The best heuristic of these heuristics is then compared with
the MILP to ease the reading of the graphs by avoiding displaying all heuristics
in the same figure.

In a second step, a comparison of the developed heuristics (BFI and BFIOQ)
with other solutions (Solomon’s heuristic from the literature and SDI as a base-
line that models current rescue teams’ behavior) is conducted on Luchon’s scale
graphs.

Exact method evaluation

This experiment has been conducted to evaluate the computational limits of an
exact method with the MILP presented in section 4.1.1. It has been demon-
strated in section 4.1.2 that the studied problem is NP-complete in the strong
sense. Hence we expect an exponential computation time according to the
problem size. To validate this assertion, an experimental set with graphs of
increasing size is built. Small instances have been created from 2 to 12 nodes.
Contrary to other experiments, the service times and size means have not been
set Luchon-like. Smaller instances that can be solved with a MILP in a rea-
sonable time are required. These inputs have been generated using a uniform
distribution with different values. This process aims at observing the impact of
the demand size mean and the service time means on the performance of the
solution. The mean of service times and demand sizes have been drawn from
the set {5, 20, 35}. These values are in minutes. For each triplet of demand size
mean, service time mean, and graph size, 10 graphs are generated and tested.
For this experiment, and since categories are independent, resources have been
limited to only one category. For this category, 10 vehicles are available with a
capacity of 10 each.

The MILP model, presented above, has been solved by GUROBI ([71]), a
mathematical optimization solver that handles MILP resolution. It solves it
using a branch and bound method. GUROBI solver under version 8.0.1 has
been used on 8 parallel Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2603 v3 @ 1.60GHz Cores.
Those are the performances of a laptop. This choice has been made because, in
a crisis management context, the developed solution needs to be deployed in a
field where computation resources might be limited. In addition, computation
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time has been limited for the experiment. The limit of 3600 seconds has been
chosen. One hour of computation is too much for the context and rescue teams
want to start tours as soon as possible. It is considered that above 3600 seconds
of computation time, the MILP solution is not relevant. When the computation
time exceeds this limit, computation is stopped. If no feasible solution is found,
an error is logged. If the solver managed to find a feasible solution but it might
not be the optimal solution, it is logged as a sub-optimal result. The gap for
this experiment has been set to 10−3.

In fig. 4.6, the results of computation time of the MILP according to the
graph size are displayed. The figure regroups different sub-figures, one for each
combination of demand size and service time. It displays the percentage of
graphs where computation led to an optimal result (in green), a sub-optimal
result (in orange), or an error (no feasible solution in 1 hour in red). The axis
titles are displayed on the sides of the figure and are the same for the axes of
all sub-figures.
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Figure 4.6: Computation time and error rate of MILP according to graph size

As a reminder, each point is the mean computed for the 10 graphs tested for
each triplet of demand size mean, service time mean, and graph size. In this fig-
ure, we can observe that the computation time increases very fast starting with
a certain size of the problem. The size where the breakpoint can be observed
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depends on the constraints of the graphs (demand size mean and service time
mean). For example, for a demand size mean of 5 and a service time mean of 5,
the computation time exponential increase is problematic for the computation
time requirements of our problem from problems of size 7. For a demand size
mean of 35 and a service time mean of 35, the breakpoint appears on a lower
size of problems (4 nodes). The first conclusion is that the model constraints in-
fluence the computation time. The more the model is constrained (more victims
to rescue, more service time, . . . ), the earlier the computation time increases
very fast with problem size.

Another observation is that, even in the less constrained cases, from 9 nodes
problems and higher, no graph is solved with an optimal solution within an
hour. It can be observed on the sub-figure in the top left corner where the
sub-optimal solution’s rate is at 100 % for graphs of size 9. For higher problem
size values, and for the most constrained graphs, the error rate shows that 90%
of the time, no feasible solution is found within an hour (graphs of size 12).
However, this experiment does not allow telling if this is due to an infeasible
problem or bad performances of the MILP.

Heuristics comparison

This experiment aims at comparing the heuristics presented above that have
been developed for this work. The comparison is limited to greedy heuristics
and BFI. The goal is to compare the greedy approach to BFI. This is why
BFIOQ is not displayed and is to be evaluated in further experiments.

This experiment is conducted on the graphs used for the experiment above
with the same resources. The same sub-figures are displayed. The graphics
show the evolution of the objective score according to the graph size. The
legend of the curves is only displayed in one sub-figure but is the same for all.
The objective score is displayed, normalized by the objective score of the greedy
heuristic GreedyAlea solutions. The results are displayed in fig. 4.7.

In this experiment, we can observe that, whatever the constraints on the
problem (demand size and service time mean), the results are the same. BFI is
the best of the compared algorithms. They all display better performances than
GreedyAlea despite few exceptions. These results are as expected. In fact, since
BFI questions previous insertions, it has more opportunities to improve its per-
formances than greedy heuristics. GreedyAlea that selects demands and inserts
them randomly is bad in several cases and could only show good performances
in terms of solution quality on a few graphs by chance.

In terms of computation time, all algorithms compute a solution within a
second. However, in some cases, no feasible solution has been found by the
heuristics. In table 4.7 the error are displayed overall service time means and
demand size means. The number of errors holds for the 990 graphs the evalua-
tion is on. We may observe that the error rate is lower than the MILP except
for GreedyAlea. Note that for fig. 4.7, graphs that generate an error have been
removed from the graphics.
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Figure 4.7: Objective score according to graph size of greedy heuristics and
BFI

Greedyalea Greedysize increase Greedysize decrease BFI
55 6 6 6

Table 4.7: Number of errors by heuristic over 990 Graphs

MILP and BFI comparison

The MILP reveals to be worse than heuristics in terms of computation time
performances. BFI has shown the best quality of solutions in the previous
experiment. This experiment evaluates the performances in terms of solutions
quality of the MILP compared to BFI. The resilience to errors of each solution
is also evaluated. The evaluation is conducted on the same graphs with the
same resources as the above experiments. Results are displayed in fig. 4.8.

In this figure, as in the previous comparisons, we may observe that the
constraints have an impact on the error rate of both solutions (BFI and the
MILP). The error rate increases with the demand size mean and the service
time mean. It also increases with the size of the problem.

The figure also shows that BFI’s error rates are lower than the MILP’s in
any case and up to two times lower in the experiment where service time equals
35 and demand size 35 as well. Note that when a graph has led to an error for
one of the solutions, it is removed from the comparison pool, and the mean is
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Figure 4.8: Objective BFI/MILP and errors according to problem size

computed on less data for this point of the graphic.
When the MILP finds a feasible solution, it is better than BFI even when

the optimum has not been proved. But BFI is often lower than 1.25 times the
objective score of the MILP and always less than 1.5 times. Furthermore, BFI
computes under a second which could not compare to the computation time of
several minutes up to the hour of the MILP. For these reasons, the MILP is not
considered a suitable solution for our problem.

4.4.3 Luchon-Like experiment

For this experiment, graphs are generated with the Luchon-like characteristics
mentioned above. The available resources to solve the problems are displayed
in table 4.8.

Category 1 2 3 4 5
Number of vehicles 5 4 4 1 1

Capacity 30 10 5 1 10

Table 4.8: Available resources for the experiment, by Category
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The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the performances in terms
of computation time and solutions quality of the heuristics that we developed
in this work and compare them to a baseline of the literature. In this exper-
iment, and for the rest of the manuscript, the MILP is not used. Therefore,
there is no motivation to use a linear objective function. The objective can be
individualized so that every rescue is considered. This objective function is used
to compute the objective score which will be the metric to compare solutions
qualities in the rest of the manuscript:

min
∑
i∈V

∑
k∈M

∑
z∈Z

(hz
i,k − ri) · pi · qz

i,k (4.27)

Also, the graphs for this experiment (Luchon-like) are closer to a real-life
crisis than the previous ones. Each graph counts a total of 500 victims over
60 nodes in total. The crisis is 12 hours long maximum (value of the highest
deadline). The greedy heuristic that models the best the current behavior of
rescue teams is SDI. This heuristic is evaluated in this experiment. BFI is
selected as the best performing heuristics and its variation BFIOQ, which tries to
improve the solution with local searches, is added to the comparison. Solomon’s
heuristic presented above is also evaluated in this experiment and is used as a
baseline from the literature. The parameters used for Solomon heuristic (λ, α1,
α2) are: (1,1,0), (1,0,1), (1,1,1), (2,1,0), (2,0,1) and (2,1,1). These parameters
are suggested in [92]. For this last heuristic, the considered solution is only
the best of the 6 runs, both for computation time and solution. It gives an
advantage to Solomon’s heuristic since the best parameters are used but only
one computation time is considered and not the sum of the 6 runs.

The results of the experiments are displayed in fig. 4.9. This figure displays
results by category. The objective score is accumulated from categories 1 to 5
from bottom to top. The computation time mean of the solution is displayed
on the x-axis. For this experiment, the evaluation has been conducted on 100
Luchon-like Graphs and the results are the mean of these 100 results.

Results are recapitulated in table 4.9 with detailed figures. The deviations
are given in regards to the heuristics that displays best Objective score perfor-
mances, BFIOQ.

Average Computation time Objective Score Computation
Objective Score (ms) deviation from Time deviation

best heuristic from best heuristic
in Objective Score in Objective Score

SDI 77285.22 49.91 55.7 % -87.8 %
BFI 53329.04 140.49 7.44 % -78.07 %

BFIOQ 49633.53 604.4 0 % 0 %
Solomon 96211.41 834.45 93.84 % 30.3 %

Table 4.9: Detailed Results of Heuristics Comparison
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Figure 4.9: Heuristics performances in computation time and objective score

The results show that all heuristics developed for our problem are showing
better performances both in terms of computation time and solutions quality
than the selected baseline (Solomon’s Heuristic). The fastest heuristic is SDI.
The best solutions qualities are given by BFIOQ and BFI in this order. BFI
offers the best compromise between computation time and solution quality. In
fact BFI computes more than 4 times faster than BFIOQ and gives solutions
only 7% higher than the best heuristic BFIOQ. BFI and SDI have a negative
percentage for computation time since the comparison is made with the best
heuristic in terms of Objective score (BFIOQ). However, the computation time
performances are to be put into perspective since all heuristics compute solutions
under the second. For this scale of the problem, all solutions tested fit the
requirements in terms of computation time.
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4.4.4 Resources distribution experiment

In this experiment, the different clustering solutions presented above in sec-
tion 4.3 are evaluated. The Graphs are Luchon-like graphs that have been
separated into two sub-graphs. The resources have also been changed a little.
A vehicle has been added to category 4 in order to avoid sharing a resource be-
tween the two sectors. The results of this experiment are presented in fig. 4.10.
In this graph, the results are presented in accumulated bars by category from
1 to 5 from bottom to top. The metric for evaluation is the objective score
sum over both sectors of the solution found with Best Flow-time Insertion with
Order Questioning heuristic (BFIOQ) with the dispatch computed by a given
solution. The algorithms CODRD and BFRD are also using BFIOQ for their
evaluation process. The number of errors (which is also a percentage since we
did 100 runs) is displayed over the bar for each algorithm. An error signifies that
the computed distribution did not allow BFIOQ to compute a feasible solution.
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Figure 4.10: Resources distribution solutions evaluation with error percentage
in top of the bars
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In this figure, the results show that CODRD and BFRD perform better than
the greedy heuristics. CODRD and BFRD give solution 4 % lower than the
best greedy heuristic GRD2. BFRD and CODRD give the same distributions
but CODRD computes faster, as expected. However greedy algorithms give a
distribution almost instantly whereas CODRD takes up to 30 seconds for this
experiment and is dependent on the size of the problem. Finally, the number
of errors is to take into account. The greedy algorithms produce errors where
BFRD and CODRD did not on the 100 clusters tested. GRD2 produces 17 %
of errors, therefore CODRD is the most appropriate algorithm for our problem.
It gives the best performances with the best stability. The computation time
drawback is not important enough to disqualify it at this scale of problems.

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the problem faced by rescue teams when dealing with flooding
relief operations is presented. The studied problem is a static formulation where
all information about the crisis is known at the beginning of the crisis. In this
chapter:

• A MILP formulation has been presented and evaluated. It has been com-
pared to different heuristics approaches.

• Greedy heuristics have been introduced.

• Insertion heuristics BFI and BFIOQ have been developed.

• A heuristic from the literature has been adapted to answer the character-
istic of the problem.

The evaluation process has revealed that the MILP does not fit to answer the
problem due to the computation time performances observed in such a solution.
In fact for a scale of problems lower than the one we want to study (7 nodes),
the computation time is higher than an hour, which is way too much for the
crisis management context. These performances could have been improved by
studying optimizations of the formulation or methods to guide the solver to find
solutions faster, but it would probably not be sufficient to be fast enough for
our problem’s computation time requirements. The best performing heuristics
are BFIOQ and BFI that insert demands in the route of the vehicle and at
the position that has the lowest impact on the global objective score of the
solution. As expected the local search on a turn, where the order of demands
in a turn is questioned, embedded in BFIOQ, improves the solutions at the cost
of computation time. These heuristics display better solutions quality than:

• Greedy heuristics based on demands sizes.

• A greedy heuristic SDI based on shortest distance and that models the
current decision process of rescue teams.
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• Solomon heuristic, an insertion heuristic from the literature.

Another problem that we studied in this chapter is the distribution of re-
sources among different sectors. Different approaches have been presented and
evaluated. The best performing one is CODRD, a clustering algorithm that tries
all combinations of resources among sectors and stops when increasing resources
does not improve the global score. The approaches have been evaluated in 2
sectors but the algorithms can be generalized to more sectors. However, with
more sectors, CODRD could be too expensive in terms of computation time,
and another approach that showed good performances, GRD2, could be helpful
in such cases.

The problem presented in this chapter is static and could be used during the
preparation phase of a crisis or for the purpose of exercises. However, during a
real-life crisis, events append during the relief operations and need to be taken
into account. Furthermore, information is dynamic and often not complete at
the beginning of the crisis. A dynamic version of the problem is studied in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Dynamic problem

The problem studied in the previous chapter is a static version of the real-
life problem. It considers that all information about the crisis is known at
its beginning. The solution has to be computed only once and the resulting
route is followed without modification. As it has been reviewed in chapter 2,
this formulation is perfectly adapted for some application fields. For instance,
commercial VRP applications could be solved with a static approach because few
unexpected events might occur. During a catastrophic event’s relief operations
phase, the complete situation of the field is rarely known at the beginning of the
crisis. Information has to be gathered in a degraded environment and data is
communicated to the rescue teams continuously. Floods are even more specific
in that matter than other disastrous events. Contrary to catastrophes such as
earthquakes where the source of the damage lasts for a short period of time, for
flooding events, the situation evolves constantly because water levels are still
varying during the rescue teams’ interventions. In this context, not only is the
information likely to be released during interventions, but the situation of known
demands also evolves. The category of VRP that encompasses these issues is
DVRP. This chapter studies the encountered characteristics when dealing with a
real-life problem of people relief operations in the context of flash floods. First,
in section 5.1, the dynamic problem is described and compared to the static
version. A description of the dynamic sources of events is presented and put
into perspective with the literature. The mechanisms and algorithms studied to
optimize rescue vehicles’ routing during the real-life victims’ relief operations are
presented in section 5.2. Finally, section 5.3 presents the followed methodology
to build the experimental sets, the experiments that were conducted, and the
analysis of the results.

5.1 Problem description
In this section, the dynamic version of the problem is presented. In this prob-
lem, the response phase is studied. In fact, in the static problem, all demands

91
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were known at the beginning and were not subject to evolution. Here, the stud-
ied problem corresponds to the response phase of the relief operations. It is
considered that few anticipation operations are possible and routes need to be
updated dynamically to respond to the evolution of the situation. Some of the
hypotheses of the static problem need to be modified and others need to be
added:

• Travel times and service times are still considered to be known but in this
problem, delays are possible on these values. Information evolves dynami-
cally, hence dynamic events may affect the operations. These events might
delay vehicles from their routes and therefore need to be incorporated into
the model.

• Release dates are the date at which information is known. For the static
problem, information was entirely known at the beginning of the crisis.
Release dates have been used as the beginning of the time window (the
period during which demands need to be served). In the dynamic problem,
events are released during the crisis. The release date is then the date when
the event appears in the problem.

• Vehicles cannot be re-routed. Routes are updated dynamically during the
crisis to adapt to the situation. However, at least in SDIS 31, there exists
a rule stipulating that a departed vehicle, moving to serve a demand point,
cannot be re-routed. It is a stability criterion required by rescue teams’
operation process. A route can be modified only after the end of service
at the demand it is driving to.

5.1.1 Dynamic events
In this work the dynamic events that we consider are:

• Dynamic demands

• Delays on travel or service

• Updates of quantities, priorities, travel time or service time

• Dynamic resources

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, different types of dynamic events are studied in
the literature. These types of events are not exhaustive but are the most spread
in DVRP. The considered dynamic events are detailed below and associated
with the dynamic events from the literature:

• Dynamic requests: Requests are revealed dynamically in the problem.
In fact, at the beginning of the crisis, a set of issues are known. These
issues are generally places that host public such as hospitals, retirement
homes, schools, hostels, or enterprises. Rescue teams have databases about
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such issues and in correlation with the time of the day they can approxi-
mate the number of victims at these locations. For example, if the crisis
happens during the day, enterprises and schools will become issues with
many potential victims whereas during the night these places are empty
and do not require to be handled. These types of issues often host nu-
merous people and are considered at the beginning of the crisis because
it may be very difficult to evacuate such locations if the water rises too
high and a lot of victims have to be evacuated. Furthermore, places like
hospitals or retirements homes host fragile people, harder to rescue with
a high water level. The rest of the demands are not known or uncertain
with no probability information in our case. Some people might evacuate
before it is too late and never need help from rescue teams. Others might
want to stay at home and when the situation gets worse, they will need
to be rescued. This type of issue is revealed during the crisis in two main
ways. First of all, at the beginning of the crisis, rescue teams start a scout-
ing process with dedicated resources. Small vehicles travel the impacted
territory to gather information about the situation on the field and report
back to the rescue center. Rescue teams also gather data thanks to calls
from victims. Most of the time they call either for guidance or for help.
The rescue teams estimate if an intervention is necessary, and add the de-
mand to the problem if so. When a node is added, it is recorded with all
its characteristics described by the inputs including its release date with
the current date.

• Dynamic demands: As a reminder, the term customer is often used
instead of Demand in the literature where most of the VRP studied have
commercial applications. As mentioned for the dynamic requests, when
a new demand is released, the node is added to the problem with all its
characteristics. However, these inputs are estimated. For example, the
service time at the node is an estimation made by the rescue teams in
consideration of the node characteristics. On the same principle, victims’
state of health is estimated through phone calls but might be different in
reality and therefore the priority of victims as well. Finally, the number of
victims actually to be rescued at a node might evolve. Victims from the
same neighborhood may regroup for instance. In these cases, the quantity
of the node where victims gather is increased. A node of the problem
might also be deleted since victims are not at the location anymore. Once
at the node, rescue teams know with certainty the actual situation. In
case inputs are not pertinent, two types of events have been defined.
Delays enable to signal lateness or more rarely an advance on the plan-
ning. Only service delays correspond to dynamic demand events from the
literature. This type of events signals that the vehicle that communicated
it will not be able to respect its planning. We define a delay as an unex-
pected event during service that might not be reproduced next time. For
example, if one of the victims is injured and cannot walk. Rescue teams
take then more time to rescue this victim, but it does not impact the next
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intervention at the node and the graph is not modified.

To signal a permanent modification of an input, Updates are used. This
type of event is used to report permanent changes in a priority, quantity,
or service time. It may be due to an evolution of the water level at the
node. If the water level is higher, it may take longer to evacuate victims.
Then, service time needs to be updated.

• Dynamic travel times: The travel times are also dynamic in the prob-
lem. They are signaled through both types of events introduced for dy-
namic demands. Delays on travel time may be emitted to signal lateness
on a route between two nodes that may not be permanent. For instance, if
a tree falls on a road, the rescue teams will have to resolve the situation to
get through but the operation only affects the first vehicle using the route.
One does not want to modify the graph but needs to signal the lateness
to the rescue center to adapt the routes accordingly. Updates on travel
time on the contrary occurs when a road segment is completely blocked
for example. Therefore, a detour might be necessary and the graph is
modified.

Dynamic Resources is the last type of dynamic event considered in the
problem. The resources in the problem are the rescue vehicles. As mentioned in
the static chapter, a flooding crisis often affects several areas at the same time.
Resources may be shared and the pool of available vehicles for each category is
subject to evolution. A resource can either be added to the pool of vehicles or
removed.

5.1.2 Variables
Characteristics of static and dynamic versions of the problem are very similar.
All variables and inputs of the model that were introduced in the static version
are still relevant with the dynamic version. The table 5.1 offers a reminder for
variables and table 5.2 for inputs:

xz
i,j,k Binary variable equal to 1 if vehicle k uses the edge from i to j during tour z

hz
i,k Absolute arrival time of vehicle k at node i on tour z

qz
i,k Victims rescued by vehicle k at node i on tour z

Table 5.1: Variables

The main difference with the static formulation concerns the release dates.
In fact in the static problem, they were considered known from the start, and
in the experimental part, set to 0. It has been considered that rescue teams do
not wait until a certain date to serve a node but try to deal with the demand
as soon as it is revealed. In the dynamic formulation, the time window is not
left-bounded. Demands are to be treated as soon as they are released. However,
release dates are non-null because events and demands are revealed dynamically.
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pi Priority: A coefficient used in the objective function for demand i
fi Deadline: latest time for any vehicle to serve demand at node i entirely
ri Release date: time when the demand i appears in the problem
di Demand: The number of victims to rescue at node i
Qk Maximum capacity of vehicle k
catk Category of vehicle k
ci Category for node i

tti,j,c Travel time from node i to node j for category c
ai Service time for a demand at node i
R High size constant
M Set of available vehicles
V Set of vertices in the graph
C Set of integers for the categories
V⋆ Set of demand points in the graph (without rescue center)

Table 5.2: Inputs

Hence release dates in this problem also play the role of reveal dates: the date
at which the information about the demand is available for the rescue teams.
It seems important to make focus on that aspect since most of the time, in
the literature, release dates are used differently. In scheduling or the VRPTW
literature, release dates are mostly used to define the date when the service can
begin. This difference is mostly due to the crisis management context where
demands can be treated as soon as they are revealed, and there is no need
to wait for a starting date as we would for delivery to a demand for instance.
This is why the problem has been qualified as a Vehicle Routing Problem under
Deadlines (VRPD) instead of a VRPTW.
Another set of variables is defined to cover the dynamic problem. During a
crisis, events are released dynamically. Rescue teams must update the routes to
take into account this dynamic information. But these new routes are computed
while vehicles are already serving demands. The state of the vehicle fleet needs
to be considered. Information is required for each vehicle:

• The node it is currently serving is needed. Rescue teams do not want to
be re-routed. This means that when a vehicle departs to serve a node,
the routes cannot be changed before the date of the end of service at this
demand point as illustrated in fig. 5.1. This figure displays the planned
route for a vehicle on a tour. The red route is the route to the current
node, which cannot be modified. The rest of the route in green can be
questioned dynamically. The route can only be updated after the current
node. We note the current node:

nck, nck ∈ V, ∀k ∈M (5.1)

It either describes the node being served by vehicle k, or the node vehicle
k is driving to.
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• A given node might appear in several missions of the same vehicle, on
different turns of the routes. Let us take the example of a vehicle serving
a node, driving back to the depot and going back to this same node to
rescue the rest of the victims. If only the current node was available, there
is no way to know if we are currently serving it for the first time or the
second time. Coupled with the current turn, one can know exactly which
mission from the routes are being served. The current turn in the routes
is:

zck, ∀k ∈M (5.2)

• To update the routes dynamically, the available date for each vehicle is
necessary. It allows planning of missions for a vehicle only after its avail-
able date. Missions cannot be planned before because re-routing is not
allowed. This date corresponds to the end of its service at the current
node. We note this date:

hck = hzck

nck,k + anck
, ∀k ∈M (5.3)

This variable could be computed from the routes every time it is needed,
but it would be more expensive in terms of computation time. The variable
is updated dynamically instead.

• To plan missions, the current number of victims in each rescue vehicle
is required. With this information the number of victims that can be
rescued by the vehicle in the current turn can be deduced. Therefore it
allows planning of missions for the current turn of the vehicle according
to left space. This variable, updated every time victims are rescued by a
vehicle, is called the load:

qck =
∑

i∈Mk
zc

qzck

i,k ∀k ∈M (5.4)

With
Mk

zc = {i ∈ V⋆, hzck

i,k ≤ hck} ∀k ∈M (5.5)

A reminder of these variables is given in table 5.3:

nck Current node of the vehicle k
zck Current turn of the vehicle k
hck Available date for vehicle k
qck Current load of the vehicle k

Table 5.3: Vehicle state variables
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Figure 5.1: Example of forbidden re-routing on a tour of a rescue vehicle

5.2 Solutions for the dynamic Vehicle Routing
Problem

Solutions to a dynamic problem have to be updated regularly to consider the dy-
namic events and adapt routes accordingly. Routes updates are often realized by
dynamic heuristics. In fact, in a dynamic context, exact methods are often too
expensive in terms of computation time. The challenge is to have a completion
time for the solution which is comparable to the values of inter-arrival times be-
tween dynamic events. If not, several dynamic events with major impact could
be released during the routes computation, and opportunities for improvement
could be missed. In the worst case, it could even lead to an infeasible problem if
a dynamic event is handled too late. Considering the static experimental results
with exact methods, the option of using heuristics seems the most appropriate.
The heuristics that we develop to tackle this dynamic problem are presented in
section 5.2.2. But whatever the method of solving, some specific issues to the
DVRP have to be considered. The first issue is to decide when to update routes
dynamically. Then, the conflicts between the vehicles that execute the routes
on one side and the DC that updates the routes on the other side, need to be
solved. A solution to the dynamic problem is the combination of a routes com-
putation heuristic and a routes computation strategy concerning a Computation
Period.
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5.2.1 Dynamic mechanisms
Solving a dynamic problem raises several challenges. On the one hand, there
is concurrent access to the routes between vehicles serving their missions and
the DC that tries to update the routes. The DC needs time to compute and
assign routes and missions to vehicles, but the vehicles are in motion. Hence new
missions should not be set in the near future and missions that are already being
served should not be moved later in the routes. On the other hand, a choice
has to be made about when to launch routes computation. Routes computation
defines the operations conducted at the decision center to update the routes
of operations dynamically. The mechanisms that handle these challenges are
presented in the next sections.

Routes computation period

When routes computation is started, a neutralized period called the Routes
Computation Period (RCP) is defined from the current date. Routes included
in this period are immune to changes. It allows ensuring that during Routes
Computation, a vehicle will not serve a mission that is outside the RCP without
DC considering its new state. If routes computation is still running when the
end of this period is reached, it is interrupted and the length of this neutralized
period is doubled. Only after, the routes computation is relaunched. In fact,
when this period is over, the DC could be questioning missions that are being
served in the meantime. For instance, it could be decided to put the mission
later in the routes making these new routes obsolete.

The initial value for RCP is determined by experimentation. Figure 5.2
presents an example where the principle of the RCP is illustrated on a single
vehicle with routes computation. The RCP is illustrated through the second
routes computation, the computation time reached the RCP value and it is
not guaranteed that we would not question the demands that are being served
hence the routes computation is interrupted. Indeed, the figure shows that if
we continue computing after the orange area, the routes computation may last
until the date of the next mission. Also, in the third routes computation, the
RCP is doubled after the interruption of the previous routes computation. This
is called an overtime. This routes computation shows a fixed (not questioned)
mission because its service is included in the RCP. It also displays a mission
later in the routes that have been offset.

At the beginning of a routes computation, a copy of the state is passed to
the routes computation heuristic. It is updated to represent the state of each
vehicle at the end of the RCP.

Routes computation strategies

A second mechanism is necessary to decide when to start a new routes computa-
tion. Three routes computation strategies have been developed. The first mech-
anism, RCP is common to all the three routes computation strategies. For all
presented routes computation strategies, dynamic events are stored in a buffer
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Figure 5.2: RCP example

when waiting to be handled in routes computation. The routes computation
strategies specify when the routes computation is launched and when a dynamic
event is added to the buffer.

• Preemptive: routes computation is launched at every dynamic event.
When a new event is released, routes computation is interrupted. Events
of the previous routes computation are kept in the buffer. The new event
is added and a new routes computation is launched.

• Continuous: When dynamic events are released during a routes compu-
tation, they are buffered. routes computation is re-launched as soon as
the previous routes computation ended if the buffer is not empty. If it is
empty, the next dynamic event triggers a routes computation with only
this event.

• Periodic: routes computation is launched at RCP time interval with all
the dynamic events since the previous routes computation. Contrary to
the continuous strategy, once a routes computation is over, it waits for
the end of the RCP period and events that have been released during this
period are buffered.

Figure 5.3 illustrates how the different routes computation strategies work
showing when routes computation is started according to releases of dynamic
events. In this figure, the Overtime process is not illustrated to clarify the
explanations, but note that it does not affect how these routes computation
strategies work. The buffers that have been displayed show the events that
are taken into account in the routes computation under it. Therefore when an
event disappears from the buffer, this means that it has been integrated into
the routes.

5.2.2 Routes computation heuristics
The section 2.2.1 presents various approaches to solve a DVRP. Due to the dy-
namic nature of the problem, the computation time for new solutions needs to
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Figure 5.3: Dynamic routes computation strategies

be kept within reasonable bounds to avoid leading to an infeasible problem. The
static study has already enabled to observe computation time performances of
an exact method. It has revealed that for graphs of 12 nodes, the routes com-
putation took more than an hour on standard inputs. The problem is that
scenarios that need to be treated are bigger than 12 nodes graphs. This justifies
that exact methods do not fit to answer this dynamic problem. Other solutions
have been presented in the state of the art. The stochastic approach is often
used to solve DVRP as in [16], [97] or [22]. However, this approach is based on
probabilistic information. In the context of crisis management and more specif-
ically in this study, it would be very ambitious to hope to gather such data.
If one considers the example of dynamic demands, every housing infrastructure
is a potential issue that could become a new demand. But no reliable proba-
bility exists on the chances it actually becomes one. Therefore, the stochastic
approach is not adapted to this problem either.

Re-optimization approach is often used in the literature for problems where
computation time is a major challenge for the solution. Since heuristics have
been developed for the static formulation of the problem, the re-optimization
approach can be coupled with the best static heuristics to solve the dynamic
problem.

The literature also offers insertion heuristics. These heuristics are suited for
dynamic demands problems. The principle is to insert the new demand in the
existing routes, contrary to the re-optimization approach, where the routes are
built from scratch at each routes computation. It allows saving computation
time and it would be interesting to observe whether this advantage copes with
the potential loss in solution qualities.
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Finally, a local search heuristic is presented in this section. These solutions
are used to try to improve the routes between routes computations. The solu-
tions that are presented in this section correspond to the update routes method
mentioned in section 3.2.1. The routine update graph that updates the graph
information from the received events is also embedded in the developed routes
computation heuristics.

Re-optimization approach

The Re-optimization approach is widely spread in the literature. This approach
uses a static heuristic and re-computes the routes dynamically with it. The
basis of the approach is to run an exact solution but the semantics has been
enlarged to include heuristics. In this work, the static heuristics that gave the
best results in the static analysis are selected. BFI and BFIOQ will be used.
These heuristics have been presented in section 4.2.3.

However, some mechanisms are added to these routes computation heuristics
in order to be run dynamically.

First, deadline violations are considered. In case the routes computation
heuristics did not manage to find a feasible solution, once a deadline violation is
detected, the routes computation heuristic is interrupted. In fact, if no insertion
position avoids deadline violation, it mainly means that a bad decision has been
made earlier during the routes building. Therefore, an Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) algorithm is used to find a solution that could avoid deadline violations.
This process is used in the dynamic problem and not in the Static chapter.
In fact in the static formulation, we only wanted to analyze when the Route
Computation Heuristic managed to find a feasible solution. In the dynamic
problem, if a feasible solution is not found during a routes computation, it
impacts the rest of the operations. EDF is a scheduling algorithm introduced
by ([67]) under the name Deadline Driven algorithm. It inserts demand into
the schedule (here being the routes) by deadline order. In the current problem,
several vehicles are concerned. When the demand to insert is selected for its
deadline, a choice has to be made about which vehicle will deal with this demand.
Since the algorithm is driven by deadlines, the best choice is to select the first
available vehicle in the current routes. The first available vehicle is the one
that can arrive at the node first after serving previous nodes from its route.
If EDF finds a feasible solution, then it is returned. In the other case, the
routes computation heuristic failed to find a feasible solution and an error is
logged. An error signifies that no satisfying solution has not been found and
the manual intervention of rescue teams is necessary to serve the demand that
led to deadline violation.

Another mechanism is added to the routes computation heuristics to handle
the current state of vehicles. Variables used to record vehicles’ state have been
described above. When routes computation is launched, the current state of each
vehicle is copied and updated with values that translate the state it would be in
at the end of RCP. Then the routes computation heuristic loads this state and
creates initial routes that cannot be modified. These initial routes correspond
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to the routes being currently served during routes computation. These initial
routes contain the last demands to be served and load the vehicles with victims.

One last thing to consider is how the different types of dynamic events are
handled with this approach.

• Dynamic Demands: They are added to the pull of demands to be in-
serted, which is an input for the routes computation heuristics.

• Updates: This type of event modifies information about the graph. When
they are received, the graph is updated and the new field situation is taken
into account with the next routes computation.

• Delays: The timing of the routes is affected and the state is modified in
order to include this information for the next routes computation.

• Dynamic Resources: Variables that describe the pool of available vehi-
cles are updated in order to add or remove a resource.

Insertion heuristic

An insertion heuristic may be used to deal with dynamic demand problems. This
heuristic is inspired by the dynamic neighborhood search approach that can be
found in [44]. This heuristic only inserts the new demand in the existing routes
instead of recomputing the routes entirely. However, the main drawback is that
this type of heuristics is adapted to answer dynamic demands problems. Hence,
the other types of events from the problem will have to be handled separately.
A strategy from ([78]) has been studied. It presents an algorithm that inserts
demands at the end of the route when they are released. The solution has been
adapted and improved to insert demands at a different position in the routes,
not only at the end. If insertion is only made at the end of the route, and since
the studied problem work with deadlines, the insertion at the end of the route
could lead to deadline violations.

This insertion heuristic Flow-time Insertion Phase-out (FIP) uses an adap-
tation of the FIS presented in section 4.2.3. The principle is to find a mission
in the routes to swap with the demand to insert. To select this mission, the
impact on the objective score of the insertion is computed with Flow-time In-
sertion Phase-out Score (FIPS). The goal is to find a mission that could be
exchanged with the demand to insert and that would have a positive impact on
the objective score.

For the insertion of demand at node i for vehicle k on tour z at the position
of mission m of node m.node, the FIPS is expressed as follows:

FIPS(i, m, k, z) = pi·hz
i,k−pm.node·hz

m.node,k+
∑

n∈nextNodes
pn×(hz

i,k−hz
m.node,k),

(5.6)
where nextNodes is the list of missions from the routes positioned after the
phased-out mission. Note that the quantity is not part of the score because
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insertions of demands in the routes are realized by exchanging with a mission
already in the route. Hence the quantity removed from the mission in the route
is equal to the quantity of the demand inserted. If the demand to insert is bigger
or equal to the mission’s quantity, we only insert the quantity of the mission. In
the other case, if the demand is smaller than the mission’s quantity, the demand
is inserted entirely and the difference in the quantity of the mission is kept in
the route.

This score takes into account the cost of removing the mission from the
routes as well as the cost of inserting the new demand. This way, it ensures
that benefits from insertion are worth phasing out the mission. The objective is
then to lower the FIPS. The mission with the lowest negative FIPS is selected
and swapped. The phased-out mission is placed in a queue of demands. This
queue is sorted by priority order. The process is repeated as long as the queue
is not empty. If none of the planned missions is a fit for insertion, meaning
no mission gives a negative FIPS, then a score is computed for insertion at
the end of the routes for each vehicle. The vehicle with the lowest score is
selected. Insertion in this vehicle is processed to fill the last effective tour and
then another best vehicle for insertion at the end is selected. This routine is
repeated until the demand is served entirely. The algorithm might be simplified
as in algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8
Dynamic insertion algorithm

queue of demands ← newDemands
while queue of demands ∈ categories do

i← queue of demands[0]
list of missions ← computeListOfMissions()
bestScore← 0
while qi ̸= 0 do

for m ∈ list of missions do
if FIPS(i, m, m.vehicle, m.turn) < 0 then

bestScore← FIPS(i, m, m.vehicle, m.turn)
bestMission← m

end if
end for
if bestScore ̸= 0 then

insertMission(bestMission)
else

insertAtTheEnd(m)
end if
list of missions ← computeListOfMissions()

end while
end while

Algorithm 8 uses functions:
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• computeListOfMissions: Computes the missions from the routes and re-
turns a list of missions, candidates to be phased-out. Note that this func-
tion takes into account the state described in section 5.1.2. The missions
from the routes that are under the RCP are not added to the list because
one does not want them to be candidates for phasing-out.

• insertMission: Replaces a mission in the routes and adds the phased-out
mission in the queue of demands. The quantity of the demand left to
insert is updated if the demand to insert is bigger than the phased-out
mission. If the phased-out mission is bigger than the quantity to insert,
the demand rest of the mission is not phased-out and is kept in the routes.

• insertAtTheEnd: Selects the first available vehicle in the current routes
and inserts the demand to complete the last turn. If the demand is not
entirely inserted, the quantity left to insert is updated, else the demand is
removed from the queue.

• The fields of the mission m accessed like m.vehicle are presented in sec-
tion 3.2.2.

In fig. 5.4, an example of FIP is illustrated. In this example, there is only
one vehicle. Demand needs to be inserted (demand to node 3). A vehicle route
in this diagram is illustrated with the missions services on the timeline as well
as their impact on the objective score on the y-axis. The route of the vehicle
already contains missions to nodes 1 and 2. In the right column is displayed the
total objective score of the routes. In the first step, the route before insertion
is shown, and the queue is filled with the demand to insert. After testing the
different insertion positions, the choice is made to insert the demand to node
3 in the first position and to phase out the mission to node 1. It means that
the mission to node 1 is removed from the route of the vehicle and put in the
pool of demands. Mission to node 3 is inserted instead with the same quantity.
This decision is made according to the FIPS and is illustrated through the
arrows. In step 2, right below step 1, one can observe that a benefit has been
obtained by this insertion (the total objective score has decreased). The mission
to node 3 represents a lower impact on the objective than the previous mission
at this position. Furthermore, the travel time (space on the timeline between
two missions), between node 3 and node 2 is lower than between 1 and 2. Hence
a gain on the objective is also reached on the mission to node 2 (served earlier
than before the insertion). After testing all insertion positions, the decision is
made to insert demand at node 1 at the end of the route as illustrated in steps 2
to 3. The impact of the mission to node 1 is a bit higher than before insertion,
however, the total impact of all the insertions is lower than if we just inserted
the demand at node 3 directly at the end of the route.

Note that, in this example, the case is simple because demands of the same
quantity are considered. Therefore, there is no need to split demands to insert
it.
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Figure 5.4: Example of FIP usage

In case a deadline violation is detected during an insertion (no insertion
candidate offers negative FIPS without deadline violation), the score evalua-
tion/insertion routine is re-launched. However, in this routine, the goal is not
to find a negative FIPS but just to select the best insertion position that does
not violate deadlines. If after this routine, no valid candidate is found, the routes
computation heuristic returns a deadline violation error. In this case, EDF is
not used since we do not want to mix the re-optimization approach and the
insertion heuristic. EDF is an algorithm that computes a solution from scratch
in opposition to the insertion heuristic. Using EDF in this context would intro-
duce a re-optimization approach in the insertion heuristic where the objective is
to compare both approaches. When a deadline violation is detected, the same
insertion algorithm is launched but instead of trying to find a negative FIPS
(which translates a benefit on the global objective score), we only insert at the
position where the insertion gives the lowest FIPS. If after this process, there is
still a deadline violation detected, an error is logged to signal it.

The problem of this heuristic, in opposition to the re-optimization approach,
is that it only deals with new demands (dynamic demands). For the other types
of events, different processes need to be specified:

• Updates: The graph is updated with new information. This information
will not be included before the next new demand. The routes are updated
according to the type of update. For example, for an update on travel
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time, the planning is updated accordingly with the new travel time value.
Routes are not computed all over again.

• Delays: Routes are updated considering the delay on the impacted vehi-
cle. The rest of its missions are offset accordingly.

• Resources Modification: If resources are added, the vehicle is pushed
into the pool and it will be considered available for the next insertion.
In case of resource removal, routes for the vehicle are deleted and all the
missions are added to a queue of demands. An insertion is launched with
all these demands to insert.

During ingestion of these events, a deadline violation might be produced.
In this case, it is detected and logged as an error. There is no process to try
to recover from these errors for the same reasons mentioned about EDF, we
do not want to mix approaches. However, for the purpose of a final solution,
the approaches could be mixed to improve performance. As observed, since the
routes are not questioned for these types of events, it might lead to miss gain
opportunities.

5.2.3 Continuous local search
Local search is usually used when trying to improve a solution or to find a
feasible one in a decision problem. It has been used for the VRP and DVRP
as discussed in chapter 2. BFIOQ also uses local search on turns trying to
improve the initial solution found by BFI. In BFIOQ example, however, the
neighborhood for the search has been limited to avoid spending too much time in
computation. FIP also uses a local search when re-inserting phased-out missions.
A local search is defined as a neighborhood and the objective is to search for
solutions in this neighborhood that might have better quality. In a dynamic
problem, local search may be used to try to improve the solution. It can be
employed continuously during periods when no routes computation runs. A
first routes computation heuristics may be used to find a feasible solution quickly
and the Continuous local search conducted during the execution of the routes
to improve it dynamically. This is for instance the solution presented in [69].
They use a double-horizon strategy with an insertion heuristic that computes
a feasible solution for the short term. In the long term, on the second horizon,
a Continuous improvement heuristic is run. Applying this approach to our
problem would be difficult since the dynamicity is very different. The time
between dynamic events is shorter in our case and there is less time to conduct
the local search before being ’interrupted’ by a new dynamic event release. In our
problem, the Continuous local search could be conducted during time intervals
between routes computations, which can be a very small period in the types of
scenarios we want to cover. The local search might not have enough time to
find an improvement. The purpose of the short-term horizon is to find a feasible
solution quickly. This operation could be handled by the routes computation
heuristic presented above.
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A continuous local search heuristic is presented. The principle of the heuris-
tic is to exchange missions of the routes. One tries to find a positive exchange
between 2 missions. A positive exchange is characterized by a benefit on the
objective score. When testing an exchange, the value of the entire objective
function eq. (4.11) with the hypothetical new routes is computed. If this objec-
tive value is lower than the current one, the exchange is proceeded. Once an
exchange has been processed, the heuristic starts from scratch. Every possible
exchange set of size 2 (between 2 nodes) is tested. If none is positive, exchange
sets of size 3 are tested. As long as a positive exchange set is not found, the size
of the sets is increased until it reaches smax: the total number of missions that
can be exchanged considering the RCP. To compute smax, each missions in the
routes outside the RCP are counted. This mechanism avoids staying stuck at a
local minimum. The Search continues until all exchange sets are tested without
finding an improvement in the total objective score. The main constraint we
impose is that regrouping missions are allowed but splitting them is not. It
could be a lead for further studies.

Hereunder is characterized a valid exchange set of size n without splitting
the mission. A valid exchange set is a set where the exchange is possible but not
necessarily beneficial. Let’s call En an exchange set of size n so that En = J1, nK
a set of indexes of missions with di the quantity of mission i.

Valid Exchange Set:
∃E′1, . . . , E

′l with l ∈ J2, nK a partition of En,∑
i∈E′a

di =
∑

j∈E′b

dj , ∀a, b ∈ J1, lK2 (5.7)

For example, the set E3 = {1, 2, 3} with d1 = 2, d2 = 1 and d3 = 3 is a valid
exchange set. E3 = {1, 2} ∪ {3} and d1 + d2 = d3

Once the set is validated, the exchange is tested and we check if the hypo-
thetical solution fulfill the deadline constraints. Only if it does, the objective
score is computed to evaluate the potential positivity of the exchange.

In case several exchange combinations are valid inside a set, all possibilities
are evaluated. If we take the example of a set E3 = {1, 2, 3} with d1 = 2, d2 = 2
and d3 = 2, there are 2 possible exchange combinations as illustrated in fig. 5.5:

1

2

3 1

2

3

Figure 5.5: Valid exchange combinations example
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However, a continuous search such as this one cannot be evaluated in sim-
ulated time. They rely on the free time between routes computation to try
to improve the current routes. This continuous search heuristic has not been
evaluated in this work, since the chosen evaluation process chosen using the sim-
ulator from section 3.2 works with simulated time. Furthermore, the evaluation
process counts on various and numerous dynamic scenarios and runs them in
real-time, which would induce very important simulation time.

5.3 Evaluation
The evaluation process for the dynamic problem is operated through simula-
tions. The simulator presented in section 3.2 is used to run dynamic scenarios.
A dynamic scenario is built from the graph modeling data about the impacted
area and dynamic events. For the simulations, new demands and delays are
considered. The other types of dynamic events have been implemented and
their integration into the problem is handled by the solutions but the choice has
been made to focus on a subset of these dynamic events to facilitate the anal-
ysis process. Real-case data about dynamic events is not available. To create
dynamic scenarios, data on dynamic events have to be generated and these two
types of events are the most appropriate to generate data that is relevant to the
case study of Luchon 2013.
To generate data on dynamic events, metrics are used to control the character-
istics of dynamic scenarios.

5.3.1 Metrics for Vehicle Routing Problem
Several metrics are used in the literature to measure dynamism. In the common
language, dynamism describes the capability of moving. In the VRP literature
it translates with how information variates but the notion is fuzzy which ex-
plains why several metrics co-exist to measure dynamism. The most common
was introduced by [63], the degree of dynamism (dod) and its variations are
presented in the following section.

Degree of Dynamism

This metric measures the proportion of dynamic demands compared to the total
number of demands:

dod = number of dynamic demands

total number of demands
(5.8)

The time horizon defines the period T between the beginning of the problem
and the end of the planning period. The dod does not translate how demands
are dispatched on the time horizon, which appeals to another metric. Larsen
in its thesis ([63]) also defines the edod. It measures an average of how late the
demands are released on the time horizon. Let J1, . . . , nimmK be the interval of
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indexes of dynamic demands and ntot be the total of demands. The release date
is ri for a demand i.

edod =

nimm∑
i=1

( ri

T )

ntot
(5.9)

A variation of this metric best suited for VRPTW has also been defined.
As a reminder, the set of demands is noted V⋆, the release date for each node
i ∈ V⋆ is noted ri and the deadline fi:

edodT W = 1
|V⋆|

|V⋆|∑
i=1

(
1− fi − ri

T

)
. (5.10)

Dynamism

[98] argues that the edodT W is not sufficient to measure dynamism and defines
another metric named dynamism. For example, fig. 5.6 displays two different
dynamic scenarios. Each scenario has two dynamic demands over the time
horizon. Demands from both scenarios have the same time windows. Therefore
the two scenarios have the same edodT W even if the scenarios show very different
dynamics. In the first case, two missions need to be served simultaneously
whereas in the second case, the mission is not in competition. Rescue teams
can focus on serving the first mission, then focus on the second once it is released.

0 T

r1

r2

f1

f2

0 T

r1

r2

f1

f2

Figure 5.6: Examples of scenarios resulting with the same edodT W

It is suggested to use the edodT W to measure urgency instead of dy-
namism. Contrary to the edodT W , dynamism only considers release dates
and not values of the time windows. This metric seems more accurate to our
problem since the main challenge is to serve several demands simultaneously and
not to serve a demand before its deadline. It means that we prefer to measure
the quantity of demands to serve in parallel instead of the time allocated for
each service. The authors in [98] offer another metric to measure dynamism
instead. The presented approach is based on limit cases. A 100% dynamic case
is used as a baseline. This case is when the dynamic events are perfectly dis-
tributed on the time horizon. On the opposite, the 0% dynamic case is when
all demands have the same release date. Both cases are illustrated in fig. 5.7.
In this graphic, the second case shows releases that are spaced a little but are
actually released on the same date.
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100% Dynamic case

0% Dynamic case

0

0 T

T

Figure 5.7: Examples of the 100% case and 0% case dynamism

Let the inter-arrival time be the time between two releases. The set ∆ of all
the inter-arrival dates is defined as:

δi = rj − ri, j = i− 1, ∀i, j ∈ V⋆ (5.11)

∆ = {δ1, ..., δ|V⋆|−1} (5.12)

Hence in the 100% case, for all i ∈ V⋆, δi = θ with θ = T
|V⋆| the perfect

inter-arrival time as shown in fig. 5.8.

1

Perfect interarrival time

0 10
δi =  θ

100 % dynamic case

Figure 5.8: Example of the 100% case

Using the value of θ as a reference, a deviation σi is defined on the values of
the δi, for all i ∈ V⋆:

σi =


θ − δi if i = 1 and δi < θ

θ − δi + θ−δi

θ · σi−1 if i > 1 and δi < θ
0 otherwise

(5.13)

As one can see, this deviation σi is defined in regard to the previous release.
Then the first release that does not have a previous release to refer to, is defined
only according to its inter-arrival time with the next release. This is the first
line of eq. (5.13). In the second line is defined the deviation in all other cases
except when the inter-arrival time exceeds the perfect inter-arrival time θ. In
this case, deviation is set to 0 and the next deviation is impacted. The total
deviation on the entire scenario is defined as:

τ =
|V⋆|∑
i=1

σi (5.14)

In order to define the dynamism, values of deviation are normalized by the
maximum deviation:
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τM =
|V⋆|∑
i=1

σi, where (5.15)

σi = θ +
{

θ−δi

θ · σi−1 if i > 1 and δi < θ
0 otherwise (5.16)

Finally the dynamism is:

Dynamism = 1− τ

τM
= 1−

∑|V⋆|
i=1 σi∑|V⋆|
i=1 σi

(5.17)

Another metric, built on the same principle, is defined in order to measure
the spatial distribution of the total number of victims over the nodes of the
problem.

Quantity Distribution Index

This metric is called Quantity Distribution Index (QDI) and is also based on
boundary conditions (0% and 100% case). Here it is a 100% distributed case
where all the nodes of the problem would host the same number of victims. In
opposition, the 0% distributed case is when every node hosts one victim but
one node hosts the rest of the total of victims. In this work, the total number
of victims is a function of the size of the problem (number of nodes). In fact, in
order to evaluate the solutions to scenarios that are relevant to the case study
of Luchon 2013, the total quantity has been set proportionally to the total
number of victims in Luchon. An example is illustrated in fig. 5.9, where the
total number of victims is 12, dispatched on 3 nodes. The 100% distributed case
is when each node hosts 4 victims whereas, in the 0% distributed case, there
would be 10 victims at one node and 1 at the others.
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Figure 5.9: Examples of the QDI limit cases
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However, contrary to the release dates, the number of victims are integer
values, hence the 100% case is not reachable in all scenarios – it depends on the
total number of victims and its divisibility by the number of nodes. β is the
perfect quantity. It is the quantity of all demands in the 100% distributed case:

∀i ∈ V⋆ β =
∑|V⋆|

i=1 qi

|V⋆|
(5.18)

A deviation from the 100% case is defined through ρi’s, where i ∈ V⋆. It is
the difference between the quantity at node i and β:

∀i ∈ V⋆, ρi = |β − qi| (5.19)

The maximum deviation is used to normalize the deviations. It is based on
the minimum quantity of 1. The maximum quantity is reached when all nodes
but one have their quantity at 1.

So, the maximum deviation is:

ρi =
{

β − 1 if qi < β
(|V⋆| − 1) · (β − 1) otherwise (5.20)

In fact, if we consider the deviation in the 0% distributed case, every demand
has a quantity of 1 which is a deviation of β−1 from β and one demand gathers
the rest of the quantity. This quantity equals the sum of the deviation (β − 1)
for all other demands (|V⋆| − 1) at which we add the quantity of the demand
itself (β). So the deviation is (|V⋆| − 1) · (β − 1).

And finally, the QDI is:

QDI = 1−
∑|V⋆|

i=1 ρi∑|V⋆|
i=1 ρi

(5.21)

These metrics are used in this work in order to control the characteristics
of the scenarios generated. The following section presents how the dynamic
scenarios are generated for the experimental set.

5.3.2 Dynamic scenarios
As mentioned earlier, the dynamic part of a scenario is composed of the graph
and dynamic events. First, to generate the graph structure, the generator,
presented in section 3.1, is used. We generate a graph with 3 zones with the
following characteristics:

These parameters have been chosen to model the characteristics of Luchon
territory. For each node, the generated inputs follow the same process as the
static study:

• Priority: Generated using an uniform distribution among the 4 prior-
ity values that are used in practice by rescue teams. The values of the
deadlines are set accordingly, with the priority of the nodes as follows:
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Zone 1 2 3
Center 0,0 0,0 0,0

Size (in meters) 1000 2000 4000
Density (nodes per km2) 10 5 1

Degree 3 2 1

Table 5.4: Graph generation parameters

Priority 1 2 3 4
Deadline (hours) 6 12 24 24

Table 5.5: Variables

• Service time: Uniformly distributed between 300 and 2100 seconds. This
range has been determined after discussion with rescue teams from SDIS
31.

• Category: The proportion of nodes for each category has been extracted
from Luchon 2013’s Experience Feedback EF. The experimental sets follow
this proportion.

Sizes of demands are generated using a different approach. To be able to
control the QDI of the set of demands, numerous data series are generated. It
is difficult to randomly generate a data set with a given QDI and Dynamism.
Hence data sets for release dates and quantity distributions are generated and
sorted by dynamism and QDI respectively. Then data series are picked in the
right space for the desired values of the metrics. The goal is to have, for every
value of QDI, a set of data series to extract from when one wants a quantity
distribution series for a given QDI value. To generate quantity distribution
series that cover the full spectrum of values, different generation laws are used.
For each of these laws, 104 series of this law are drawn. Let us note P the total
number of victims.

• For low QDI, a truncated normal law is used. The mean equals a · P
2 and

the standard deviation equals b · P
4 . The best values for a and b to cover

the range of quantity distribution are a = 1 and b = 1.6. These values
have been found by experiment.

• For high QDI, the distribution is based on a truncated normal law whose
values are selected to fit this range of distribution.

• For medium QDI, a truncated normal law of mean a · P
V⋆ and standard

deviation of b · P is used.

Once the data series are generated, they are sorted by QDI and stored in a
database.
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The same process is executed for the generation of time series associated
with a given dynamism. The time series correspond to the release dates for the
dynamic demands ri. The time horizon T has been set to 4 hours but the series
could be scaled up or down. For the dynamism, different generation laws are
used:

• For low dynamism time series, a non-homogeneous Poisson process is used
with a rate function λ(t) = a · sin(t · f · 2π − p · π) + h. The value of each
parameter has been tuned to generate time series in the desired dynamism
range. The following parameter values have been set. The amplitude a
is set to 1.05, the frequency f is defined as 2.5 · 10−4 and the phase p is
generated with a uniform law between 0 and 1 and h between −0.99 and
1.5.

• For high dynamism time series, a uniform law is used with a lower bound
lB and a higher bound hB computed at each generation according to the
time horizon T and the number of nodes V . Then lB = T

V − dvt and
hB = T

V + dvt with dvt generated randomly by a normal law of mean
0.9 · T

V and standard deviation 1.2 · T
V . This law has been used by [98].

Figure 5.10 displays the database that we built for release dates time se-
ries. The graphic shows the number of data series for each range of size 5 of
dynamism. The different generation laws are displayed. The laws are coupled
to cover the full spectrum of dynamism values.
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Figure 5.10: Dispatching of time series by dynamism according to the
generation process

When one selects a data series for a given dynamism or QDI, it is picked in
an interval of 5 width around the desired value. The data of the graph and the
dynamic demands have been generated but as mentioned above, we also study
delays in experimentation.

delays are signaled by vehicles during the crisis and the vehicle’s process
in the simulator. The rate of delays of 15% among all interventions has been
communicated by rescue teams. To make the delays reproducible and fair to
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every solution, one cannot generate a delay online at every arrival or departure
from a node with a chance of 15%. Hence the time horizon has been divided
into a range of 10 minutes. A table of delays is created with a delay value for
every 10 minutes. It means that for a given demand, the delay value (null or
not) is the same for every period of 10 minutes. When the value is non-null,
the range for the delay in travel times is between 60 and 900 seconds with a
uniform distribution. For service time delays, the value is between 10 and 120
seconds and this value is multiplied by the number of rescued victims during
this operation. In the simulator, when a vehicle arrives at a node, it reads the
value of the travel time delay in the table corresponding to the planned date of
arrival at the node. The same process is executed for service time delays when
a vehicle leaves a node.

5.3.3 Experimental results
The initial value for RCP is determined according to the size of the problem.
Experiments have been led with 360 scenarios of various characteristics on the
size of the case of study (60 points of demand). The mean computation time
for BFIOQ, that is theoretically the more complex routes computation heuristic
, overall computations (more than 50 per scenario) and all the scenarios has
been measured under 4 seconds. To size this value to the problem’s scale, the
quadratic complexity of BFIOQ is used. For example for a problem of size 180
nodes, the initial RCP is calculated as follows:

RCP (180) = RCP (60)×
(
V⋆

60

)2
= 4×

(
180
60

)2
= 36 seconds (5.22)

The advantage of setting the initial RCP from experiments measures and
scaling is to limit systematic overtimes at the beginning of the simulation in
case the value is too low. On the contrary, if the value is too high, it could
waste time to compute solution on a too-large period.

The process that generates experimental sets is independent of the size of
the problem. For experimentation, several sets of different scales are built.

Note that in practice, delays are also used when everything rolls according
to the plan. At every arrival or departure from a node, delays with null values
are emitted. It allows updating the state of the vehicles. They are also logged
in the output file.

Luchon scale experiment

The first set is a Luchon scale set with a total of 60 nodes. For this set the
following vehicles have been considered:

The experimental set is built on 6 dynamism values from 0 to 100 with a step
of 20, 6 QDI values from the same range, and for each pair of (dynamism, QDI),
10 scenarios are generated. It makes a total of 360 scenarios in the set. The 3
presented routes computation heuristics are evaluated under the 3 introduced
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Category 1 2 3 4 5
Number of vehicles 5 4 4 1 1
Vehicles capacity 30 10 5 1 10

Table 5.6: Vehicles characteristics Luchon scale

routes computation strategies for a total of 9 combinations. The scenarios from
this set are run using the simulator. It is dockerized and the simulations are
conducted on nodes of the platform Grid’5000, a french large-scale academic
platform for experiment-driven research in all areas of computer sciences ([11]).
Experiments with 6 containers in parallel have been driven on nodes with 2
CPUs Intel Xeon E5-2660 v3 of 8 cores and 128 GiB of memory. For all the
experimental results, if the tested solution does not find a feasible solution at
any moment of a simulation, it is recorded as an error. For the Luchon scale
experiment, no error has been logged.

Figure 5.11 displays the evolution of the objective score according to the
dynamism for all 9 combinations of routes computation heuristics and routes
computation strategies. The lines between points in this figure and further ones
in this chapter are not used to approximate the behavior of solutions between
measures, but only to ease the reading of the data displayed if one wants to
follow a specific combination of routes computation heuristic and Strategy.
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Figure 5.11: Objective score according to dynamism

As specified in the legend, the routes computation heuristics are represented
with different colors and the routes computation strategy with different markers.
In this figure, the objective score, i.e. the quality of the solutions, is displayed.
The objective score is the value of the objective function in which we sum all the
demands that are served during the simulation. For this figure, the mean of the
objective score is computed on all the scenarios of the given dynamism, what-
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ever the QDI. Consequently, every point of the figure represents 60 scenarios.
The results of this figure as well as all the graphics in the evaluation have been
normalized by the best routes computation heuristic /routes compu-
tation strategy scenario by scenario. The graphic is difficult to read but a
first observation is made. At high dynamism (over 60) the curves are more re-
grouped by routes computation heuristics and the differences are smaller than at
low dynamism. Furthermore, it seems that BFI and BFIOQ show significantly
and comparatively better results at low dynamism whereas FIP quality is only
slightly better at high dynamism. Figure 5.12 displays the same results but
the routes computation strategies with each routes computation heuristics have
been merged into one curve. It allows observation of only routes computation
heuristics results. The observations are confirmed with this graphic.
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Figure 5.12: Objective score according to dynamism merged by routes
computation heuristic

At low dynamism, the demands are released by batch in a short amount of
time. In these situations, the re-optimization approach has more opportunities
for gain when building back the routes from scratch. It sustains the hypothesis
that BFI and BFIOQ have better static performances. Scenarios with the dy-
namism of 0 are almost static problems. For high dynamism values, FIP shows
slightly better performances. When the demands are more distributed over the
time horizon, there are fewer opportunities for gain since a part of the routes
is already being served. On the opposite, the time between two new demands
is steadier. The best computation time performances of FIP that are observed
in fig. 5.13, become a greater advantage, higher computation time may lead to
make demands wait longer in the buffer and maybe miss an opportunity to be
inserted at a good position in the routes.

This graphic may also explain the better performances of BFI compared to
BFIOQ but the differences are really small. These arguments are confirmed
by fig. 5.14 that displays the final RCP value according to dynamism. Higher
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Figure 5.13: Computation time according to dynamism

computation time leads to more overtime and therefore a bigger RCP. As a
reminder, every time the RCP is violated through an overtime, the RCP value
is doubled. If the RCP is higher, more missions are fixed, which lets fewer
opportunities to improve the routes.
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Figure 5.14: Final value of the RCP according to dynamism

Figure 5.15 displays the same results as fig. 5.11 but merged by routes com-
putation strategy.

At high dynamism, the three routes computation strategies are equivalent
but at low dynamism, the Continuous routes computation strategy displays
better quality than the Periodic routes computation strategy which is better
than the Preemptive. When the demands arrive by batch, the Continuous
routes computation strategy updates the routes more often whereas the Periodic
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Figure 5.15: Objective score according to dynamism merged by routes
computation strategy

routes computation strategy waits for the end of the RCP to re-compute and
may miss gain opportunities. The Preemptive routes computation strategy is
bad because the demands arrive very regularly in a short period which may
lead to many routes computation interruptions and no update of the routes for
a long period.

The influence of Dynamism has been observed but the impact of QDI is also
evaluated. In fig. 5.16, the QDI seems to have opposite impact than dynamism.
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Figure 5.16: Objective score according to QDI merged by routes computation
heuristic

For low distribution scenarios, FIP shows better performances than routes
computation heuristics of the re-optimization approach. At low QDI, most de-
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mands are small but few demands are big. FIP is better to insert a big demand.
For example, if the best position for this demand is at the end of the routes,
FIP only has to test all the positions once to get the best way to insert it and
directly insert all at the end. On the opposite, if BFI and BFIOQ try to insert
one big demand, every position will be tested and at each time the demand
is segmented. Furthermore, all the other small demands represent very small
opportunities for gain. This advantage is small and reversed at higher distri-
butions. The re-optimization of routes computation heuristics is better with
more balance demands since there are better opportunities for optimization in
insertion.

The distribution does not seem to have a clear impact on the routes compu-
tation strategies quality.

The observations at the Luchon scale and the compared qualities of solutions
might vary with the size of the problem.

Scale-up experiment

Another experiment has been built to observe the impact of resources degrada-
tion. When resources are too short to serve all demands in one trip because of
capacity limitations, the state of the problem is qualified as degraded.

The size of the problem has been increased without increasing resources.
By increasing the scale without scaling up the resources, the situation is more
difficult to handle for rescue teams. This experimental set is built only on two
values of dynamism (20, 80) and one value of QDI (60). These values have
been chosen because the results of the Luchon scale experiments displayed clear
differences for these values and fewer variations. For example, fig. 5.12 shows
the evolution of the objective score according to the dynamism for a QDI of 60.
There is a clear variation where FIP is worst at a dynamism of 20 and becomes
better than the re-optimization routes computation heuristic at 80.

The results, merged by routes computation strategies, do not show any clear
advantage for a routes computation strategy in terms of resilience to errors as
observed in fig. 5.17.

In this figure, every point is the number of scenarios that ended with an error
over the 30 scenarios, tested for each size of the problem. We clearly observe as
expected that the number of errors increases but no routes computation strategy
seems to better handle the errors. Figure 5.18 displays clearer results. FIP
routes computation heuristic is less resilient to errors (mainly deadline viola-
tions) than the re-optimization routes computation heuristics. At sizes 100 and
120, it makes more than twice more errors. In fact BFI and BFIOQ re-compute
from scratch at every step and are less impacted by bad decisions than FIP. On
the opposite, FIP, does not question previous decisions that could have a bad
impact on feasibility, if this decision has a good score.
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Figure 5.17: Number of errors over 30 scenarios QDI=60 / dynamism=80
merged by routes computation strategy
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Figure 5.18: Number of errors over 30 scenarios QDI=60 / dynamism=80
merged by routes computation heuristic

Large scale experiment

A Large scale experiment has been conducted and contrary to the scale-up
experiment, resources have been scaled up from available resources in the Luchon
scale experiment. The Large scale is 3 times higher than the Luchon scale. In
order to avoid facing a complex situation, the resources have been multiplied
by 3 as well. The same generation process has been followed to build this
experimental set. However, the time Horizon is the same (4 hours).

Contrary to the Luchon scale experiment, many errors are recorded during
the simulations. As mentioned above if a scenario leads to an error with any of
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the solutions (routes computation heuristic + routes computation strategy), it is
removed from the set of displayed results. If for a certain value of the evaluated
metric, all scenarios drive at least one solution to error, the point is not included
in the graphic. This is the case in fig. 5.19 where the scenarios of dynamism 20
are not displayed. A first observation is made. The Preemptive routes com-
putation strategy shows very bad performances at low dynamism. Furthermore,
it seems to be the worst routes computation strategy for any dynamism value.
In this figure, there is no data for the dynamism of 20 since, for every scenario
of this dynamism value, at least one solution produced an error.
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Figure 5.19: Objective score according to dynamism

Figure 5.20 displays the rate of error according to distribution with a fixed
value of dynamism of 20 which is where the problem is observed in fig. 5.19.
Scenarios are merged by routes computation heuristics. Each point represents
30 scenarios.

It shows that the error rate is almost always at 1 for FIP routes computation
heuristic . For the distribution values where FIP error rate is not at 1, the error
rate of the other routes computation heuristic complements one which justifies
the lack of reliable scenarios to display in fig. 5.19. Figure 5.21 zooms out
from fig. 5.20 in order to display the evolution of the error rate according to
dynamism.

It shows that FIP is really bad in resilience to errors at low dynamism.
Also, the dynamism has a high impact on error rate for this routes computation
heuristic because, on the opposite, the error rate is really low at high dynamism.
These results confirm the observation of the Luchon scale experiment in fig. 5.12.
FIP shows bad performances in terms of solution quality at low dynamism. Fig-
ure 5.21 displays correlated results on error rate. These observations are related
because at some point if the routes computation heuristic returns solutions with
too bad qualities, it leads to bad decisions. Past decisions being less questioned
by FIP than with re-optimization routes computation heuristics, also leads to
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Figure 5.20: Error rate according to QDI dynamism = 20 merged by routes
computation heuristic
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Figure 5.21: Error rate according to dynamism merged by routes computation
heuristic

deadline violations. As a reminder, at low dynamism, numerous demands have
to be inserted into the routes in a short amount of time, which, coupled with the
routes computation strategies is almost equivalent to having several static prob-
lems in a row. FIP is an insertion heuristic for dynamic problems and shows
bad results at low dynamism. At high dynamism values FIP shows however
very good resilience to error with almost a rate of 0. It is even better than BFI
and BFIOQ. It may be explained by the computation time performance that
is better for FIP at high dynamism. It might be observed in fig. 5.22 with an
example with all the solutions with a focus on dynamism = 80 or in fig. 5.23
which also shows the computation time, merged by routes computation heuristic
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Figure 5.22: Computation time according to QDI dynamism = 80
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Figure 5.23: Computation time according to dynamism merged by routes
computation heuristic

The re-optimization routes computation heuristics however are not impacted
this much by the evolution of dynamism. A slight increase in the error rate may
be observed at high dynamism but this is not explained by the computation time.
The evaluation reveals a high impact of dynamism on solution resilience (ca-
pacity to find feasible solutions and avoid errors). Figure 5.24 exhibits that the
QDI does not affect the resilience, except for QDI = 100 for the re-optimization
routes computation heuristics.

For this limit case, when inserting a big demand, we might have to report
several small demands later in the routes or plan this big demand at the end
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Figure 5.24: Error rate according to QDI merged by routes computation
heuristic

of the routes which could lead to deadline violations. In many cases, the error
rate for the re-optimization routes computation heuristics is always lower than
FIP’s by far.

The analysis of errors in fig. 5.25 confirms the results of the Luchon scale
concerning the routes computation strategies. Continuous routes computation
strategy is more resilient to errors. The resilience of the Periodic and Pre-
emptive routes computation strategies are very close.
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Figure 5.25: Error rate according to QDI merged by routes computation
strategy

Based on the knowledge of the results of errors, the analysis of objective
scores is conducted cautiously. Figure 5.26 presents the evolution of objective
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Figure 5.26: Objective score according to QDI merged by routes computation
heuristics

These results (fig. 5.26) exhibit better solutions quality for FIP. It is con-
firmed at high dynamism by fig. 5.27 which is a zoom on the scenarios with a
Dynamism of 100.
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Figure 5.27: Objective score according to QDI merged by routes computation
heuristics dynamism = 100

Hence at Large Scale FIP shows better performances in terms of solution
quality. However, it is not resilient to errors and is not reliable at low dynamism.
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the characteristics of the dynamic formulation of the problem
have been introduced. The different dynamic events of the model have been
presented and the mechanisms to handle the dynamic routes computation have
been detailed.

• 3 strategies for routes computation: Continuous, Periodic and Pre-
emptive routes computation strategies have been defined.

• 2 different approaches have been studied. A re-optimization approach
that adapts BFI and BFIOQ, initially developed for the static version of
the problem has been proposed. FIP, an insertion heuristic that inserts
demands in the existing routes has been introduced.

Using the simulator from section 3.2 and the graph generator from section 3.1,
several experiments have been conducted:

• Luchon scale data set: An experimental set built to model similar charac-
teristics to the case study of Luchon.

• Large scale experiment: A set of dynamic scenarios three times bigger in
several nodes and victims than the Luchon crisis. For this experiment,
the resources have been increased proportionally to the scale increase.

• Scale-up experiment: An experimental set built by increasing the scale of
the problem, but with constant resources.

The analysis of the results from these experiments shows that BFI and BFIOQ,
used in a re-optimization approach, offer better solution quality at the Luchon
scale. These routes computation heuristics also proved to be more resilient to
errors (when no feasible solution is found) as experienced in a Scale-up and at a
Large Scale. FIP however displayed better solution qualities at high dynamism
but is not reliable at low or medium values of dynamism because of its error rate.
The experiments also showed that the Continuous routes computation strategy
gives better performances. These results motivate us to consider a hybrid ap-
proach that could be tested in further work. The used solution could be chosen
according to the estimated size and dynamism of the problem. Furthermore,
the fact that the Continuous routes computation strategy is the best strategy
among the tested routes computation strategies motivates to consider a Con-
tinuous Search approach. The local search that has been presented but could
not be evaluated properly could be used to try to improve the solution during
the period of the crisis when no routes computation is in progress. The main
difficulty that was faced to evaluate this option is that simulating an experiment
with this type of approach can not be done in simulated time. The simulation
process skips the periods when nothing appends (no routes computation is in
progress) to accelerate simulations. However, the Continuous Search should be
used this time to try to improve the current routes, hence evaluation of the
Continuous search must be conducted in real-time.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, a crisis management problem is studied. This problem is the
optimization of victims’ rescue operations in case of flash floods. The objective
is to build rescue vehicle routes to locations where victims need to be saved
and drive them back to safety. This problem is part of the class of Vehicle
Routing Problem (VRP). The contributions of this thesis answer two different
formulations of the problem: Static and dynamic.

6.1 Static contributions
In chapter 4, different contributions are presented. These contributions answer
to the static formulation of the problem. In this problem, the information is
considered to be known entirely at the beginning of operations. In this chapter:

• A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model of the problem is
presented. The VRP studied in the thesis is developed and the inputs and
variables of the problem are introduced. An objective function based on
flow-time and prioritization of demands is introduced.

• Heuristics are developed to tackle the problem. Greedy algorithms and
more complex heuristics that question previous decisions are introduced.
Among them Best Flow-time Insertion (BFI) insert demands in the route
of the vehicle – and at the position in this route – where the impact on the
global objective score is the lowest. Best Flow-time Insertion with Order
Questioning (BFIOQ) is a variation of BFI in which a local search on the
current turn is conducted after the insertion of a demand in a route.

• Heuristics to optimize resources distribution between different intervention
sectors are studied.

• Various evaluations are conducted:
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– Evaluation of the exact method. A branch-and-bound method is
evaluated with different scales of problems. This evaluation allows
observation of the limit of problems sizes upon which exact meth-
ods are not consistent with the computation time constraints of the
problem.

– Comparison of heuristics. Insertion heuristics BFI and BFIOQ dis-
play better performances both in terms of computation time and
solutions qualities.

– Resources distribution evaluation. An experiment is conducted to
evaluate the different heuristics presented.

The Static formulation is a simplification of the real-life problem. However,
it can be useful for training or preparation purposes.

6.2 Dynamic contributions
In chapter 5, the dynamic version of the VRP is studied. In this problem,
different dynamic events are considered that are released during the operations.
It is closer to the real-life problem. The following contributions have been made
in this chapter:

• Heuristics developed for the static problem have been adapted with a re-
optimization approach.

• A dynamic insertion Flow-time Insertion Phase-out (FIP) heuristic has
been developed. It inserts demands at the spot of plan missions in the
route. These missions are then phase-out and re-inserted following the
same process.

• A metric from the literature has been presented to measure the dynamism
of evaluation scenarios.

• A metric to measure the quantity distribution has been introduced.

• A generation process has been offered to control the values of the two
metrics on dynamic scenarios. It has allowed assessing the influence of
these metrics on solutions performances.

• Three dynamic routes computation strategies to determine when to update
the solutions have been proposed.

• Experiments on two scales of problems (60 and 180 nodes), 6 values for
each metric, 10 scenarios for each combination of metrics, and with all
9 combinations of the three routes computation strategies and 3 routes
computation heuristics (BFI, BFIOQ and FIP) have been conducted.
It reveals that the best strategy is the Continuous routes computation
strategy. The best routes computation heuristic is BFI but FIP performs
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slightly better at high dynamism values. It raises the question of the
performances with higher scales of problem. This question should be an-
swered in further works.

• A set of dynamic scenarios for evaluation. This set contains scenarios with
two scales of problems and six values of Dynamism and Quantity Distri-
bution Index (QDI). It can be used in other works as a crisis management
benchmark for VRPs.

• A continuous search heuristic has been developed but has not been eval-
uated.

6.3 Evaluation contributions
In order to conduct evaluations of the solutions developed in the thesis, softwares
have been developed:

• A parameterized graph generator to create evaluation instances with spe-
cific characteristics.

• A simulator to run dynamic crisis scenarios in simulated time. This soft-
ware uses a multi-process environment with each actor of the crisis man-
agement (vehicles, decision center, and call center) handled by a process.
The communication between these actors is also simulated to signal events
and send updated routes.

6.4 Perspectives
The contributions presented in this thesis raise different research questions that
could be studied in future works.

6.4.1 Other approaches from the literature
In this thesis, the choice has been made to follow a re-optimization approach
with static heuristics. This choice has been mainly motivated by computation
time. However other approaches could also be tested. Meta-heuristics are gener-
ally slower to compute for a static problem, however, in a dynamic environment,
the computation time could be relevant to our computation time constraints if
the frequency of dynamic events is not too high. For example, the Tabu search
presented in [44] gives better results with a higher computation time but the
insertion of a single node and the search for an improved solution takes around
7 seconds for instances of size 60. It would be interesting to adapt such an
approach to the problem of this thesis.

An evaluation could be conducted on the same scenarios that have been used
in the campaign of experiments of chapter 5. It may reveal better performances
with certain values of scale, dynamism, and quantity distribution.
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A double horizon approach is also interesting to adapt to the problem.
Heuristics that compute a feasible solution in a short amount of time have
been developed in this thesis and could be used for the short-term horizon. An
improvement meta-heuristic could be used for the improvement of solutions on
the long-term horizon. In Flow-time Insertion Score (FIS) developed in this
thesis, new demands can be inserted at any spot in the routes except inside
the Routes Computation Period (RCP). It is not considered a double-horizon
approach since there is no clear limitation between two distinctive horizons.
The Continuous Search presented in chapter 5 could also be adapted to this
approach. The main challenge of this approach would be to define the horizons.
The dynamic of the crisis is important. For the Luchon scale, there is a new
demand released every 5 minutes approximately on average. It is even less on a
bigger scale. The problem is to find the right balance between short-term and
long-term to avoid canceling improvement computations too often. A strategy
could be defined to decide whether a demand should be inserted in the short-
term routes, or if it is not urgent and can be inserted in the long-term horizon
routes.

6.4.2 Prioritization
The problem resolution and performances evaluation rely strongly on the prior-
itization of demands. This prioritization uses a scale of 4 values in the current
rescue teams system. A larger scale of priority with more values could help to
improve the victim relief operations. The major challenge of this perspective is
to be able to put numbers on the different decision criteria of rescue teams from
the SDIS 31.

An internship has been conducted on the project to study such prioritization.
A post-doctoral researcher is currently studying the benefit of the web semantic
approach to prioritization. The approach is based on a knowledge graph that
gathers all the data of the crisis and relies on a shared vocabulary represented
in an ontology. Then, the reasoning is done with inference rules to provide new
knowledge and compute priorities.

6.4.3 Territory resilience evaluation
This thesis has been conducted on the short-term phase of the i-Nondations
project which is the Response phase of the crisis management. The long-term
phase of the project focuses on the resilience of territories to flash floods and the
build back better. When a territory is impacted by a flood, its priority is to re-
cover and build back damaged infrastructures. The budget allocated to stricken
areas is often not sufficient to include all territory development recommended
to improve resilience before the next crisis. If a choice has to be made between
different developments, the evaluation of the infrastructures improvements is
important to base a decision on.

From that perspective, the dynamic simulation process presented in this
thesis can be helpful. Simulations can be run with the different territory devel-
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opments recommended to measure which one allows the best improvement for
rescue teams’ relief operations. An improvement could avoid a road being cut
and ease the rescue process. Others might enable to reduce the impact of the
flood on some households and therefore change the priority of these demands
(since victims can remain longer on the location without being endangered).

The main challenge is to compute the impact of a territory’s development
on the flood. A module needs to be developed to deduce from a territory
development, the modifications to the crisis scenario.

6.4.4 Big data support
As presented in chapter 2, studies have been conducted using big data with het-
erogeneous data sources to improve data collection for crisis management. This
is the case of [36] and [14] for instance. The use of such approaches could trans-
form the studied problem. Data collection can bring more knowledge earlier in
the problem. Furthermore, probabilistic information about dynamic demands
might be collected, and stochastic approaches could be studied. Prediction ap-
proaches could be studied and adapted to the problem as well. For instance, [50]
studies the prediction of firefighter interventions. These approaches might help
the response phase with anticipation of big quantity demands or high priority
demands.
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